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The influence of Lebesgue functions on the convergence 
and summability of function series 
By G. ALEXITS in Budapest and A. S H A R M A in Edmonton (Canada) 
1. Introduction 
Let X be a measurable space with a positive measure fi and let {/„(*)} be a 
sequence of /¿-integrable functions on the measurable set EcX. Form the 
"Lebesgue functions" 
These functions play an important role in the theory of convergence and summa-
bility of orthogonal series. We mention the following theorems of S. KACZMARZ [3], 
b a s e d o n a m e t h o d o f A . KOLMOGOROFF—G. SELIVERSTOFF [4] a n d A . PLESSNER [5] : 
A. If E is an interval of finite length on the real line, ¡i is the ordinary Lebesgue 
measure, and {/„(*)} is an orthonormal system defined on E, then the series Zanf„(x) 
is convergent a.e. on E provided that Ln{x) =0{X„) on E with 0 < / „ s / . j i + 1 and 
B. Under the same conditions as above, Za„f„(x) is (C, l)-summable a.e. 
on E if, instead of Ln(x) = 0(An), we only suppose Lj,(x) = 0(Xn) on E. 
In the proof of these theorems the assumption that the system {/„(x)} is ortho-
normal was essentially exploited. Unexpectedly it turned out that neither ortho-
normality nor L^-integrability of {/„(x)} is needed in theorems A and B. lt is enough 
to suppose that the functions fn{x) are L^-integrable on E and the condition 
Ln(x) = / \K„{t, x)| dfi(t) and Ll (x) - f (t, x)| dfi(t), 
E E 
where 
E * = o 
is satisfied whenever 2 a k H <cxD. 
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We remark that (1) is trivially satisfied for orthonormal systems defined on 
a set E of finite measure, so that our results contain theorems A and B as special 
cases. Moreover, if we suppose ) ,n=1 («=0 , 1, ...), i.e. if 
(2) Ln(x) = 0(l) or L¡(x) = 0 (1) 
on E, then even (1) is unnecessary. Hence if one of the conditions (2) is uniformly 
valid on E, then Zanfn(x) is a. e. convergent or (C, 1 )-summable on E, respectively, 
under the sole condition < So we can say that some classical theorems as for 
instance the theorem of Fejér—Lebesgue applied to the Fourier series of L2~ 
integrable functions is but a special case of our theorem belonging to the general 
theory of real functions. 
As to the proof, we proceeded originally on the same way we followed in the 
case of multiplicatively orthogonal series (see [2]). C. I. PRESTON, after having 
read -a preprint of [2], has communicated in a letter to the first author an idea 
which simplified also a part of our original proof very much. (The note of 
DR. PRESTON referring to this will appear later*). In the present paper we shall use 
his idea in the proof of Theorems 1 and 5. 
2. The convergence problem 
Let {/„(x)} be a sequence of L^-integrable functions on the /¿-measurable set 
E and {/>„} a non-decreasing sequence of positive numbers. Denote further by 
n OO 
s„ (x) the n-th partial sum akfk{x) of the series y, a„fn(x). 
k=0 n = 0 
T h e o r e m 1. If la^ < °° and the Lebesgue functions Lv (x) satisfy the condition 
Lv(x) = 0{i,,) 
uniformly on the measurable set E of finite measure, then sv (x) = Ox(/.*) on E almost 
everywhere. 
Denote by n(x) the least index m ( S n ) for which 
= max /^sVk(x). m m OikSII 
We proceed to prove that the left hand side is finite on E a. e. For this purpose 
we use an idea of Preston which consists in a special representation of sv (x). 
*) Meanwhile it was published in the J. Amer. Math. Soc., 28 (1971), 453—455. 
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Introduce an arbitrary orthonormal system {gk(y)} defined on a measure space 
Y with positive measure v, then 
V^cW = f 2 akgk(t)-X^M ""Z gk«)A(x)dv(t). 
Y k=0 k=0 
So we obtain by Schwarz's inequality 
. £ 
f r [ Vn I2 /» f /1 , VnM l2 
m \ f 2 akgk{t) dv(t).f f Z gk(t)fk(x) dix(x) dv(f)\ == 
lr r U fl=0 J 
2 a l \ I f f ^„L 2 sk(t)fk(x)-)~n;y) 2.gk(t)fk(y)dfi(x)dii(y)dv(t)\ k=0 J U E r * = ° t = 0 J 





2 A(x)fk(y) k = 0 dfi(x) dfi(y) •r 
where n(x, j ) = min {n(x), n(y)}. As the sum in the last integrand equals Kv (x, y), 
it follows 
| / ^ „ L ^ u - j W ^ W l = 
E 
= 0(1) { / / j) i dn(X) dn(yyf f / i ^ c * , >oi w 
£ £ EE 
= O ( l ) {/Xl\x)LVnM(x) dii(x)+ f X;nlLVn(Jy) dn(y)f = 0 (1 ) . 
£ £ 
Since the sequence (x)} is increasing, it follows by B. Levi's theorem that 
The same is true for the sequence {—2,7* s„ fx) ) ; hence 
which contains ou r statement. 
T h e o r e m 2. If the Lebesgue functions Ln(x) are uniformly bounded on the 
measurable set E of finite measure and Xa^ < then the series Za„fn(x) is convergent 
on E a. e. 
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Indeed, implies with an appropriate increasing sequence 
{/<„} of positive numbers tending to infinity. Then we get by partial summation 
for every m ^ n : 
m — 1 
s 2 " 1) 
k=n +1 
i m W - i n W I = 
k + 
2 nUiMx) 1=0 
_ i 1 
2 Hk VkCikfkix) k=n+ 1 
2 Hi aiMx) 1=0 





Since and Ln{x) = 0 ( 1 ) for x£E, we can apply Theorem 1 with v„=n 
and Xn—\ for every n. It follows then 
2nUim=ox{\) 
1 = 0 
for every k and almost all x£E; hence sm(x)—sn(x) = o x( l ) a.e. 
T h e o r e m 3. Suppose Lv (x) = O f o r every x£E and If also 
condition (1) is satisfied, then the sequence {JvJX)} of partial sums of the series 
Za„fn{x) converges on E a.e. 
Set 
Sn(x) = 2 >Utakfk{x) 
.*=o 
with an appropriate increasing sequence {//„} of positive numbers tending to infin-
ity, and ZalA„i.in<°°. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2: 
vm-l 
(3) 
fc = v „ + l 
Because of ZakAknk<°° we have by Theorem 1 
5Vn(x) = 0 ; c ( A i j and SvJx) = Ox(pivJ a.e. 
So the last two terms in (3) have the order of magnitude o x( l ) a.e. on E. Regarding 
the first sum on the right hand side consider the series-
k=0 • i 
Apply condition (1) with b k — t h e n the integrals on the right hand side 
are of order 0(1) , hence 
s = 0( 1) 2 [(AfcrtO-i-afc+i^+x)-*] < 
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B. Levi's theorem implies the convergence a.e. of the series 
• 5 [ ( ^ - ^ - ( V i a + I ) - * ] ^ ) , 
k=0 
so we get f rom (3) sv (x)—^(x) = ox( 1) on E a. e. 
R e m a r k . Condition (1) can be weakened. We chose it only to get a simple 
and clear form of Theorem 3. But it could be replaced e.g. by 
¡\Sk(x)\dix(x) = 0{Xtcnk) . ( £ > 0 ) 
E 
supposing also that {1 ¡X„) is convex. It is easy to see that the series S would con-
verge also under this condition. 
As application of Theorem 3 we prove one of our results concerning multipli-
catively orthogonal series, [2]. A system {q>n(x)} is called multiplicatively orthogonal 
on the measurable set E, if every finite product of different q>k's has zero integral on E. 
That is, setting the product system <p0(y) = l and >l/n(x) = <p„,i +, (x)(p,H + , (x)...(p„k + , (x) 
for n = 2mi + 2m2 + - - + 2 m k , we have 
fij>n(x)dii(x) = 0 (us 1). 
E ' 
T h e o r e m 4. Let {<p„(x)} be a multiplicatively orthogonal system defined on a 
measurable set E of finite measure. If |<p„(x) i = M„ , then Ic2n M* < implies the 
convergence a.e. on E of the series Ic„q>„(x). 
Denote by {/„(*)} the above defined product system of {<pn(x)/M„} and set 
an = cv+lM,+, for n = 2V, and a„=0 for n Then we may write 
2 " - 1 • n J 
- 2 akfk(x) = 2 c k M k - — <pk(x). k = 0 k= 1 Jylk 
We apply Theorem 3 with v„ = 2" —1 and A„ = l ( «=0 , 1, ...). The Lebesgue func-
tions Lln-i(x) of the system {/„(x)} defined in this way are uniformly bounded 
on E, because 
1 x ) = 2 Z f k ( t ) f k ( x ) = f l f 1 + M ^ l ^ 0, 
and hence 
/ 2 1 fk(t)fk(x)dp{t)= f d f i i t ) . 
/ £ *= 0 E 
Thus we have only to show that (1) is also satisfied. Choose, for this aim, {bk} 
L 
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arbitrarily so that Then, for every « of the form 2m +p with 0s=/><2" 
we have 
/ 
fc = 0 
> m 1 
J cpv+1(x)dn(x) 
s \ f d K * ) f 
IE £ 
v+ 1 




- 0 ( 1 ) ( j U 2 + 1 6 ! . } * = 0 (1 ) { 2 ^ } * = O(l) . 
Hence condition (1) is satisfied and our statement proved. 
3. The summation problem 
T h e o r e m 5. If and the Lebesgue functions L*(x) satisfy the condition 
L\ (x) = O (/„) uniformly on the measurable set E of finite measure, then the sums 
have the order of magnitude Ox(jIf) on E, a.e. 
Denote by nx the least index m ( = «) for which 
}^ierm(x) = max )*iok(x), 
and set min (nx, ny). Let be {g t(j)} an arbitrary orthonormal system defined 
in a measure space (Y, v). Then 
f /~xl (J ,,Jx) dfl(x)\ = f f y akSk(0 • C 2 1 - T - r y Sk(t)fk{x) dv(t) d^(x) 
E EÏ fc = 0 k = o{ "x~y 1 ) 
Za*8k(t) 
E EX k=0 
dv (/) / / / & Ë11 -armgk {t)fk {x) x 
x 2 o ( ] - ^ t t ) gk {t)fk {x) chl (x ) chl ( y ) dv ( / )}*~ 
fk(x)fk(y)d^x)d^(y)\ . 
A 
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Apply twice partial summation to the sum in the last integrand to get 
2k -f 1 y i 1 
Kk(x,y) 
2 (k+l)Kki(x,y) + 
hence it follows 
(nx + l)(«y+ 1) *=p 
+ 1)); 
= O( l ) { / A : 1 LEE . 
E 
{nx+\y2 I ( k + \ ) \ ^ (x, JOI + I K i x ( x , y)\ 
k= 0 
dn(x)dn(y) I = 
r -
= 0(1)1/(nx+\)-2 Z (k+\)?-J Ll(x)dn(x)+ f A-xlLnx(x)dn{x)r= 0 (1 ) . 
U K=0 E J 
Reasoning as before in the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain 
\cr„x(x)\ = Ox(Xl) a.e. 
T h e o r e m 6. If the Lebesgue functions L]t(x) are uniformly bounded on the 
measurable set E of finite measure and Za2<&=, then the series Zanfn(x) is (C, 1)-
summable a.e. 
The convergence of Za2n implies the existence of a sequence {//„} of positive 
numbers, concave f rom, below and tending to infinity such that ZaJ/j„<=o, Denote 
by A a n d the first and the second differences of {¿i"*}, respectively. 
Put crn(iii, x) the /7-th (C, 1) mean of the series Za„\jn„fn(x). By a known identity 
(see e.g. [1], p. 72) we have 
(4) om(x)-an(x) = Z 1 —r\A2fiki-(k+])Gk(Yn,x)-
k=0 . m+lj 
n- 1 
k = 
2 1-—rTU2№i.(A:+1)^(1/^, + — — 2 AMkMk + l)crk()^t,x)-
c o I, n - r 1 ) m + 1 fc_o 
2 n ~ 1 
- — - r 2 1 • (k + 1 ) e k { f f i , x) + fi~1 am((//<, x ) - i a „ ( / / i , x). n + i k = o 
From Theorem 5 we get ak(]ffi, x) = Ox(\) a.e.; hence the last two terms in (4) 
have the order of magnitude 0^.(1) a.e. Since the sequence is cbnvex and 
tends, to zero, it follows An~* = o(n~1). Thus the third and four th terms in (4) 
L 
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are also o x( l ) a.e. In what concerns the first two terms, take into account that by 
Theorem 5 the series 
2 ¿ V M f c + i J M f i T , * ) ! = 0 , ( 1 ) 2 (k + i ) A 2 ^ 
k =0 fc=0 
converges a. e. because of the convexity of The first two terms in (4), 
being the difference of the m-th and «-th (C, 1) means of an a. e. convergent series, 
tend to zero a.e., consequently 
0m(x) ~ 0n(x) = o x ( 1) a.e. ( m > n ) . 
T h e o r e m 7. Let {/l„} be an increasing sequence of positive numbers concave 
from below. Suppose L*(x) = 0(X„) for every x£E and la\Xn<°°. If condition (1) 
is also satisfied, then the series Ianfn(x) is (C, 1 )-summable on E almost everywhere. 
Choose first a sequence {/in} of positive numbers concave f rom below and 
tending to infinity, such that I a J t ? _ j i n ° ° and that {/„/;„} be concave f r o m below. 
Using the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 6, with !„/<„ instead of n n , 
we get first 
(5) an(x) = Z [ l - ) A2(lktik)~Hk+l)ok(YIH, x) + 
k=o v n T" 1 ) 
2 n— i 
+ —— 2 A(Ak+itik + iyi(k + ])<rk(\/An, x) + (lnnnyt<rn(YXii, x). n+ 1 k=0 
By Theorem 5 we have on{jX\n, x) = Ox(X~i) a.e.; hence the last term on the right 
hand side is 0^(1) a. e. As to the second, it follows by condition (1): 
2 A (4 +1 f t +i)~i I k , x)\ d\i (x) k = 0 
thus IA{Xk+ink+lYi\ak(jIfi, x)\ converges a. e. This implies the existence of an 
index N=N(x, s) such that for an arbitrary e > 0 
2 ¿Wk+iVk+i)-*WiYXn, x)| ~ a.e. 
Therefore we get for sufficiently large n and almost all x£E 
2 1 
" x r 2 1 + 1 fc = 0 
2 N ~ l 
2 + . n+l k=o 
n— 1 j y 2 s 
+ 2 2 = 0 x ( i ) _ _ + - i < £. 
k = N n+l Z 
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In other words, the second term on the right hand side of (5) is ox(l) on E a.e.. 
Concerning the first term we get 
2 A2{Xk^rHk + 1 ) / k № , *)| dn(x) «= ~ k = o £ 
by condtion (1) and the convexity of {(A*^) -*}, e- the series. 
converges a. e. The first term, being about the (n — l ) t h (C, 1) mean of this series, is. 
also convergent for almost all x£E. Thus we see by (5) that {<r„(x)} is decomposed 
for almost all x(LE in a convergent sequence and two terms of order 0^(1). Conse-
quently, {c„(x)} converges a.e. as we have stated. 
R e m a r k s . 1. One can easily see that Theorems-2 and 6 cannot be improved. 
Indeed, if a0,ar, ... are arbitrary real numbers such that Za% = °°, there exists a 
system i f j x ) } of continuous functions in (0, 1) with uniformly bounded Lebesgue-
functioris such that Za„fn(x) is nowhere summable by any regular positive Toeplitz method-
Choose £ = [ 0 , 1] with the ordinary Lebesgue measure //. The system 
/ * ( * ) = « „ [ ! « ? ) 1 ( O ^ x s l ) 
has the required property. Indeed, for every 1] we have 
£»(*) = / 2 a l \ i 2dt == 2 a l \ 2 «?] 2. 
0 fe = 0 \ v = 0 • ) k= 0 Vv = 0 ) 
The last series is convergent, and hence Ln(x) = 0( 1) uniformly in [0, 1]. But 
*.(*)= 2 a l \ z a 2 \ k = 0 l.v = 0 ) 
The terms of Zanfn{x) are positive, thus the series is not summable by any regular-
positive Toeplitz method. 
2. Theorems 5, 6, and 7 can be generalized in that way that their statements-
remain valid for any (C, a)-summation («>0) , if we substitute L\ (x) by the cor-
responding Lebesgue functions Lan{x). The proofs are similar, but longer, because 
of the more intricate computations with (C, a) means. The technique could be 
copied f rom [6]. 
3. One can see that condition (1) could be weakened also in Theorem 7 exactly 
as we indicated in our remark to Theorem 3. Moreover we could substitute the 
condition of concavity of the sequence {A„} by other, somewhat less pretentious, 
conditions. But it seemed us that a simple form of Theorem 7 shows clearer the; 
essence than any other more sophisticated statement. 
1 0 G. Alexits and A. Sharma: Lebesgue functions and function series 
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On some inequalities concerning series of positive terms 
By LÁSZLÓ LEINDLER in Szeged 
Recently A. PREKOPA [1] has proved the integral inequality 
(1) / sup f(x)g(y)dt / p ( x ) d x f 2 { f g\y)dy) 
where f ( x ) and g(y) are arbitrary non-negative measurable functions. 
It seems worth while to observe that the formal analogue 
2 s u p S t i , s 2 2 aj\ 2 bj 
1 /2 
2 I 
of the inequality (1) is in general not true. (See e. g. the sequences a0=b0=l and 
an=b„ = 0 if n 7^0.) But we will show that without the factor 2 the inequality does 
hold, i. e. we have 
(\ l / 2 ( \ 1/2 2 ol\ 2 bf\ 
for any non-negative sequences {a,,} and {¿„}. 
First- we give a very short and simple proof of (2). Next we generalize (2) as 
follows: 
1 1 1 , 
T h e o r e m . Suppose that l=r, fg»o and —I— = H — , where 1 ^y =•=. 
r s y 
Then for non-negative a„, bn we have 
OO I CO 1/y ( ^ 
(3) 2 1 2 albl-A § 2 ol 
i/r ( „ uIs * 
2 K 
f ll/V 
*) If c t s O and y = then £ c£ means supc f c . l<,= - ~ ) k 
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Let us formulate the special case y = of (3) as a 
1 1 
C o r o l l a r y . If and—|—= 1, then 
P q 
C „ y w ~ y/« 
(4) Z s u p a k b n _ k ^ \ Z "SI 2 K\ • 
n=— OO k \/l= —oo ) \n=— CO • ) 
Our theorem can be generalized from two to any finite number of series with 
a straightforward generalization of the proof which follows. 
E.g. we have 
2 2 (a,bjcky 
L i + j + k = n 
1/7 OO 1/r OO 1/S 
2 b) 
1 It 
L 4 1 ' 
1 1 1 1 
where a„,b„, cn are non-negative and l^r, s, (S»; —| 1— = 2-j—(lSy^o,). 
r s t y 
The integral analogue of our result will be published in another paper. The 
method of proof to be given there is quite different from that of Prekopa and also 
slightly different f rom that one given for series in the present paper. 
P r o o f of (2). Denote 
« j = ( n J t f l " ) ' ' J A J = („A A ") 
1/2 
and cn = sup akbn_k. 
k 
We may assume that 0<2c„<oo . This assumption implies that not all a„ and b„ 
vanish, and 0< | | a„ | |<°° and 0 < | | & J < ° ° , indeed, for any & and n, c„^akbn_k. 
Taking the Cauchy product of the series Ia2n and Ib2n we obtain 
l k i m i l 2 = 2 2 akb„~k — 2 c„ 2 "kbn-k^ 2 c j k m i i . n=-~ oofc = — oo n— — oo li= — <x> n=—oo 
Hence (2) follows evidently. 
P r o o f of (3). We may also assume that the sum on the left-hand side of (3) 
has finite value and that not all an and b„ vanish. If ^ > 0 , then we have 
and hence 
2 ( « ( A - * ) 1 
l/y 
= «A-** for any n, 
i/y 
k 2 (akbn^k)y\ s s , 2 bn-
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Therefore For analogous reasons, I a „ < S i n c e r S l and j S l we also, 
have 
(5) 2 a'» 
l/r 
- oo and B = 2 K 
1 Is 
If r = or 5 = °°, then y = °° and s = I or r = l , respectively. In these cases (3) holds. 
If e.g. r=°then by (5) there exists v such that a , ,=sup ak; thus the inequality 
avbn?s supakbn+v_k 
k 
holds for all n; hence we obtain that 
2 2 supa^n+v-k = —oo n~ k 
and this is what was to be proved. 
If both r and s are finite we set 
(6) 
and we have 
cn = a J A and dn = bn/B, 
(7) 2 <i = 1 and 2 dn = l-
IX— - c o n= - c o 
Taking the Cauchy product of these two series we obtain 
(8) 2 /„ = 1, where / „ = 2 4 d L k . 
Next we prove tha t 
(9) /„ S 2 (ckdn_,y 
i Ir 
If y = l , then r—s — 1, and thus in (9) equality holds. If 1 < y ^ s e t y' = 
(1 = Then by the inequality of Holder , . 
7 - 1 
where 





k = — CO 
l/r 
thus we have to prove that J„ = l. If r = l then (s—1)/ = s, and if j = l then 
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(r—\)y' = r; thus in these cases /„ = 1 follows immediately f rom (7). If both r and 
s are greater than 1, we can use (7) through the inequality 
x y ' s — + — ( x , y ^ 0) , 
P 1 
applied to x = 4r~1)y', y = rf<s~kX)y', p 
Y S 
y and q = ——(note that 
1 1 , 
— I — = 1); then we get 
p q ' . 
( . r - l ) y ( 5 - 1 ) / 
Jyn' S i = I . 
q 
Now by (5), (7), (8) and (9) we have 
1 = 2 h ^ 2 
n = — co /* = — ©c 
2 2 " ( a k b „ - h ) ' 
1/7 
which implies (3). 
The proof is now complete. 
M y g r a t e f u l a c k n o w l e d g e m e n t is d u e t o P r o f e s s o r BÉLA SZŐKEFALVI-NAGY 
for stimulating conversations. 
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On a linear transformation in the theory of probability 
By LAJOS T A K A C S in Cleveland (Ohio, U.S.A.)*) 
1. Introduction. In the theory of random fluctuations we frequently encounter 
the following problem: A sequence of mutually independent and identically dis-
tributed real random variables {£„; n= 1 , 2 , . . . } is given. We define a sequence 
of random variables {//„; n = 0, 1, 2, . . .} by the recurrence formula t]n = 
= max (0, //„'_!+ C„) (n= 1 ,2 , . . . ) , where rj0 is a nonnegative random variable 
which is independent of the sequence {c„}. The problem is to find the distribution 
function or the Laplace—Stieltjes transform of rj„ for every « = 1 , 2 , ... . We have 
several methods at our disposal for finding the generating function 
2 E{e " ""'•<} g" 
n=0 
f o r R e ( Y ) s O a n d | G | < L ; n a m e l y , a n a l y t i c a l m e t h o d s ( F . POLLACZEK [12], [13],. 
I . J . GOOD [6], J . H . B . KEMPERMAN [7]), a l g e b r a i c m e t h o d s ( G . BAXTER [2], [3] , 
J . G . WENDEL [18], [19], J . F . C . KINGMAN [8], [9], G . - C . ROTA [14]), c o m b i n a t o r i a l 
m e t h o d s ( E . S. ANDERSEN [1], F . SPITZER [16], W . FELLER [5], L . TAKACS [17]) , a n d 
t h e m e t h o d o f f a c t o r i z a t i o n ( s ee e .g . J . H . B . KEMPERMAN [7] a n d A . A . BOROVKOV [4]) . 
T h e m e t h o d o f f a c t o r i z a t i o n h a s b e e n i n t r o d u c e d b y N . WIENER a n d E . H O P F [21} 
f o r s o l v i n g i n t e g r a l e q u a t i o n s . ( S e e a l s o F . SMITHIES [15], H . WIDOM [20], a n d N . I . 
MUSKHELISHVILI [10].) It seems that all the existing methods have certain limi-
tations. The analytic method of Pollaczek is constructive and gives the solution 
in a closed form; however, certain restrictions should be imposed on the distri-
bution function of £„. Furthermore, since the solution appears as a solution of a 
singular integral equation, the uniqueness of the solution should be proved. The algeb-
raic methods are mostly descriptive, and even in the particular case when P {i/o = 0 } = l r 
the solution does not appear in a closed form. In general, combinatorial methods 
do not provide the solution in a closed form either, but fortunately, in some partic-
*) This research was supported by the National Science Founda t ion under Grant N o . G P -
24065. 
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ular cases, we can obtain explicit expressions for P { ' /„=*} ( « = 1 , 2, ...). The method 
of factorization is mostly restricted to the case of P { / / 0 = 0 } = 1 . 
In what follows we shall consider a more general problem than the one men-
tioned above, namely, the problem of finding a sequence of functions rn(s) (n = 1 ,2, ...) 
defined for Re (5 ,)=0 by a recurrence relation r„(s) — T{y ( j )r„_ l (.?)}, where y(s) and 
r 0 ( s ) are elements of a commutative Banach algebra R, T is a projection and 
T { r 0 ( s ) } = r0(s). We shall define R in such a way that on the one hand R is large 
enough to contain all the important functions arising in fluctuation theory and on the 
other hand R is small enough to allow an explicit representation of the t ransformat ion 
T , which is suitable for calculations. We shall provide a constructive method for 
finding the generating function of r n ( s ) ( n = 0 , 1 ,2 , ...), and we shall obta in the 
solution in a closed form. As a byproduct we obtain the method of factorizat ion 
and we shall show how it can be applied in the general case. 
2. A Banach algebra R. Denote by R the space of functions defined for 
Re ( s ) = 0 on the complex plane, which can be represented in the form 
where ( is a complex (or real) random variable with E { | ( | } < ° ° , and t] is a real 
r andom variable. The function s) is uniquely determined by the joint distr ibution 
of C and q. However, there are infinitely many possible distributions which yield 
the same <Z>(s). It follows f rom (1) that for Re ( j ) = 0 . 
Let us define the norm of <P(s) by 
where the infimum is taken for all C for which (1) holds (with a suitable f/)." Obvi-
ously, |<Z>Cs-)M|<i>|| fo r Re(s)=0. 
We have ||<P[|sO, and ||<P||=0 if and only if <P(s)=0. If a is a complex (or real) 
number and $ ( j ) 6 R , then a # ( j ) € R and ||a<J>|| = |ot| | |$ | | . Fur thermore, if « ^ ( j ^ R 
and <P2(S)£R, then $1(s) + $2(s)£R and H ^ + i y S H ^ J + H^II- The last state-
ment can be proved as follows: 
For any £ > 0 let $ 1 ( j ) = E { C i e - 5 " 1 } , where E{ |C t | } sS ¡ « P J + s , and let <P2(s) = 
= E { ( 2 e - s ' ' 2 } , where E{|C2 |} = | | # 2 | | + £ . Let v be a r andom variable which is 
independent of ( C i , / h ) and (£2^2)» and for which P { v = l } = P { v = 2 } = : ^ . Let 
us define C=2£v and t]=t]v . Then 
(3) E{ie-S»} = <*>!(*)+ and E{|C|} = E{ |Ci |}+ E{|C2|> -
Thus and + == H ^ H + | | $ 2 | | + 2 e . Since £ > 0 is arbitrary, 
this proves the statement. 
(1) 
(2) ii$n=infE{ia} 
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In what follows we shall not make use of the completeness of R. However, 
we can prove that R is complete, and therefore R is a- Banach space.. 
Next we observe that if ( P ^ f R and <P2(s)6R, then $ , ( i ) $ 2 ( 5 ) 6 R and 
= | | # i | | ||02-11 • To prove this let us define and <P2(s) in exactly the 
same way as above. However, let us assume now that (C^ / / , ) and (t '2 ,>h) a r e 
independent and take i = ( i ( 2 and = /7i+»h- Then 
(4) ~E{(e~s"} = ^ ( s ^ s ) and E.{|f|} = E{|c,|}E{|C2 |} < 
Thus ^ ( ^ ^ ( s ^ R and l l ^ ^ l l S (||<Pj|| +e)(||<P2|| +s). Since e > 0 is arbitrary 
this proves the statement. 
Accordingly, R is a commutative Banach algebra. 
3. A linear tansformation T. Let us define a transformation T in R by 
(5) T{0(i)} = <P+(s) = E{Ce-s" + }, 
where /7 + = max (0, if). As we shall show explicity in Theorem 2, the function <P+(s) 
is independent of the particular representation (1) of <P(s). Observe that <5+(s). 
is a regular function of s in the domain:Re and continuous for Re ( s ) £ 0 . 
Furthermore, |<P+(.s)'|^||<P|| for R e ( » l £ 0 . 
If a is a complex (or real) number and <P(s)£R, then T{a<P(s)} = aT{<P(s)}. 
If 0 j ( i ) € R and <P2(i)£R, then T {0,(s) +&2(s)} = T{<Pt(s)}+T{<P2(s)}. This 
follows immediately from the representation (3)'. Obviously, ||T|| = 1. Accordingly, 
T is a bounded linear transformation. Moreover, T2 = T, that is, T is a projection. 
We note that if <P,(s)(ER and 0 2 ( s ) e R , and T ^ C s ) } ^ « ^ ) and T {<P2(s)} = 
= 0 2 ( i ) , then T{<P1(5)<P2(5)}=0i(i)<P2(i). Furthermore, if 0 , ( i ) € R and <P2(i)£R, 
and T { $ t ( i ) } = c 1 and T{<P2(s)} = c2 , where c, and c2 are complex (or real) con-
stans, then T{0,(5)<P2(i)} = c1c2 . These statements follow immediately from the 
representation (4). . 
4. A recurrence relation. The problem mentioned in the Introduction and 
many other problems in the theory of probability and stochastic processes can be 
reduced to the problem of finding a sequence of functions {r„(s)} satisfying a recur-
rence relation of the form 
r„(s) = T{r(i)r.-,(i)} (n = 1, 2, ...), with T{r0(s)} = r0(s) and y(s)€R. 
To solve this problem we need the following auxiliary theorem. 
L e m m a . Let $ n ( s ) 6 R for n = 0, 1, 2, ... and let a„ (/;=0, 1, 2, ...) be complex 
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then 
(6) !P(i)= ¿«„«P„(i)6R and T{V(i)} = 2 anT{0n(s)}. 
/1=0 n=0 
P r o o f . If we refer to the facts that R is complete and T is continuous, then 
the Lemma follows immediately. However, we are not making use of the completeness 
of R and therefore a separate proof is required. 
F o r « = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . let <P„(i) = E { O r 5 H where E{ |CJ}^2 | |<PJ . Let v. be a 
discrete r andom variable which is independent of the sequence (£„, rj„) ( « = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
and which takes on nonnegative integral values with probabilities P { v = « } = / > „ > 0 
for « = 0 , 1 , 2 Define £=av iv / /?v and t] — t]v. Then 
E { £ e - S " } = ¿ P { v = « } ^ E { { „ e - M = 
n=0 Pn / 1 = 0 
and 
E{ |C |}= 2 ' P { v = « } M E { | i „ | } s 2 2 ' k l l W < - -
n = 0 Pn n = 0 
Accordingly, , P ( i ) = E and !f( .?)€R. Fur thermore , we have 
T {V(s)} = E{Ce- s"+} = ¿ P { v = n } ^ E{C„e- s""} = ¿ f l , T { i „ ( i ) } 
/ 1 = 0 Pn n = 0 
which is in agreement with (6). This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
In particular, it follows f rom the Lemma that if <£(.?) 6 R, then e'J0(s} £ R fo r 
any g, and [1— ¿»^(.s)] -1 g R and log [1 — £ R whenever | |<£||<1. If we 
form the power series expansions of these functions, then we can apply T term 
by term. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let us suppose 'that y(.?)£R, r 0 ( j ) G R and T { r 0 ( s ) } = r 0 ( . ? ) . 
Define r„(s) for « = 1 , 2 , ... by the recurrence relation 
(7) r „ ( i ) = T { y ( 5 ) r n _ 1 ( i ) } . 
If \Q\\\y\\<\, then 
( 8 ) 2 r„(s)g" = g - T { i o g [ i - s y ( s ) B T { r 0 ( s ) e ~ l o g [ 1 ~ + T { i o g [ i - < ? y ( s ) ] } } 
n= 0 
for Re ( s ) s 0 . 
P r o o f . Let us denote the right-hand side of (8) by U(s, g). Obviously, 
U(s, g)£R and T{C/(5, g)}=U(s, g). Now we shall show that U(s, g) satisfies 
the following equation 
(9) = f0(s). 
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Let us introduce the function 
f j ^ — elog[l-i?y(s)]-T{log[l-ey(s)]} 
for R e ( » = 0 . It is obvious that h(s)£R, l/h(s)£R, and r0(s)/h(s)£R. We can 
also see immediately that 
(10) T{A(j)} = 1 
and 
Now (10) and (11) imply that 
\r0(s) T r o ( j ) ] l = 0 
h(s) h(s) (12) TjA(s) 
that is, 
(13) T{[1 -gy(s)]U(s,g)} = r0(s) 
whence (9) follows. 
Let us expand U(s, g) in a power series as follows 
(14) U(s, Q)= 2 Un(s)Q". 
n= 0 
This series is convergent if ||y||-<l and evidently ^ „ ( ^ g R for n = 0, 1,2, ... . 
If we put (14) into (9), then we obtain that U0(s) = r0(s) and 
(15) i/„(i) = T{7(S)C/n_1(5)} 
for n = l , 2 , . . . . Accordingly, the sequence {t/„(s)} satisfies the same recurrence 
relation and the same initial condition as the sequence {/"„($)}. Thus Un(s) = rn(s) 
for 77 = 0, 1,2, ... which was to be proved. 
We note that by the Lemma we have 
for l e l l l y H i . . 
If, in particular, r 0 ( i ) s l , then (8) reduces to 
(16) ¿ r „ ( s ) e " = e-T{iog[i-«wi} = exp ¡ ¿ — T{[y(i)]"}| 
77= 0 177= 1 N. J 
where | e | | | y | | < l . 
The usefulness of formulas (8) and (16) depends on the applicability of the 
transformation T. Our next aim. is to give a method for finding T{3>(5)} for 
<£(i)6R and, in particular, for finding T{log [1 — £>y(s)]} for y ( i ) £ R and |g| ||y|| < 1. 
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5. A representation of T. If we know <P(s)£R for R e ( s ) = 0, then <t>'h(s) = 
= T{<P(j)} is uniquely determined for R e ( s ) £ 0 as a function which is regular in 
the domain Re ( s ) > 0 and continuous for Re (s) = 0. We can obtain <P+(s) explicitly 
by the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2. If <P(s)£R, then for R e ( s ) > 0 we have 
( 1 7 ) = T M + 
where the path of integration Le(e>0) consists of the imaginary axis from z = - / » 
to z = —iz and again from z = ie to z = i°°. 
P r o o f . Let C £ + ( E = - 0 ) be the pa th which consists of the imaginary axis f rom 
i . 7 1 711 z = — to z = —is, the semicircle CT = <z:z = ee ^ a ^ — \ , and aeain £ I 2 2 J 
the imaginary axis f rom z = /e to z = /°°. Let C7(e>.0) be the path which consists 
of the imaginary axis from z = — to z = — is, the semicircle 
{7 1 7 1 1 z: z =-ee", — 
and again the imaginary axis f rom z—h to z = /°°. Let C£+ (R) ( 0 < e < R ) be a path 
taken in the negative direction and containing C+ f rom z — — iR to z = iR and the 
, I . I t 7T1 
semicircle c+ = j z : z=Re~"1, — S a g - 1 . Let C~(R) ( 0 < e < R ) be a path taken 
in the positive direction and containing C~ f r om z = —iR to z = iR and the semi-
circle c { ' . 7 1 711 z: z=-Re~'*, 
Since <P+(z) is regular inside C+(/?) and continuous on the boundary, it follows 
by Cauchy's integral formula (see e.g. [11] p. 112) that 
C + (R) 
for 0 < e < R e (s) and | s |< / ? . Since |4>+(z)| =§||<i>|| for R e ( z ) s 0 , if we let 
the integral on the semicircle c^ tends to 0. Hence we obtain that 
(18) f ^ ^ d z = <P+(s) 2m J z(s-z) K 
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for 0 < e - = R e (s). If e—0, then in (18) the integral taken along the semicircle c£+ 
tends to <*>+(0)/2=<i>(0)/2 and thus by (18) 
(19) Jim j dz + ~4>(0) = ^ (s) z(s — z) • 2 
for Re ( j ) > 0 . 
Next we observe that 
(20) <P(s)-$+(s) = E{Ce s [ - " ] + } - 0 ( O ) 
for R e ( s ) = 0 . This follows f rom the identity e-s"-e-s"+ = e~sn+ (es[~"1 + - 1 ) = 
= ] f w e e x t e n d the definition of <P(s)-&+(s) for Re (5)SO by (20), 
then 4>(s) — 0 + ( s ) becomes regular in the domain R e ( s ) < 0 and continuous for 
Re(s)==0. Obviously, \0(s)-$+(s) | == 2||<i>|| for Re ( i ) = 0 . By Cauchy's integral 
theorem (see e.g. [11] p. 105) it follows that 
, J < P ( z ) - < P - ( z ) d z = Q 
2ni J z(s — z) 
for Re(i)=>0. If we let R — <=o, we obtain that 
c: 
If e—0, the part of the integral taken along the semicircle of radius e tends to 
[$+(O)-0(O)]/2 = 0, and thus by (21) 
P 8 . Í B ' / í í ^ m f c . a v / t-o 2m J z(s — z) 
If we add (19) and (22), we obtain (17) which was to be proved. For Re (s)=0 
the function &+(s) can be obtained by continuity or by an integral representation 
similar to (17). 
We note that if <*>(s)=E{ie-s"} exists for some £ > 0 , that is, if E{|Ce-£ , |}<o=,, 
then 
<23> . •*<•)-ir/^4 
c ; 
for Re ( s ) > £ > 0 . For in this case (21) remains valid if C~ is replaced by C+, and 
hence (23) follows by (18). 
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6. A factorization. Finally, we show that for | e | | | y | | < l we can also obtain 
T{log [1 — ey (.?)]} by another method, namely, by the method of factorization. 
Let y O ) € R , | |y | |< l and suppose that 
for R e ( s ) = 0 , where i+(s, q) and i~(s, £>) as functions of s satisfy the following 
requirements: 
Al: r+(s, q) is regular in the domain R e ( j ) > 0 , 
A2: r+(s, g) is continuous and free f rom zeros in R e ( s ) S 0 , 
A3: logr+(s, e ) / i - 0 if Re (s)sO and 
Bt: r~(s, q) is regular in the domain R e ( i ) < 0 , 
B2: r~(s, q) is continuous and free f rom zeros in Re ( j ) = 0 , 
J53: l o g r - ( i , e)ls-~0 if R e ( s ) s O and 
Such a factorization always exists. For example, 
(25) • r+(s, £) = E T < L O G I 1 - E ) , ( S ® and r~ (s, Q) = e[oe[l - M M I - T { i o g [ i - e K * ) ] } 
satisfy all the requirements. Actually, the above requirements determine r+(s, o) 
and R~(s, Q) up to a factor depending only on Q. This is the content of the next 
theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3. If y ( i ) € R , and 
for Re ( j ) = 0 , where R+(s, Q) and T (s, Q) satisfy the requirements A1,A2,A3 
and By, B2, B3 respectively, then 
(27) T { i o g [ i - e y ( j ) ] } = i o g r + ( j , e ) + l o g r - ( 0 , e ) 
for R e ( s ) 3 s 0 . 
. P r o o f . We prove (27) for Re ( i ) > 0 ; the case R e ( i ) = 0 then follows by 
continuity. Let us define the pauis Le, C£+, C~, C*(R), C~(R) in the same way 
as in the proof of Theorem 2. Then we have 
(24) = rt(.s, e)r~(s,Q) 
(26) l-eyfa) = r+(s,e)r-(s,e) 
(28) 
for 0 < £ < R e ( j ) and 
(29) 
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for Re 0 ) > 0 , Indeed, (28) and (29) follow in a similar way as (18) and (21): first 
we integrate along the paths CE+(/J) and C~(R), respectively, and then let — 
If e - 0 in (28) and (29), then we get 
and 
(3D i i m ' i ' o g f ^ z ; g ) t / z - l i o g r - ( o , g ) = o v i-o 2ni J z(s-z) 2 
for R e ( i ) > 0 . Adding- (30) and (31) we obtain (27) for Re (.s)>0. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
By using (27) we can express (8) also'in the form 
<3 2 ) " 
where Re (s)^0 and ||y|| <1 . If r0(s)= 1, then (8) or (32) reduces to 
<33> 
where R e ( j ) s 0 and |g| ||y||-=l. 
The above results have numerous possible applications in the theory of prob-
ability and stochastic processes. Without going into details, we mention only the 
solution of the problem formulated in the Introduction. If we denote by y(j) the 
Laplace—Stieltjes transform of P {c„^x}, that is, y( j ) = E {e_si»} for Re (¿O^O 
and n=l, 2, ... , and by r„(s) the. Laplace—Stieltjes transform of P{i |„Sx}, that 
is, r n ( i ) = E { e _ s ' ' " } for R e ( s ) £ 0 and « = 0, 1,2, ... , then the generating function 
of the sequence {r„(s)} is given by (8) or by (32) for | i>|<l. If, in particular, 
P{>70=O}=1 , that is, r0(s)=\, then 
(34) ¿ r n ( 5 ) e " = e-TCosti-^))} = e x p f ^ - ^ T { [ y ( 5 ) ] " } ! 
n = 0 U=1 n J 
for 1 and Re (J) = 0. The first version of (34) is the general case of a formula 
of F. POLLACZEK [12] and the second Version can be reduced to a formula of 
F . SPITZER [16]. 
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Uniform embedding of a metric space in Hilbert space 
By L. G E H E R in Szeged 
It is known that every regular space having a <x-discrete base (or, what, is the 
same, having a <r-locally finite base) can be homeomorphically embedded in a 
Hilbert space (SMIRNOV [1]). In the following .we prove that if, in addition, in a 
regular space a particular metric is given, the embedding can be chosen uniformly 
continuous. Thus we shall prove the following 
T h e o r e m . Every metric space X can be embedded in a Hilbert space by a 
uniformly continuous homeomorphism. 
P r o o f . First we give a definition: A collection of subsets of a space is called 
discrete if every point of the space has a neighbourhood which intersects at most 
one element of the collection. The collection is called a-discrete if it can be decom-
posed into an at most countable infinity of discrete subcollections. 
The proof of the theorem will be based on the result of BING [2] according 
to which every metrizable space has a a-discrete base. 
oo 
Thus, let 39= []•&„• be a c-discrete base of X, where the subcollections $)„ 
I 
( n = l , 2, ...) are discrete. We may also assume that every element of has' a dia-
meter less than 1. For fixed U£0S and natural number j we consider the set 
where U denotes the complement of U, and the function 
f _ ^(x>u) 
J(uj)W - e(Xt u) + e(x, uJ) 
(q denotes the metric of X). Thus .we have Osf(Ui 1; and as for fixed x£X 
and for every natural number i there exists at most one U 6 881 with x£U, it follows 
that f(u,j)(x) = 0 f ° r every pair (U,j) with the possible exception of at most a 
countable infinity of pairs ( i / , j ) -
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Let k(i,j) be a 1—1 mapping which .maps the set of all pairs onto the set of 
natural numbers and define 
S(uj)(x)=Auj)(x)lk(i,j) 
for Let H be a Hilbert space the dimension of which is equal to the car-
dinality of all possible pairs (U,j) and for any x£X consider the function 
G(x) = {g(vj)(x)}(uj) 
which evidently maps X into H. We show that G(x) is a homeomorph ism which 
maps X into H in a uniformly continuous manner . T o do this first we remark tha t 
both q(x, U) and q(x, Uj) fulfil a Lipschitz condition with constant 1, fu r the r 
q(x, ( 7 ) ^ 1 and q(x, U) + q(x, UJ) § —. Thus a simple calculation shows tha t 
j 
if q(x, y)^d then 
But for fixed x, y£ X and for every pair /, j there are among the numbers 
{ / ( i / , j ] (4 / ( [ / , ; )W}i / fa i a t most two different f rom zero, thus we get fo r any natural 
number n 
(2j2+j)2 , „ v 2 | | G ( * ) - G O O | | 2 = Z l g i u ^ W S i v M l 2 = 2 d 2 2 K U n , + 2 2 
' (V,j) k(i,j) Un k2(i,j) m=n m2 
~ 1 £ 
Let £ > 0 be given and choose n so large that 2 j —r ^ — d s o small that 
rn = nm2 4 
A : \ i , j ) 4 ' 
then ||G(x) —G(j>)|| < £, which gives the uni form continuity , of G(x). 
On the other hand if, x ¿¿y then there exist U and i such that and 
y£U. If j is large enough then also x ¡E UJ. But in this case fat J )(x) = 1 and fa_ n(y)=0 
which shows that G _ 1 exists. 
The continuity of . G - 1 can be proved in the following manner. Let V be an 
arbitrary neighbourhood of x£X; Then there exists i, j and UczV with x£Ujcz 
c i / ^ , - ; now if | | G ( x ) - G O ) | | . - L , then also - f a n ( y ) \ < 1 , f r o m 
kyij) 
which we get y £ UJ c V. 
R e m a r k . The construction shows that the dimension of H depends only 
upon the cardinality of a base of X or, what is the same, upon the minimal cardi-
nality of a dense subset of X. 
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T h e a u t h o r e x p r e s s e s h i s g r a t i t u d e t o P r o f . Á . CSÁSZÁR f o r h i s v a l u a b l e r e m a r k s 
c o n c e r n i n g t h e a b o v e p r o o f . 
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On /7-permutable equational classes 
By E. T. S C H M I D T in Budapest 
The product 0 o <P of two congruences 0, <?> of an algebra A is defined by the 
following rule: a = b(0o4>) if and only if c£A exists such that a = c(0) and 
c=b($). Two congruences 0l and 02 are /7-permutable if and only if 0lo02o 
o 6>, o 02 o ••• = 02 o 0 j o &2 o <9, o •••, where on both sides there are n factors. 
An algebra A is //-permutable if every two congruences' in A are /7-permutable. 
We define an equational class to be /7-permutable if every algebra of this class is 
n-permutable. It is well known, that an n-permutable equational class is (// + 1)-
permutable. In [1] G. GRATZER asks for examples of equational classes which show 
that H-permutability and (n + l)-permutability are not equivalent1). In this note 
we give an example with this property. 
T h e o r e m . For every natural number n>2 there exists an (n + \)-permutable 
equational class which is not n-permutable. 
P r o o f . Let /7 be a natural number. An /7-Boolean algebra 
®={B-, V, A„/ i (x) , . . . , / . ( * ) , o o . 0 i > - > < V ) 
is an algebra, with two binary operations V, A,/7 unary operations ft{x), ...,/„(x) 
and n + l nullary operations o0, ot, ..., o„, such that the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
1. (B; V, A) is a distributive lattice; 
2. x\Jon = on, xVo0=x for all x£B; 
3. [ ( ¿ V o i _ 1 ) A o 1 - ] V / / ( x ) = o l > - [ ( : * V o i - , ) A o J A / ( ( x ) = o ( _ 1 . 
The class of all «-Boolean algebras is denoted by Jf„. If then /¡(x) 
is the relative complement from x in [o f _, , o j , i.e. this interval is a Boolean lattice. 
A 1-Boolean algebra is a Boolean algebra. A finite chain <Sn of n + 1 elements is 
') For TT=2 A. MITSCHKE [2] has solved this problem. 
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an «-Boolean algebra, if we take its elements as nullary operations: o 0 < o l < o 2 < - -
• • • < o„ (o, £ <<?„), and fi{x) — oi if fi(x)~oi^, if xSo,. The congruences o f 
(€n are the latticercongruences, i.e. is not n-permutable. This shows that Jf„ 
is not «-permutable. 
Let B denote an arbitary «-Boolean algebra and x,y£B, x>y. Set al = {oihx)M y. 
(Then is a0=y, a„=x.) If 0 , and 0 2 are arbitary congruences f rom B, such that 
x=y (0^02% then ai_l=ai(&xy02) 0 — 1 , 2 , . . . , /7). The interval [ai^l,ai] is 
projective to a subinterval of loi_l,ol], i.e. [«¡-uf l , - ] is a Boolean lattice. Every 
Boolean lattice is 2-permutable and so for every / ( / '=1, 2, . . . , «) there exists a 
/, € [o, ^ , , a,] such that 
, ^ ¡ ( 0 j ) i odd, 1 = ' , ( 0 2 ) ' even, «¡ = ( ¡ ( 0 , ) i even, a ; = i ; ( 0 2 ) i odd. 
We have therefore between x , y a chain j 0 = ao=J ;> J i = i i — J n = - x : = a n 
with /7+1 elements, such that yi-i=yi(01) if i even and , s y ; ( 0 2 ) if 7 odd . 
Jfj, is therefore ( « + l)-permutable. 
R e m a r k . An equational class is (/7+ l)-permutable if and only if there exists 
(« + 2)-ary algebraic operations p0, ...,pn+i satisfying the fol lowing identities 
(see [3]): 
p0(x0, ..., x„+l) = *o , Pi-Ax 0, x0, X2,x2, ...)=Pi(x0, x0, x2,x2, ...) (7 = even), 
.pi-i(x0,xl,xl,x3,x3, ...)=pl(x0,xl,xl,x3,x3, . . . ) ' ( / odd), 
Pn + 1 C^O ? • • • 5 + 1) == Xn -j. | . 
A. MITSCHKE and H . WERNER have considered for the class the algebraic 
operations: 
Pi(x0, Xj , . . . , x„ + i ) = ( * ; A / „ + i - ; ( x i + i ) V x i + 2 ) V ( x , + 2 A ( / , ( x i + 1 ) V x , ) ) 
which show that is (n + l ) -permutable . 
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Basic study of general products and homogeneous 
homomorphisms. I 
By TAKAYUKI TAMURA in Davis (California, U.S.A.)*) 
§ 1. Intruduction 
We frequently meet the problem to study semigroups S which are homomorphic 
onto a given semigroup T. Of course the problem in this form is too vague to be 
treated in general. Let us restrict ourselves to the following problem: 
Given a semigroup T, study semigroups S such that S is homomorphic onto 
T under a map / and such that the cardinal number of the inverse image set of 
each element of T is constant, i.e. given m 
| f / - i | = m for all 
Such a homomorphism of S is called a homogeneous homomorphism. Let A be a 
set with cardinality m: We will introduce a concept "general product" of a set A 
by a semigroup T, which will be equivalent to the concept of homogeneous homo-
morphism. This concept includes the various known concepts. Then the first problem 
proposed above will be connected with the second restricted problem, that is, if 
S is homomorphic to T then the homomorphism can be extended to a homogeneous 
homomorphism of certain semigroup S' to T. Related to general product, we will 
consider the system of all binary operations defined on a set. 
A part of the outline of this paper was reported in [11], [12] without proof. 
This paper is to report basic results of general products but its development and 
. applications will be reported as the continuation in the future. Computational 
results related to this paper will be separately reported though a part of those were 
done in [12]. 
*) This research was partly supported by NSF GP-5988 and GP-7608. 
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§ 2. The system of operations 
Let £ be a set and be the set of all binary operations defined on £ . Let 
x,y£E, 0£@E and let хву denote the product of x and у by 6. A groupoid with 
в defined on E is denoted by E(0). The equality of elements is defined as 
follows: 
0 = t] if and only if хву=хцу for all x,y£E. 
Let a £ E be fixed. Two binary operati ons aTl and П а are defined in g$E as follows: 
•(1) х(ваПф = (х9а)пу and x(Onat])y = xO(ai]y) for x,y£E. 
Jt is clear that в is associative if and only if ва*в = в*ав for all a£E. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. y is a semigroup with respect to aII and Па for all a£E. 
P r o o f . To prove Ц,Пг])а*в = £аП(г10П9), 17, We have 
хШаЩ)аПв]у= {х(саПф}ву= {(хса)ча}0у = 
= ( х с а ) ^ а т ) у = х[^П(ЧаПв)]у for all x , y £ E . 
Likewise we can prove (Щаг])Пав=Ща(ц*ад). 
The semigroups <%E with аП and Па are denoted by @Е(аП) or £8{аП), and 
^ Е ( П а ) or %(П а) respectively. 
Let q> be a permutation of E. For Ocp is defined as follows: 
(2) х(0<р)у = {(х<р-1)0(у<р-')}1р 
or, by substituting x for x<p~l, 
<3) (хву)<Р=Ш(в(р){У(р). 
The mapping в-~вср is a permutation of 1%E. For any t]£<%E, define в by 
хву^х^чСуср)]?-1. 
Then we can easily prove Qcp — r]. Hence the mapping 0 — Ocp is onto. To prove 
one-to-one. Suppose в(р = г}(р. Then 
[(x<p*)в (у<р ~ 1)]ср = [(x<p~1)// (yep~ ^¡(p. 
Since (p is a permutation of E, we have (x(p~i)9(ycp~1) = (x<p~1)ii(y<p~i) where 
-X(p~l, y<prun throughout E and hence д = ц. 
Thus (p induces a permutation of This permutation is still denoted by cp. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. (0аПч)(р=(0<р)а1рП(Лср) and (0Паф = (в(р)Па((>(>1(р). 
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P r o o f , we have 
•х{0аПг1)<РУ = 1х<р-1(ваПп)у(р-1](р = [{(х(р-1)ва}г1(у(р-1)]ср = 
= [х{в(р){аф)]{г](р)у = х[(в(р)ач,П{г](р)]у for х,у£Ё. 
For we define 0' as follows: 
(4) xO' v — yOx. 
Then we have 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. {eanri)' = i]'JlaQ'. 
P r o o f . For all x,y£E, x{0 Jlrf)'у=у{в аПц)х^{уОа)пх=ху'(ува) = хц'(аО'y) = 
=х(ч'Пав')у. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. @(аП)=@(ьП) and @{Па) ssЗв(Пь) for all a, b£E. Further-
more, 3S{aTI) is anti-isomorphic with £%(Па). 
P r o o f . Let cp be a permutation of E such that acp=b. By Proposition 2, 
(ваПг])(р — (вф)ьП{ц(р). This shows that (p is an isomorphism of 38{аП) onto 38{ЬП). 
Similarly we have by the second part of Proposition 2 that (p is an isomorphism 
of ЩПа) onto @(ПЬ). 
§ 3. General product of a set by a groupoid 
Let S be a set and T be a groupoid. Consider a mapping 0 of TXT into 3$s: 
(a,p)0 = exJ, (a, f})£ TxT. 
Now SXT = {(x, a); x£S, a£T} in which (x, a) = (y, /?) if and only if x=y, a = fi. 
Given S, T, 0 , a binary operation is defined on SXT as follows: 
(5) (х,а)(у,Р)=(хвв111у,аР). 
D e f i n i t i o n . The groupoid SXT with (5) is called a general product of a set 
S by a groupoid Г with respect to 0 , and is denoted by SXeT. If it is not necessary 
to specify 0 , it is denoted by SXT. 
D e f i n i t i o n . If a groupoid D is isomorphic onto some SXeT, | 71>1, 
then D is called general-product decomposable (gp-decomposable). 
Immediately we see that SxeT is homomorphic onto T by the mapping 
p:(x, a) — a. This mapping is called the projection of SX T onto T. Likewise we 
can define the projection of SXT onto S. 
з A 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 5. SXeT is a semigroup if and only if T is a semigroup and 
O,,pand^r/ = eXifiynae0J for all a£S, all a,p,yiT. 
P r o o f . The proposition is immediately proved as follows: 
[(*, o O O y ) = (xOaJy, xp)(z, y) = ((xe^y)exl>,yz, №)y), 
(x, a)[(y, P)(z, y)] = (x, a)(yOp:vz, fiy) = (xOa,ilï(yOil_ïz), a (fly)). 
D e f i n i t i o n . Let g be a homomorphism of a groupoid D onto a groupoid T: 
D= U£>„; Dag = a. If either |/>J = 1 for all a or if \T\=\, g is called trivial; other-
ugT 
wise g is called proper. If \Dx\ = \Dp\ for all x, then g is called a homogeneous 
homomorphism (//-homomorphism) of D, or D is said to be homogeneously homo-
morphic (//-homomorphic) onto T. 
T h e o r e m 6. A groupoid D is isomorphic onto SX0T for some S and some 
0 if and only if D is h-homomorphic onto T. More precisely, D is gp-decomposcble 
if and only if D has a proper h-homomorphism. 
P r o o f . Suppose that D is homogeneously homomorpKic onto T under g: 
D=\JD„ Dxg = a. 
Let S be a set with |S 1 = 1/^1 for all a £T, and fa be a one-to-one mapping of Dx 
onto S. After fixing a system {fa; for each (a, P)£TXT we define a binary 
operation on S as follows: Let 
(6) x e ^ y ^ i x f - ' K y f f 1 ) ] ^ 
x,y£S, where a/? is the product in T. Now 
D= U A, where Dx = {xdD ; xg = a). 
Let a be any element of D, hence a£Da for some a £T. We define a mapping <¡/ of 
D onto SXT as follows: a\j/=(af, a). Then ip is one-to-one: suppose (afx, a.) — 
= (bfp, P). By the definition of equality we have a — P, afx = bfe. Since f is one-to-one, 
a=b. It is clear that ij/ is onto. We shall prove (ab)\l/ = (ail/)(b\jj). Let a^Dx, 
By (6) 
iab) = ((ab)fo, = ( W Ù « / * ) = ( o f , a) (bfp, fi) = (ai/z)(b^). 
Consequently D^SxeT. 
Conversely, suppose D is isomorphic with Sxe T'under a mapp ing / : / ) — SxBT, 
Let p be the projection of SXsT onto T: 
( X , «) £ Of. 
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Then f p is a homomorphism of D onto T. Let Dx = {a£D; a(fp) = a}, D'a = 
= {(.r, a); J t£S}. S i n c e / i s one-to-one, |Z) a |= |Dj | = | 5 | for all a£T. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
As seen in the proof of Theorem 6, even if D, S, T are given, 0 depends on 
the choice of {f;x£T}. Suppose that for given D, S, T, 
0:{e,y, (a,P)iTXT) is determined by {/ a ; a f T } , 
e ' l K , ; ( i j e r x r } is determined by {f'a\ a^T). 
What relationship is there between 0 and 0 ' ? 
To state the problem generally we need to introduce some terminology: 
D e f i n i t i o n . Let g and g' be homomorphisms of groupoids A and B onto a 
groupoid C. An isomorphism h of A into (onto) B is called a restricted isomorphism 
of A into (onto) B with respect to g and g' or A is restrictedly isomorphic into 
(onto) B with respect to g and g' if there is a permutation k of C such that the fol-
lowing diagram is commutative: 
h-g' = g-k "J ]* 
B—,~C 
9 
The permutation k of C is an automorphism of C. Let a , a = xg, P—yg 
for some x,y£A. We have 
(*-№ = l(xg) (yg)]k = [(xy)g]k = l(xy)h]g' = (xhg) (.yhg') = [ (xsM t(v.?)A] = (ak) (flk). 
Now the problem is this: Given S and T, let D=SX0T, D' = SXeT. Let 
p and p' be the projections of D and D' onto T respectively. Under what condition 
on 0 and 0 ' is D restrictedly isomorphic onto D' with respect to p and p"l 
D e f i n i t i o n . Let G(6) and G'(Q') be groupoids with binary operations 6, 6r 
respectively. If there are three one-to-one mappings h,q,r of G(9) onto G'(9') 
such that (x9y)r = (xh)9'(yq) for all x,y£G(9), then we say that G(9) is isotopic 
to G'(6') (see [1]). If it is necessary to specify h, q, r, we say G(9) is (//, q, /-)-isotopic 
to G'(9'). We denote it by 
G(9) * G'(9') or G(9)^G'(0'). 
(h, q,r) 
T h e o r e m 7. Let S and T be fixed. Let (a, 0)0=0^, (a, P)0' = 9^, a, J3£T. 
SX0T is restrictedly isomorphic with SXe>T with respect top,p' if and only if there 
is an automorphism a—a' of T and there is a system { f ; a£T} of permutations 
of S such that S(O^) is ('fx,f,,fafi)-isotopic to for all a, j8<iT. 
3 
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P r o o f , Let h be a restricted isomorphism SXeT-~ SX&T with respect to 
the projections p, p' as follows: 
SxeT-S~T 
A! • !* 
s k e T - r T 
Let (x, a)£SX0T and (x, a)h = (x', a ' )€ SXeT. Immediately x=<xk, further 
(x, <x)h = (y, f))h implies x=y and a = p. Thus x — x' is a permutation of 5 depending 
on a. This permutation is denoted by 4 and then (x, a)h=(xla, a'), where a'=ak. 
By using this notation, 
[(x,a){y,p)]h = (xe^y,ap)h={(xe^y%fi,(xp)'), 
(x, x)h-(y, P)h = (xlx, ak){yl„ pk) = ((xOd^Jyl,), a (I') 
and we have (<y.p)' = a'p', (x0xJy)/^ = (xlx)0't.tP.(ylfi). Therefore 
(7) S(V*,p)a r , S W ' . r ) f o r a 1 1 
Conversely suppose there is an automorphism k:<x^a of T and a system 
{4; oc£T} of permutations of S satisfying (7). We define a mapping h of SX0T 
onto SXe^T as follows: (x, a)h — (xla, of). Then we can easily see that h is one-to-one 
and [(x, a)(y, P)]h = (x, a)/; • (y, P)h. To prove that h is a restricted isomorphism, 
observe that (x,a.)hp' — (xlx, a)p' = a and (x, a)pk — ak=a for all (x, a )£SX0T; 
hence hp' —pk. Thus the proof of the theorem is completed. 
As usual the product g-a of binary relations g, a on D is defined by 
g • a — {(x, y); (x, z) 6 g, (z, y) 6 a for some z£D). 
Let co = DXD, i = {(x, x); x£D). 
The following theorem characterizes general product in terms of relations. 
T h e o r e m 8. A groupoid D is gp-decomposable if and only if there is a congruence 
g on D and an equivalence a on D such that g^co, o^co, 
(8) . g • a = co, and 
(9) g n e - = i , 
in which (8) can be replaced by a-g = co. Then D = (Dja)X(D/g). 
P r o o f . Suppose D s SX0T. Let g be the congruence induced by the homo-
m o r p h i s m g : / ) — T. As stated in the proof of Theorem 1, D= |J Dx where |Z)a| = |S | . 
' ot ¿ r 
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Let fa be a one-to-one mapping of DI onto S. Now we define a relation a on D as 
follows: xay if and only if x f = y f e for a and /? such that x£Dx, y£Dp. 
Now take a,b£D arbitrarily and assume a£Da, b£Dp. Let c = b f p f ~ i . Then 
c£Z)a, and age, cab. Thus we have proved q-o = co. Suppose agb and aab,. that 
is, a, b^Dx and af = bfa. Since fa is one-to-one, a—b; therefore gPia=i. 
Conversely, suppose that there is a congruence g, q t^io, and an equivalence 
a, a^co, on D such that (8) and (9) are satisfied. Let T be the factor groupoid Dig 
and S be the factor set Dla. Let A and B be any ¿»-class and cr-class respectively 
and let x£A, y£B. By (8) there is z£D such that xgz and zay. This means that 
A fl B ?i0. Suppose xgz, zay, xgz' and z'ay. Then zgz' and zaz'. By (9), we have 
z=z'. Thus ADB consists of exactly one element. Therefore the cardinal number 
of each g-class is equal. By Theorem 6, we have D = S XT. 
§ 4. Examples 
The following well-known concepts are regarded as examples of general product. 
E x a m p l e 1. Direct Product. Suppose 0 maps (a, fi) to a constant element 
0, that is, (a,P)0 = Q for all a,P£T. Then 0 is automatically associative by Pro-
position 5. In other words 5 is a semigroup with 9. Thus SXsT is the direct product 
of S and T. 
E x a m p l e 2. Semi-direct product (see [3], [6], [7]). Let S and T be semigroups, 
and Y be a homomorphism of T into the endomorphism semigroup of S, t^-Y,. 
The semi-direct product of S b y Twith respect to Y is the set SXT with the operation 
(st, tx)(s2, i2) = (si(Yti(s2)), r,/2). 
This is regarded as Sx0T in which J]0, ,2i2. = " i ^ ) -
E x a m p l e 3. Rees' regular representation of completely simple semigroups 
(see [2]). Let G be a group and F be a rectangular band 
Let P={pll>), X<iA be a matrix over G. If we define 0 by 
then GX0F is a completely simple semigroup. 
E x a m p l e 4. Commutative archimedean cancellative semigroups without 
idempotent (see [9]). Such a semigroup is called an 9i-semigroup. Let G be an abelian 
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group and N be the set of all non-negative integers. Suppose a function I:KXK — N 
satisfies 
(a) /(«,/*) = / ( &«)• • 
(b) I(a,P) + i(aP,y) = I(a,f}y) + m y ) . 
(c) /(e, fi)=l, £ being the identity element of G. 
(d) For every a£G there is a positive integer m such that /(«"', a ) > 0 . 
Define an operation on the set 5 = NXG by 
(m,a)(n,l3) = (m+n + I(<x,P), a/]) 
Then S is an 91-semigroup. Every 9l-semigroup is obtained in this manner. 
S ^ NXeG where mO^n = m+n + I(a, ft). 
E x a m p l e 5. Group extensions (see [3], [5]). Let N and H be groups and let 
G be the group extension of N by H. A mapping a-^fx associates with each a f_ H 
' an automorphism /2 of N such t h a t / 3 / j ( x ) =fj],(x), x C N. Consider another mapping, 
(a, c>jP of HXH into N such that 
caj/tifi(.X)Cap,y—foLp{X)fai(CP,T)Ca,Py 
for all a, P,y£H and all x 6 N . Then 
G = NX0H where xe^ey = xfx(y)catf. 
E x a m p l e 6. Schreier Extension. Let A and B be commutative semigroups 
with identity element. A Schreier extension of A by B in HANCOCK'S sense [4] or 
REDEI'S sense is an example of general product. Examples 4 and 5 are Schreier 
extensions. . 
E x a m p l e 7. H-semigroups (see [10]). 
As an extremely special case finite semigroups S havjng property that all 
homomorphisms of 5 are homogeneous were studied. 
§ 5. Left (right) general product 
D e f i n i t i o n . A general product SxeT is called a left general product of S 
by T if 
(10) (a, 0 ) 0 = (a , y)G for all a,P,y£T. 
S X q T is called a right general product of S. by T if 
( U ) (a,P)0=(y,P)0 for all a, ¿3 , y£T . 
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. In the case (10) 9X^ depends on only a, so 6 i s denoted by 9X. Then (5) be-
comes 
(12) 0x.an0*e. = Q*.na9ll. for all a,P£T, all a£S. 
In the case (11), 9X^ is denoted by 9,p and we have 
(13) 9.0U,n9.„ = 9.alsn„9.,, for all a,p£T, all a£S. 
a By a left congruence we mean a left compatible equivalence, i.e. an equivalence 
satisfying 
(14) xoy^zx a zy for all z. 
T h e o r e m 9. Let D be a groupoid. D is isomorphic with a left general product 
of a set S, | S | > 1 , by a groupoid T, j 7"| > I, if and only if there is a congruence o on 
D and a left congruence a on D such that Q^W, a^io, D)Q = T, \D/G\ = |S|, and 
Q • G = CO, Q C\G=L. 
P r o o f . Theorem 8 is applicable to this theorem except for (14). Suppose' D 




Let _/̂  denote the restriction of / to Dx and let Dxg = a, (x, a)£ SxT, (x,a)p=a, 
(x, a)q=x; Q and A are defined as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 8. We 
need prove (14) only. Suppose a, b, c£D and bac and let 
ah = (x,a), bh = (y,P), ch = (y,y). 
Then (x,a)(y, P) = (x9x.y,aP), (x, a)(y, y) = (x0x.y, ay). This shows that (ab)fx„ = 
— {ac)fxy or ab a ac and we have proved.(14). 
Conversely suppose that a congruence Q and a left congruence G on D exist. 
By Theorem 8, D is isomorphic with a general product D\OXD\Q, Q and A naturally 
induce relations on D/GXD/Q. In this sense Q and A can be regarded as the relations 
o n D/GXD/Q. By t h e a s s u m p t i o n , (y,P)A(y,y) imp l i e s (x, tx)(y, P)G(X, a)(y, y), 
hence xOx^y = x9xyy which means that x9xfy is independent of /?. Thus we have 
proved that D/GXD/Q is a left general product. 
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§ 6. The structure of ® E (J1 ) . 
Let a be a fixed element of E, | £ | > 1 , and l e t - 0 6 ^ £ . We define fe and ge by 
(15) xfe=x0a and xg0 = aOx. 
Then fe and g0 are transformations of E, 
(16) feann=f»fr, a n d genan = gnge-
In fact, xfe n,,=x(Oil a tj)a=(xdajija=x/efn for all x£E. This proves the first relation 
(16); the second one can be similarly obtained. Let h be an arbitrary transformation 
of E. If 0 is defined by 
x6y = xh for all x,y£E, 
then f„ = h. 
Let STE denote the full transformation semigroup over E. F rom the above 
fact, it is clear that 0—/0 is a homomorphism of ^ £ ( 0 / 7 ) onto STE. Likewise 0 
is "an anti-homomorphism of @E(na) onto STE. 
Let g be the congruence on 28E(J1) induced by the homomorphism fe. 
In addition we define a relation a on @ E ( a n ) as follows: 
Oct] for 0, rid^E 'f a n < l o n ' y 'f x0y = xr\y for all y^a and all x. Clearly a is 
an equivalence on ME . Since | £ | > 1 , we have g^co, a^co . . 
To prove g • a = a>, let 0, rj £88E. We define £ as follows: 
x£,y = x6y if y=a, and x£y=xrjy if y^a. 
Then Ogc and £077, hence we have proved g-a = a>. By the definition of g and a, 
Ogtj and Oat] imply 0 = tj, that is, gC\o = i. We easily see that 
dan implies (tam)<j((,aTlr\) for all 
that is, a is a left congruence. By Theorem 9, @E(a*) is isomorphic with a left 
general product of SSEj(, by 38Eje. For the further study of its structure, we will 
explain a general case as follows: 
Let T be a semigroup, £ be a set, \F\=m; let x denote a mapping of F into 
T\),x — a ; , « ^ r . The set of all mappings x of F into T is denoted by S. 
We define a scalar product /?-x of /}£T and xdS as follows: if Ax = a;_ then 
A(fi-x) = f$a)_. Clearly (07) -x = fi-(y-x). Then we define a binary operation 
on G — SXT as follows: 
(17) (x,a)(y,p) = (a.y,ap). 
G is a left general product of S by T in which x0a fiy = a-y. It is easy to see that 
G is a semigroup. The semigroup G with (17) is determined by m=\F\ and the 
semigroup T. 
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D e f i n i t i o n . The semigroup G defined above is denoted by G = £f3>m(T).. 
Returning to &E(aiI), as we mentioned, the homomorphism 0—fg is from 
@E(an) onto STE. Further each <r-class is associated with a mapping of E— {a} 
into STE. Accordingly we have the following theorem: 
T h e o r e m 10. @E(aTl) is isomorphic with where m = |£| — 1, 
is the full transformation semigroup over E. 
§ 7. Sub-general product 
Let U be a subset of SXT. We define a notation 
prjT(U)={aeT; (x,a)eU). 
D e f i n i t i o n . If U is a subgroupoid of S ' X e T ' a n d if prJ ( U ) = T, then U is 
called a sub-general product of SXeT. 
Clearly U is homomorphic onto T, and if SX&T is a semigroup, V is a sub -
semigroup. 
As is well known, a subdirect product U of groupoids A and T is defined to 
be a subgroupoid U of the direct product A X T and prjT(U) = T and prjA(U) = A 
In this section we will prove that if a semigroup D is homomorphic onto a -
semigroup T, then D is isomorphic onto a sub-general product of SX0T for some 
set 5 and some 0, in other words, any homomorphism (p of D onto T can be ex-
tended to a //-homomorphism <p' of some semigroup D' onto T in the sense that 
DQD' and (p'(x) = (p(x) if x£D. 
P r o p o s i t i o n I I . Let g be a homomorphism of a semigroup D onto a semigroup-
T. Then D is restrictedly isomorphic onto a subdirect product of D and T with respect-
to g and the projection of DXT onto T. 
P r o o f . Let D ' = { ( x , xg); x£D}. D' is a subsemigroup of the direct product 
DXT. We define h\D-*D' by xh = (x, xg). It is easy to see that h is an isomorphism 
of D onto D'. Let p be the projection DX T— T:(x, y)p = y. Then g = h-p. 
Therefore D is restrictedly isomorphic into DXT (i.e. onto D') with respect to-
g and p. 
Proposition 11 shows that the existence of a sub-general product S X e r i n t o 
which D can be restrictedly embedded. However the concept "direct product" 
has been used instead of "general product" and D has been chosen as S. Here is-
a question raised: 
Can we choose 151 as small as possible, 151^|Z)|? Theorems 12 and 13 will, 
answer this question. 
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D e f i n i t i o n (PETRICH [7]). A non-empty subset F of a semigroup D is called 
.a face of D if the complement of F is an ideal of D. 
D e f i n i t i o n . Let g be a homomorphism of a semigroup D on to a semigroup 
T. An element a of T is called lowly divisible if a has a divisor /? in T (i.e. oc = Py 
or yjS or y/ld for some y, d£T with \Dfi\^\Da\, Dpg = P, Dxg = a). 
T h e o r e m 12. Suppose that a semigroup D is properly homomorphic, but not 
h-homomorphic onto a semigroup T. Let g be the homomorphism D — 7" and let 
D= (J Da be the decomposition of D induced by g:Dxg = a. Then there is a semigroup 
<z6 T 
D which satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) D is restrictedly isomorphic onto some S0XT with respect to g and the pro-
jection S0 XT-T. 
(b) D is a face of D. 
(c) Let n = l.u.b. {|Z)a|; a £ 71}1. Define the cardinal number m by m = n +1 
if n is finite and if there is a lowly divisible element a of T such that \Dx\—n, 
and by m = n otherwise. Then |S0| = w?. 
P r o o f . Since g is prover, \T\^~\ and m> 1. For each a£T let Dx be a set 
-obtained by adjoining new elements to Dx: 
DX = DXUGX, DxnGx = Q and ( 7 , 0 ( ^ = 0 («#/?) 
such that |Da |=/J7 for all a£T. In detail we arrange {G x} as follows: Gx = 0 if and 
only if n is finite, \Dx\=n, and there is no lowly divisible element a in T with \Da\=n~, 
if n is infinite and n=\Dx\, then |Ga | = l . If Gx?±0 we let Gx contain a special element 
•Ox. Since g is not a / / -homomorphism, U 
N o w let D= U Dx. We define a binary operat ion ( o ) on D as follows: _ aiT _ 
If a£Dx and bdDe, and xy denotes the product of elements x and y. in D, 
then set 
aob — ab if adDx a n d b£Dp, a n d aob = 0a/3 o t h e r w i s e . 
It is easy to check that D is associative and a —a, a£Dx, is a proper / / -homomorphism 
-of D onto T, since |DJ is constant m> \ and | r | = » l . 
By Theorem 6, D is isomorphic onto S0XeT for some set | S 0 | =»7 . Let S0 
be a set with | 5 0 | = w and 0 be a special element of S0. Let fx be a one-to-one mapping 
of S0 onto Sx such that 0/^ = 0^. Then 0 = {6xfi; a,/l£T} is given as fol lows: 
_\{(xQ()FMY ¡f xf£Da, y f ^ D , , 
x U ^ y - \ 0 . otherwise 
1 We assume the well-ordering principle. Since | D j 5 | £ > | , the least upper bound exists. 
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D is isomorphic into SOX0T under a mapping xfa— (x, a), a£T. It is easy to see 
that this is a restricted isomorphism with respect to g and the projection 5 0 X T — T. 
Clearly U Gx is the complement of D and is an ideal of D. Therefore D is a face 
aiT 
of D. Thus the proof of the theorem has been completed. 
T h e o r e m 13. Suppose that a semigroup D is properly homomorphic, but not 
h-homomorphic onto a semigroup T. Let g be the homomorphism D-+T and let 
D= U Dx be the decomposition of D induced by g. Then there is a semigroup D 
which contains D such that 
(a) D is restrictedly isomorphic onto some S0XT with respect to g and the 
projection Sq 
x t ^ t -
(/?)' D is an inflation of D (cf. [2]); 
( y ) \S0\=n where « = l.u.b. {|£>J; a£T}. 
P r o o f . Let DX=DX U Gx, \Dx\=n, for each a where DxnGx — Q and Gx may 
be empty; Gx f! C^ = 0 (a^/J). Choose exactly one element from each Dx: {px, a 6 T}, 
pxdDx. Let D= |J Dx. We define an operation ( o ) on D as follows: 
_ " LT 
. If a £ Dx, b eDp, then let 
'ab if a£Dx, b£Dfi, 
app if a £ £>., b^Gp, 
pxb if aeGx, b£Dp, 
pxpfs if a£Gx, b£Gp, 
aob 
where the products on the right side are in D. 
It is easy to prove that D is a semigroup and àn inflation of D and satisfies 
(a) through (y). By the way OxyP is given as follows: Let x, y£ S0,- \S0\=DX, and 
let fx:S0-+Dx be a one-to-one, onto mapping. 
( ( x f x ) ( y f p ) ) f - p l if xfadDx, y f p £ Dp, 
((xfJp„)Lh' if xf«iDx, yj), £ G ¡I, 
( P a i y f M y if xf«iGx, y f p € Dfi, 
(PiPcVah ' if xfaeGa, y f p € Gp . 
R e m a r k . |S0 | in Theorem 12 is not necessarily minimum of |S | for which 
D can be embedded into Sx T in our sense, strictly speaking, |5 0 | is either minimum 
or minimum plus one, while |.S01 in Theorem 13 is certainly minimum. In Theorem 12, 
even if D is s-indecomposable, that is, if D has no proper semilattice homomorphic 
image, then 5 0 x r i s not. In Theorem 13, however, if D is 5-indecomposable, S0XT 
is also; but S0 X T is not simple even if D is simple. On the other hand in Proposition 
11, if D is simple, DXT is simple. 
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Subalgebra and automorphism structure in universal algebras; 
a concrete characterization 
By MICHAEL G. STONE in Calgary (Canada) 
§ 1. Introduction 
E. T. SCHMIDT [4] has shown that, f rom an abstract viewpoint, the automorphism 
structure and subalgebra structure of algebras are completely independent of each 
other (Theorem 1). The main purpose of this note is to give a concrete version 
of Schmidt's result where isomorphism is replaced by equality (Theorem 4). We 
also show how Schmidt's theorem may be derived f rom the corresponding concrete 
result. 
By an algebra 31 = (A, F), we mean a universal algebra with base set A and 
a (possibly infinite) set of finitary operations F. We denote by Aut 91 the auto-
morphism group of 91 and by Su 9i the closure structure consisting of subsets of 
A which are subalgebras of 51. For BQA we use CB to denote the subalgebra of 
91 generated by B, thus Cfi£Su9( . S.u9i is always an algebraic closure structure; 
when viewed as a partially ordered set £ = (Su91, <= ) is referred to as the subalgebra 
lattice of 91, and this lattice is always compactly generated. Schmidt's result can 
be stated in the following form: 
T h e o r e m 1. [4] Given any group © and any algebraic (compactly generated) 
lattice Q, there is an algebra 91 with © isomorphic to Aut 91 and 2 isomorphic to 
<Su9f, g>. 
§ 2. Concrete characterization 
To characterize Aut 91 and Su 91 concretely one must specify for a given set A 
which subgroups G of the permutation group on A are compatible with various 
algebraic closure structures L defined on subsets of A, in the sense that (7 = Au t9 i 
and L = Su9 l for suitable 91 = (/1, 7*'). Separate concrete characterization theorems 
for Aut 91 and Su 91 have been given by other authors. B. JONSSON has characterized 
the groups of permutations of A which are equal to Aut 91 for some algebra 
91 = (A, F), viz. . 
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. T h e o r e m 2. [3] For a subgroup G of the permutation group on a set A to be 
equal to Aut for some algebra with base set A it is necessary and sufficient that 
G be locally closed in the following sense: if (p is a permutation of A and on each finite 
subset of A, <p agrees with some ф d G, then cp^G as well. 
T h e c o n c r e t e c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n o f S u 91 is d u e t o G . BIRKHOFF a n d O . F R I N K : 
T h e o r e m 3. [1] If L is any algebraic closure structure consisting of subsets 
of A then L = Su I'l for some algebra 41 = {A, F). 
' For the combined concrete characterization the most general situation one 
could expect (complete independence) would be that every locally closed group 
should be compatible (in the above sense) with every algebraic closure structure 
definable on A. There is however some interplay between Aut 9t and Su 2Г, as the 
following theorem shows. 
T h e o r e m 4. If G is a group of permutations on A and L is an algebraic closure 
structure consisting of subsets of A, then there is an algebra 91 = (A, F) such that 
G = Aut and L = Su9l i f f the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) G is locally dosed; 
(2) B£L, cpdG=><p(B)£L; 
(3) for each finite subset XQA, if a and т £G agree on X, then they agree on 
CX as well. 
§ 3. Proof of Theorem 4 
The necessity of (2) and (3) is obvious, and (1) of course follows from Theorem 2. 
To prove the converse of the theorem, assume (1), (2) and (3) hold for some A and 
suitable G and L. We construct an algebra 9t with base set A as follows: There will 
be two kinds of operations, f y a ) and F:, indexed by sets / and J respectively where 
/ = { ( 7 , a)\ у is a finite 1—1 sequence of elements of A 
and CX-X, X= Range y} 
and 
J={z\ z is a finite 1—1 sequence of elements of A}. 
The operations are defined in the following way: For a ) £ / with the length of 
>> = /;>О, / ( м ) is /j-ary and 
jaa if w = ay for some a £G, 
/ ( , , „ ) ( * o - » „ - i ) - K o t h e r w i s e . 
For (y, a) £ / with the length of y = 0,f(yta) i snu l la ryand fyia) = a. For of length 
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n, Fz is ary and 
{ w0 if w = ay for some <r£G, otherwise. 
Note that / ( y , a ) is well defined since (3) yields ay = ty=>aa~xa. 
Now let 9( = {A; (/¡¡¡£1)1) (Fj\jeJ)). It will suffice to show that <7 = Au t9 t 
and /.= Su 91. 
To see that Z = Su9f, let 5 e S u 9 i . N o t e 5 £ L iff CB = B. Now if B$L one has 
CB^B so there is some a£CB~B. Since L is algebraic there is some finite XQB with 
CX= CB and a £ CX-X. If X= 0 then / ( a a) = a £ B, so AV 0. Let y be a 1 - 1 sequence 
whose range is X\ then fiya)(y) = a£B, contradicting the choice of a. Thus Su 31QL. 
To establish the opposite inclusion it is only necessary to select B £ L and verify 
that B is closed under the operations of 91. This is obviously true for operations 
Fz, zg J. Now let/(,,,„) be an operation of 91 of rank n. If n = 0, i.e. y = empty sequence, 
then a£C&QCB=B thus fiya)=a£B. If « > 0 say y = (yo •••}>„-i)>let X= range y 
and let b=(b0, ..., b^^eB". If ay^b for any o£G then fly,a)(b) = b0£B. If <jy = b 
for some o^G then f{y% a)(b) = aa; but o(X)QB so X^d~\B) and CXQ Ca'lB thus 
a^Ca'^B. Further since B£L we have o~lB£L so Co~lB=a~lB and it follows 
that o a £ B as desired. This shows that Z. = Su9I. 
It remains only to see that G = Aut9 l . Let q>^G. To verify that <pgAut9i 
one must check that <p is substitutive over each of the operations Fand f(y,a)-
By noting that. y = cz iff (py = cpoz for crgG, it is clear that cpF:(y) = F:((py). The 
check for / ( is straightforward, and establishes G ^ A u t 9 i . Now let <p be a per-
mutation of A, (p$G. We will show (p$Aut9l , and it follows that G = Aut9l . G 
is locally closed therefore there is a finite set DQA such that no member of G agrees 
with cp on D. Let z be a 1—1 sequence with range D. Then F, is an 91 operation, 
and (pF.(z) = (pz0, whereas Fz(<pz) = q>zl. Since z is 1—1 and (p is a permutation, 
(pFz(z)?iFz(ipz), thus <p f| Aut 91. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
§ 4. Theorem 1 as a corollary 
Given a group (5 = (G, •) and an algebraic lattice £ , we exhibit a set A, a group 
of permutations of A, © + s ® , and an algebraic closure structure, L+, on subsets 
of A, with (L + , Si £ (lattice isomorphism). Further © + and L+ will satisfy 
(1)(2)(3) of Theorem 4 so that one may conclude © s s A u t 9 i and 2 ^ (Su9I, 
for some algebra 9t. The abstract theorem in a way asserts the existence of a concrete 
object; the only problem is first to find a suitable set for the application of Theorem 4. 
As a first step note that by well-known lattice theoretic considerations, we may 
assume that (within isomorphism) £ is a lattice of subsets of some set B, and 
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furthermore that the zero element of 2 is the null set. Now let A = {(x, 6 B,y £ G}. 
For each g£G define g+:A-*A by g+(x,y) = (x,g-y). Let G + = {g + | g£G} , and 
G + = ( G + , 0 ) ; clearly (/>:© —© + by (p(g)=g+ is a group isomorphism. Note that 
Aut <G; fg)gic where fg is the unary operation "right multiplication by g". 
Since Aut (G-,fg)gic is locally closed (by Theorem 2) it follows that (5+ is locally 
-closed in AA. NOW for each P£L let P+ = {(x, y) £A\x£P, y£G}, and set L+ = 
— {P+\P(zL}. L + is an algebraic closure structure composed of subsets of A, and 
-one easily verifies ( L + , Q ) = £ (lattice isomorphism). It is clear f rom the method 
of construction that © + and L + satisfy (1) and (2) of theorem 4. To see that (3) 
holds as well, let X^A. If X=& then (3) holds vacuously since 0 £ L + . If X is finite 
and non-empty, say ( x 0 , y 0 ) ^ X , suppose g+, h+£G+ agree on A'. Then y0-g = 
— y0-h, but y0£.G so g=h and thus g+=h+ so of course (3) is satisfied. 
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A theorem on factorizable groups 
By N O B O R U ITO in Chicago (Illinois, U.S.A.) v*) 
To Professor Ladislaus Redei on his seventieth birthday 
The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m . Let a finite group © be the product of two subgroups 91 and © such 
that (1) 91 and © have non-trivial centers', (2) if B is a non-identity element o / S , then 
the centralizer of B in © is contained in S. Then © is not simple. 
R e m a r k . Take ©, 91 and 23 as the icosahedral group, a Sylow 5-subgroup 
and a tetrahedral subgroup respectively. Then all the conditions in the theorem 
except (1) to © are satisfied. This shows that (1) applied to 91 and (2) are not 
sufficient to imply the non-simplicity of ©. 
N o t a t i o n . Let X be a finite g r o u p . , Z ( X ) denotes the center of X. For a prime 
p, Xp denotes a Sylow //-subgroup of X. Let X be a subset of X. |9)| denotes the 
number of elements in 9). Ns 9) denotes the normalizer of 9) in X. Cs 9) denotes 
the centralizer of 9) in X. If 9) = {7}, Cs Y = C s 9 ) . For X£X, [X] denotes the con-
jugacy class of X containing X. (£={£"} denotes the identity subgroup of X. Let 
3C be a set of irreducible characters of 1". Then r{9£) denotes the ring of rational 
integral linear linear combinations k of characters in SC. r 0 ( f ) denotes the subring 
of r ( iT) consisting of all I with A(£) = 0. Let <p be a character of a subgroup 9). 
Then (p* denotes the character of X induced by (p. Ix denotes the principal character 
of X. 
P r o o f . Assume that the theorem is false. Let © be a simple group satisfying 
all the conditions in the theorem. 
(i) By a theorem of BURNSIDE ([3], p. 491) |©| is not a prime power. 
(ii) 9 i D © = (£. In fact, otherwise take 5 ( ^ £ ) £ 9 i n © . Then Z(9l)3iCs 5 S © . 
This shows that © contains a normal subgroup of © containing Z(9f). This is a 
contradiction. 
*) This work was partially supported by NSF G P 9584. 
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(iii) 21 and © are Hall subgroups of ©. In fact, otherwise, let p be a common 
prime divisor of \A\ and |SB|. We may assume that © p =9I p © p ([3], p. 676). Then 
S l ^ g ^ . Take £ ) £ © „ . Then Z ( © p ) £ C s PQ®. Take P*(^E)eZ((5„). 
Then 9 t p g © p g C s P * g S 8 . This contradicts (ii). 
(iv) 93 is a T.I. set. Namely if A ' " ' © A V © for A'e®, then A , - 1 ©ATl© = (£. 
In fact, otherwise, take ¿ ( ^ ¿ K A ' - ' S A T l © . Then Z(X-"$>X)QCs B<gS&. So 
A ' - 1 93A'QCsZ(A ' - 1 93A' )gS . Thus A ^ ' E A ^ © . This is a contradiction. 
(v) N s © is a Frobenius group with © the kernel. In fact, if N s © = S , then 
by (iv) and by a theorem of FROBENIUS ([3], p. 495) © is not simple. Thus Ns 93 =^93. 
Let E be a complement of © in N s © ([3], p. 126). Then by the condition (2) on © 
and by (iii) no element ( t ^ E ) of £ commutes with an element (¿¿E) of ©. Hence 
we get our assertion ([3], p. 497). 
By a t h e o r e m of THOMPSON ([3], p . 499) © is n i l p o t e n t . 
(vi) By (iv) and (v) we are in a position to apply the theory of exceptional 
characters. Let i f be the set of irreducible characters of N s © which do not have 
© in their kernel. Then the induction map * is a linear isometry f rom r 0 ( £ f ) into 
the character ring of © such that A*(£) = 0 for A£r0(&>) ([2], (23. 1), (25. 4)). If 
|(£| + 1 = |©|, then |©| must be a prime power. This contradicts (i). Hence ((£, *•) 
is coherent ([2], (31.6)). Namely * can be extended to a linear isometry ^ f rom 
r ( £ f ) into the character ring of ©. 
(vii) Let x t>e a n irreducible component of /*. Assume that a r ) d that 
Then there exists a rational integer c such that x(-5) — c for every i ? ( ^ £ ) £©. 
We show that 
X(E)= |®|-1. 
In fact, since 
2 X(B)\m(B) = / ( £ ) + c ( | » | - l ) = m | © | , 
Be» 
where «3 is a non-negative integer, we obtain that 
* ( £ ) - c = ( m - c ) | © | . 
Since x (E) S |©| — 1 and since © is simple, we see that 
x(E)>\c\, 0 > c , m — c= 1, m = 0 a n d c = —1. 
Thus £ ( £ ) = | S | —1. This implies that the permutation representation o f © induced 
by 2t is doubly transitive ([2], (9. 6)). Here we notice that /* is the character of 
this permutation representation. 
Now let A be an element of Z(9l) of order p, a prime. Then since /* is doubly 
transitive, %(A)=1. If X~lAX^i for A ^ © , then X fixes the "poin t" 9i. Hence 
Jf<E9I and X~1AX=A. 
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Suppose that there exists a (/-subgroup Q of © such that q^p and A induces 
a non-trivial automorphism of Q. If q divides |©|, then we may assume that 32 Qi©: 
A normalizes Cs Q. Let ft be the Sylow q-complement of ©. Then since © 3 
2 C s A normalizes ft and hence ©. Then N s © contains a normal sub-
group of © containing 91. This is a contradiction. Therefore q divides |Sl|. A nor-
malizes Cs Q. Since Cs Q contains some conjugate of Z(9l), there exists a Sylow 
//-subproup X>(^(£). of Cs Q such that A normalizes T>. Obviously A $ B. D contains 
some conjugate Y~'AY of A. Thus A~lY~1AY?±E is a /^-element. Since A^Z^U), 
we have that 
[A-'][A] = | » | [ £ ] + r[A-lY~iAY\t 
where r is a positive integer.1) Since / 0 4 ) = 0, this implies that -¿{A~lY~lAY) 
is a negative integer. Hence I^A~lY~iAY)s0. Since A~1Y~1AY is a /7-element, 
this is a contradiction. Therefore there exists no subgroup such as ¡Q. Hence by a 
theorem o f S H U L T ([4]) © is not simple. Thus for every irreducible component 
of /* we must have ±r ,^Sf ' e 
(viii) Now we can follow an arguement due to Burnside as follows ([1], § 151). 
Put l ^ z ' ^ s } with s= If J = 2, then |©| is a prime power against (i). 
Hence s S 3 . By ([2], (23. 1)) and by the coherence of (Sf, *) we have the following 
equation: 
(a) (ej f , - e, C;)* = e, - e-, CJ = ej Cf - e, C f , 
where 1 and ek = '(k(E)/\(£\ for k= 1, ..., s. (a) implies that 
x e® 
Therefore the decomposition of /3* into its irreducible components has the following 
form: 
(b) l$= l9 + m2etC?, 
i = 1 
where m is a rational integer. By (b) we see that £ ? ( £ ) > 0 for all i or (f(E)^O fo r 
all /. 
We show that ¡Cf(E)l=£j(E) for all j. By (a) and by the Frobenius reciprocity 
theorem ([2], (9. 4)), this is obvious, if Cf(E)>0 or if — Cf appears as an irreducible 
component of (*. Hence we may assume that ( J ( £ ) < 0 and that —Cf does not 
appear as an irreducible component of Then by (a) we see that — £* appears 
as an irreducible component of (* with the multiplicity Ci(E)ICj(E), where j ^ i . 
This implies that U ^ C j ( E ) and that \Cf (E)\^C(E){[2], (9.4)). 
The usefulness of this equation we owe to Professor H . WIELANDT. 
4* 
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Now since ¿CiiE)2 = |93| | C | - | G | , ( b ) implies that \m\ = 1 and | f f (E)\ = C(E,). 
i- 1 
Then since s ^ 3 , we obtain that tf(E)>0 and that £f restricted to N s S is equal 
tO ( / = 1 , . . . , s ) . 
By a) we obtain that 
ejCf(A) = e,-Cf(A) 
for every element A of (5 which is not conjugate to some element E) o f ® . Since 
the number of characters with £,(£) = |G| equals ( ( S : » ' ) - l ) / | G | , where 23' 
denotes the commutator subgroup o f ® , we may assume that Ci = C2 = I® I -Then 
Cf(A) = e-Xi(A) 
for all i. Now by (b) be obtain that 
(c) 11(A) = l + tC((A) 
for every element A of © which is not conjugate to some element (?±E) of 23, 
where t = ( | 5 | - l ) / | C | . Let ©(/') be the set of elements G in © such that l*(G) = i. 
Since 3, by (c) we see that ©(0) coincides with the set of elements of © which 
are conjugate to elements E ) of 23. Then we have that 
2 C?W = (9I:G) 2 T1(B) = - W 
B€®( o) e e s - { £ ) 
and that 
2 CT(B)WB) = (2i:(E) 2 ( S ) = - |2 i | | e | . 
B€©(0) B£B-{£} 
Finally, since 2 CT(G) = 2 Cf(G)Ci(G) = 0, by (c) we obtain that 
C 6 ® G € © 
(d) . - | 9 I | + |©(f + 1 ) | + 2 |©(2 / + 1 ) | + . . . + | G | = 0 . 
and 
(e) - \ A \ |©| + |ffi(/ + 1)| +41©(2 / + 1 ) | + ... + |G|2 = 0. 
(d) and (e) enforce ©( / + 1), ©(2i-f-l) , ... to be empty. Hence | 2 l |= jG | and 2 f = G . 
This is a contradiction. 
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Permutation polynomials in several variables 
By H A R A L D NIEDERREITER in Carbondale (Illinois, U.S.A.) 
1. Introduction. In [11] W. NOBAUER introduced the notion of a permutation 
polynomial in several variables over a commutative ring with identity, where the 
polynomial is considered modulo an ideal. We apply this definition to polynomials 
in several variables with integral coefficients. 
Let Z denote the ring of integers and let p be a fixed prime. For a given « £ 1 , 
we consider lattice points ( t f j , . . . , a„), a^Z, 1 ^i^n. Two lattice points (ais ..., an), 
(bt, ..., b„) are said to be congruent modulo p if = ^ (mod/?)for all / = 1 , . . . , n. 
By means of this definition, the set of «-dimensional lattice points is divided into 
exactly p" equivalence classes. In the sequel, Mnp will stand for a complete system 
of representatives from those equivalence classes. We give the following 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. A p o l y n o m i a l / £ Z [ x ! , . . . , is called a permutation poly-
nomial m o d p if the congruence / (x , , . . . , xn) = a (mod/?)has exactly p"~l solutions 
in Mnp for each a = 0 , 1 , . . . , p — 1. 
R e m a r k . The above definition is obviously independent of the choice of 
M"p. The definition coincides with Nobauer 's definition for permutation polynomials 
over Z modulo the ideal (p) (see [11], p. 342). 
For « = 1 , the theory of permutation polynomials is well developed ([1]; [3]; [4]; 
[5]; [7], ch. 18; [8], ch. 5; [10]; [12]; [13]; [14]). We therefore suppose f rom now 
on. Some results for the case n—2 have been obtained by KURBATOV and STARKOV 
[9]. In this paper, two necessary and sufficient conditions for permutation polyno-
mials mod p are given and all permutation polynomials mod p of degree 1 and degree 
2 are characterized. Generalizations to Galois fields shall be discussed elsewhere! 
2. Two criteria. First we show the following 
T h e o r e m 1. / 6 Z [ x , , . . . , x„] is a permutation polynomial m o d p if and only 
if each congruence f(x!,..., x „ ) = a (mod p), a=0, 1, .... p — 1, has at least one 
solution and 
2 [ / ( « i , r - , a „ ) r " ; 2 . E O i m o d / " 1 ) for t = \ , . . . , p - \ . 
{au...,an)iM"p 
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P r o o f . Put /ra = number of solutions f r o m M"p of / ( x , , . . . , xn) = a ( m o d p), 
a=0, 1, . . . , /7 — 1. Since c = i / ( m o d p ) implies cp"~2=dp"~*(modpn~l), we get 
2 [ / ( « ! , •,«„)]"""2 =P2W"-2 ( m o d P " - 1 ) for / = 1, . . . , / 7 - 1 . 
(a, a„)£Mnp 0 = 0 
Suppose now that / is a permutat ion polynomial mod/? ; then ka=p"~l fo r all 
a=0, 1, ...,-p — l and we are done. 
. Conversely, suppose that the condition of the theorem is satisfied. Then 
"2 kaa"n'2 {modp"~l) for all t = l , . . . , p - l . 
a=0 
Since the above congruence also holds for i = 0 (with 0° = 1), we get a system of 
homogeneous linear equat ions in k0,...,kp_l over the residue class ring m o d u l o 
p"~l with determinant D being a Vandermonde determinant. Thus 
D= II (jp"~2~ipn~2). 
OSicjSp- l 
Since ip"~2 = y p " " 2 ( m o d p ) would imply / = y ' ( m o d p ) , we have £ > p i 0 ( m o d p ) , i.e. D 
is not a zero divisor in the residue class ring modu lo /?" - 1 . Therefore fco=0(mod p"~l) 
for a=0, 1, ...,p — 1. By hypothesis, ka^ 1 for all a—0,1, . . . , /? —1 and so ka^pn~l 
P - 1 
f o r all a = 0 ,1 , ...,p-l. F r o m 2 ka=Pn it follows that ka=pn~l f o r all 0 = 0 
a = 0, 1, . . . , /? —1. 
T h e o r e m ' 2 . / g Z [ x , , . . . , x„] is a permutation polynomial mod p if and only if 
2 e2"?"'1 °n) = 0 for all m= 1, ...,/?- 1. 
P r o o f . Again putting A:a = number of solutions f r o m M"p of / ( x 1 ; . . . , 
= a ( m o d p ) , a-0, 1, ...,p — 1,. we have 
„ 2ir<—/(«, a I p , 2ni ^ a c 1 1 2 e " = 2 kae p for m — 1, ...,/?— 1. 
(«, "„) EM", fl = 0 . ' 
So if ka=p"~l for all a = 0 , 1, .. . ,/> —1, then the necessity of the condit ion follows 
easily. 
p - 1 1 m „ 2m—a 
Conversely, suppose that kae = 0 for all m — 1, . . . , /? —1. This gives 
rise to the following system of linear equat ions for k0, k t , ..., 
k0+kl + -+kp_l =pn, 
P - 1 2n 1 - 0 2 ktte p = 0 (m= 1,...,p-1). 
o = 0 
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The determinant A of this system is a Vandermonde determinant, hence 
I • S I • r IT / 2 n ' 2n<—\ „ A = [J (e P-e " ) ji 0. 
O g r < s S p - l 
So there is a unique solution to the system, and this solution is k0=kl = --- = 
_ „ n - l 
—KP- t — P 
R e m a r k . Theorem 2 clearly holds for n = 1 as well. Actually, Theorem 2 is 
contained in a general result of CARLITZ [2, Theorem 4. 6.] but we have included 
the foregoing proof because of its simplicity. 
3. Some auxiliary results. 
L e m m a 1 (NOBAUHR [11]). I f f £ Z [ x x , . . . , x„] can be written in the form 
f ( x i , ..., x„) = g(xx, ...,xk)+h(xk+1, ...,xn), 1 Sk<n, where h£Z[xk+1, ...,xn] in 
a permutation polynomial m o d p and g£Z[x{, ..., xfc], then f is a permutation poly-
nomial mod p. 
L e m m a 2. Let / 6 Z [ x j , ..., xn] be a permutation polynomial mod p. If x, = 
= anyt +ai2y2 + ••• +ainy„+bi (a^£Z, b^Z, l^iSn, l ^ j S n ) is a linear sub-
stitution with det (ctij) ^ 0 (mod p), then the resulting polynomial g(yx. ...,yn) is again 
a permutation polynomial mod p. 
P r o o f . This simply follows f rom the fact that a linear substitution of the above 
form transforms a given M"p into another Mnp. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. Let Zp denote the residue class ring Z/(p). F o r / £ Z [ x 1 ; . . . , x„], 
l e t / b e the image of / under the canonical homomorphism f rom Z [ x 1 ; . . . , x„] into 
Zp[x1,...,x„]. Two polynomials f g£Z[xt,..., x„] are said to be equivalent mod/» 
if there exists a linear substitution T of the form mentioned in Lemma 2 such that 
Equivalence m o d p is easily seen to be an equivalence relation in Z [ x 1 ; . . . , x„]. 
L e m m a 3. Let f be equivalent mod/» to g; f g £ Z [ x 1 ; . . . ,x„]. Then f is a 
permutation polynomial mod p if and only if g is one. 
P r o o f . This follows f rom Lemma 2 and Definition 2. 
4. Linear polynomials. 
T h e o r e m 3. / ( x 1 ; ...,x„) = b1x1-\ 1-¿»nx„+Z»£Z[x1; . . . ,x„] is a permuta-
tion polynomial mod/» if and only if g.c.d. (b1, ...,bn,p) = 1. 
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P r o o f . If g.c.d. (¿»j, . . . , Z?„,/?)=/?, then f{ax, . . . , a „ ) = 6 ( m o d p) for all lattice 
points and so / i s not a permutation polynomial mod/?. If g.c.d. (6 , , . . . , b„, p)= 1, 
then W L O G g.c.d. (b„,p) = 1. But then bnxn is a permutation polynomial m o d p 
and so we can infer f rom Lemma 1 t h a t / i t s e l f is one. 
5. Quadratic polynomials, case p?± 2. 
. . T h e o r e m 4. Let / £ Z [ x , , . . . , x„] be. a polynomial of degree 2. Then f is a 
permutation polynomial mod p if and only if f is equivalent mod p to a polynomial 
of the form g{xx, ...,x„) = h . . . , xn_1) + bnxn with / ¡ € Z [ x 1 ; . . . , * „ _ , ] , g.c.d. 
(bn,p)= 1. 
P r o o f . The sufficiency of the condition follows f r o m Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 
and the. fact that bnx„ is a permutation polynomial mod p. 
Conversely, suppose that / is a permutation polynomial mod p. Since Zp is a 
field of characteristic p ^ 2 , / is equivalent mod/? to a polynomial of the f o r m 
/•(*!, ..., x„) = ulx\ + ---+ukxl+dk+lxk±l + ---+dnxn + d, O^ksn, g.c.d. («,-,/?) = 1 
for 1 S / S / r . If k^n and g.c.d. {dj,p) = \ for at least one j, k+l^j^n, then we are 
done. Otherwise, / is equivalent mod/? to s{xl, ..., xn) = uix\-\—+ukxk+d, 
0 < k ^ n . By Lemma 3, s is a permutation polynomial mod p. On the other hand , we 
have for m = 1, ...,/?. — 1: 
~ . m , \ •V „ 2 m —s( 0 l . — .«n) 
Zj- e p 
(,»„..„aJgMj 
m ^ . m 2 
. = p"~k e al... ak with a} = 2 e T"J"J, l s / s i -C. 
aj 0 . • 
, " a* P - 1 2ni — 
If muj is a quadratic residue modulo p, then o} = 2 " a n d thus \<Jj\ = yp ([(>], 
o = 0 
. . . P - l 2m:— p - 1 2ni — 
ch. 2). I f /m/ -is a quadratic nonresidue modulo/?, then <7 2 ! e p = 2 2 e p = 0 
_ o = 0 4=0 
and thus 1(7,1 = ]//?. In any case we have Oj^O for all j= 1 , , . . , k and this contradic-
tion to Theorem 2 completes, the proof. . • , . . . . 
F rom a close inspection of the preceding proof we are led to a simple and 
systematic method for detecting quadratic permutat ion polynomials which is based 
on coefficient matrices. To fix this idea, we give the following definitions: 
D e f i n i t i o n 3. Let A be a matrix whose elements are rational numbers of 
the form alb with p\b. Then rank p A is the rank of A, considered as a matr ix 
over Zp. 
,."> j ( P— 1 , . ( P - l - . m 
= pn-ke2n,Td\ Z e ~p"?ai I ••.• I Z « T " H = 
lfli=o J U=° J 
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D e f i n i t i o n 4. Let / ( x l 5 . . . , x„) = 2 aijxixj + 2crxr+c be a quadratic 
polynomial f rom Z[x,, ...,x„]. Then 
lSiSj 'Sn 
A i f ) 
1 1 
a \ l y û 12 ••• y a l n 
«22 " J ö2« 
y 2 0 2 n ' " 
A ( J ) 
\ cn. 
Let us note that the k in the proof of the preceding theorem is nothing else 
than rankp A ( f ) . Furthermore, / will be equivalent mod p to a polynomial of the 
form given in Theorem 4 if and only if the last column of the augmented matrix 
A'{f), considered as a vector over Zp, is linearly independent of the preceding 
column vectors. Therefore: 
T h e o r e m 5. A quadratic polynomial/£ Z [ x , , . . . , x„] is a permutation polynomial 
modp if and only if r&nkpA'(f)>rankpA(f). 
6. Quadratic polynomials, case p = 2. Since a2 = a (mod 2) for integers a, we 
can replace terms x? by xi whenever they occur. Having this convention in mind, 
we can prove the following 
T h e o r e m 6. A polynomial f^Z\xx, ..., x„] of degree 2 is a permutation polyno-
mial mod 2 if and only i f f is equivalent mod 2 to a polynomial of the form g(xx, ..., xn) = 
/ j (x i , ..., x„_ ] ) + *„, h£Z[xx, . . . , x n_,] . 
P r o o f . The sufficiency of the condition follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 3. 
Conversely, suppose that / is a permutation polynomial mod 2 whose degree modulo 
2 is two (otherwise Theorem 3 yields the desired result). By possibly renaming the 
variables, we get modulo 2: 
/ ( x , , . . . ,x„) = x 1 ( x , i + x i 2 + ---+x i d + fe)+/1(x2, . . . ,x„) 
with 2 S / j i 2 < = T h u s / is equivalent mod 2 to xix2+r{x2, •••, x„). 
Consider r(x2, . . . ,x„) modulo 2. Let M be the least integer such that a term of 
the form xMXj, M<j, occurs in r, or M = « + 1 if r is linear. If r contains a linear 
term X; with 3 S i < M , then we are done. Otherwise , / i s equivalent mod 2 to xlx2 + 
+ c x 2 + s ( x M , . . . ,x„) . If M=2, then we apply the above reduction process to s 
and we get / equivalent mod 2 to x1x2+x2x3+t(x3, ..., x„) which, in turn, is 
equivalent mod 2 t o X y X 2 - \ - t { x 3 , . . . , x„). Since this is also true for 2, we obtain 
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by repeated appl ica t ion of the reduc t ion p rocess : / is e i ther equiva len t m o d 2 t o 
the desired f o r m or , a f t e r poss ib ly r e n a m i n g the var iables , to a po lynomia l of t h e 
f o r m q(x1} ...,xn) = xlx2+x3xt + ---+x2k.1x2k. 
W e comple te the p r o o f by showing that q c a n n o t be a p e r m u t a t i o n p o l y n o m i a l 
m o d 2. In fac t , us ing T h e o r e m 2 wi th m = 1, we h a v e : 
2 e*«"' "n> = 2 » - « ( 2 i 2 2 ( - 1 ) " » - ' « « ] 5* 0 . 
(a, <>JtMn2 (,«1=0»2=0 J 1 ^ - 1 = 0 a2«=° j 
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Über Untergruppen mit ausgezeichneten Repräsentantei^ystemen 
Von V O L K M A R F E L S C H in Aachen (BRD) 
1. Einleitung 
Die vorliegende Arbeit, der eine Dissertation [1] über ausgezeichnete Unter-
gruppen zugrunde liegt, untersucht einige Eigenschaften der folgenden Begriffe. 
1.1. D e f i n i t i o n . Sei G eine Gruppe und U^H^G. Ein Repräsentanten-
system R der Rechtsrestklassen von H in G heiße (U, H, G)-System, wenn R unter 
U invariant ist, d.h. wenn u_1Ru = R gilt für alle u£ U. Ein (H , H, (j)-System heißt 
nach R. KOCHENDÖRFFER [4] ein ausgezeichnetes Repräsentantensystem von H in G. 
Wir nennen die Untergruppe H ausgezeichnet in G, wenn sie ein ausgezeichnetes 
.Repräsentantensystem besitzt. 
Es sei bemerkt, daß eine Teilmenge R von G genau dann ein (U, H, G)-System 
ist, wenn die Menge L={r~i\r£R} ein unter U invariantes Repräsentantensystem 
der Linksrestklassen von H in G ist. Man erhält also denselben Begriff der aus-
gezeichneten Untergruppe, wenn man zur Definition Links- statt Rechtsrestklassen 
benutzt. 
Mit Hilfe eines in Kiel entwickelten Programmsystems [2] wurden fü r eine 
größere Anzahl von Gruppen alle ausgezeichneten Untergruppen berechnet. Diese 
Computer-Protokolle benutzte ich zum Aufsuchen von Gegenbeispielen, insbesondere 
in Abschnitt 3 bei der Frage nach Vererblichkeit der Eigenschaft, ausgezeichnete 
Untergruppe zu sein. 
D e n H e r r e n P r o f e s s o r e n W . GASCHÜTZ u n d J . NEUBÜSER d a n k e i c h s e h r f ü r 
die gemeinsamen Diskussionen des Themas und für die wertvollen Hinweise, die 
ich dabei erhielt. 
2. Existenzkriterien 
2. 1. S a t z . Sei G eine Gruppe, U=H^G, und sei S ein Repräsentantensystem 
der Doppelrestklassen HgU von G nach H und U. Dann sind folgende Aussagen gleich-
wertig. -
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(1) Es gibt ein (U, H, G)-System. 
(2) giHCG(UC\H*) für alle g^G. 
(3) s € H C G ( U f l H s ) für alle siS. 
(4) Zu jedem g£G gibt es ein Element h £ H, so daß xh = x9 für alle x £ U9'' PI H. 
(5) Zu jedem s£S gibt es ein Element Ii £ H, so daß xh = x* für alle Us~' f l H. 
Zum Beweis von 2.1 benutzen wir zwei Hilfssätze, die sich durch Verallge-
meinerung zweier Sätze von G. ZAPPA ([15, 16] Lemma 1 und 2) ergeben. 
2. 2. H i l f s s a t z . Sei G eine Gruppe und U^HSG. Sei R ein (£/, H, G)-System 
nnd r£R. Dann gilt r^CG(UC\Hr). 
B e w e i s . Sei x£ UC\r~1Hr. Dann ist einerseits x~1rx(ix~lrr~l Hr = Hr und 
andererseits x~l rx£x~l Rx = R. Daraus folgt x~lrx = r. Q.e.d. 
2. 3. H i l f s s a t z . Sei G eine Gruppe, UsH^G, und sei S ein Repräsentanten-
system der Doppelrestklassen HgU von G nach H und U. Gibt es zu jedem s£S ein 
Element s*£HsU mit der Eigenschaft s*£CG(U(~)Hs*), so bildet die Menge der 
Elemente s* und ihrer Konjugierten unter U ein (U, H, G)-System. 
Ein Beweis für 2. 3 läßt sich bis auf geringfügige Änderungen aus [15] über-
nehmen, wo der Satz für den Spezialfall U=H bewiesen wird. 
B e w e i s v o n 2. 1. ( l ) - ( 2 ) . Sei R ein ([/, H, G)-System und g^G. Darimgibt 
es ein r£R mit g£Hr. Nach 2. 2 ist r£CG(Ur\Hr). Wegen r-1Hr=g~1 Hg folgt 
r£Cc(Ur\Hg), also g£HCG(UClH9). 
(2)—(4). Sei g£G. Nach Voraussetzung läßt sich g schreiben als Produkt 
g = hc mit h£H und c^CG(Uf\H9). Sei x^U9'1 f]H. Dann ist x9eUf)H°, also 
xh = x9C~'=x9. 
( 4 ) - ( 5 ) . Trivial. 
(5)-*(3). Wir setzen h~1s = c. Sei y£ Uf}Hs. Dann ist € U*'1 HH, also 
Daraus folgt c£CG(UC\Hs). Wegen h£H.ist daher s=hc£ 
eHCc(unHs). . -
(3)—(1). Sei s£S. Nach Voraussetzung läßt sich s schreiben als Produkt 
s = hs* mit h£H und s*£Ca(Ur)Hs) = CG(Uf]Hs*). Dabei ist s* = h~ls£HsU. 
Nach 2. 3 gibt es daher ein (£/, H, G)-System. Q.e.d. 
Setzt man U—H, so liefert 2. 1 notwendige und hinreichende Kriterien für die 
Existenz eines ausgezeichneten Repräsentantensystems von H in G. Durch Hin-
zunahme weiterer Voraussetzungen erhält man insbesondere die folgenden einfachen 
Sonderfalle von Kriterium (2). 
2. 4. K o r o l l a r . Ein Normalteiler H einer Gruppe G ist genau dann ausgezeichnet 
in G, wenn G=HCg(H) ist. 
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2. 5. K o r o l l a r . Eine abelsche Untergruppe H einer Gruppe G ist genau dann 
ausgezeichnet in G, wenn g£CG(Hf)Hg) gilt für alle g£G. 
2. 6. K o r o l l a r . Eine minimale Untergruppe H einer Gruppe G ist genau dann 
ausgezeichnet in G, wenn Na(H) = Cc(H) ist. 
2.7. K o r o l l a r . Ein abelscher Normalteiler H einer Gruppe G ist genau dann 
ausgezeichnet in G, wenn er im Zentrum von G liegt. 
Nach C. H. SAH [13] heißt eine Untergruppe H einer Gruppe G c-abgeschlossen 
in G, wenn je zwei Elemente von H, die unter G konjugiert sind, auch schon unter 
H konjugiert sind. Aus Kriterium (4) von 2. 1 folgt: 
• 2. 8. K o r o l l a r . Sei G eine Gruppe und H^G. Ist H ausgezeichnet in G, so ist H 
-abgeschlossen in G. 
Die Umkehrung von 2 . 8 gilt nicht. Ein Gegenbeispiel ist in [1] angegeben. 
Besitzt eine Untergruppe in einer Gruppe G ein normales Komplement, so ist 
sie offensichtlich ausgezeichnet in G. Mit der Frage, wann umgekehrt zu einer 
ausgezeichneten Untergruppe ein normales Komplement existiert, beschäftigen sich 
verschiedene Arbeiten [5,6,9—12, 14—16]. Ein Ergebnis dieser Untersuchungen 
ist, daß eine ausgezeichnete Hallgruppe einer endlichen Gruppe ein normales Komple-
ment besitzt, wenn sie einen Sylowturm hat. Dies folgt wegen 2. 8 aus auch einem 
Satz von C. H. SAH ([13] Theorem 3), nach dem gilt: Ist H eine Hallgruppe einer 
endlichen Gruppe G und besitzt / / e i n e m Sylowturm oder einen nilpotenten Normal-
teiler mit nilpotenter Faktorgruppe, so existiert genau dann ein normales Komplement 
von H in G, wenn H in G c-abgeschlossen ist. 
3. Einige Eigenschaften ausgezeichneter Untergruppen 
In diesem Abschnitt diskutieren wir die Vererblichkeit der Eigenschaft, aus-
gezeichnete Untergruppe zu sein, auf gewisse Untergruppen, Faktorgruppen, Durch-
schnitte und Erzeugnisse. Die Beweise der Ergebnisse, die hier nur referiert werden, 
sind in [1] angegeben. 
3. I. S a t z . Sei G eine Gruppe, H^K^G und H^L^G. Dann gilt:. 
3. 1. 1. (PROHASKA [11] 2. 1.) Ist H ausgezeichnet in G, so ist H auch ausgezeich-
net in K. 
3. 1 . 2 . (ZAPPA [14].) Ist H ausgezeichnet in Kund K ausgezeichnet in G, so ist H 
ausgezeichnet in G. 
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3. 1. 3. Sei H^K und H ausgezeichnet in Kund in L. Ist H^L oder (K, L) = KL, 
so ist H auch ausgezeichnet in (K, L). 
Aus 3. 1. 1 folgt unmittelbar: Ist H ausgezeichnet in zwei Untergruppen K 
und L von G, so ist H auch ausgezeichnet in ihrem Durchschnitt KOL. Eine ent-
sprechende Aussage für das Erzeugnis (K, L> gilt nicht. Sei nämlich G = (a, b, c, d) 
die durch die definierenden Relationen fl4=l, b2=a2, c3 = 1, d2=a2, [a, b]=a2, 
[a,c]=ba2, [a,d]=b, [b,c]=ba3, [b, d]=a2 und [c,d] — c gegebene Gruppe der 
Ordnung 48, und seien H={d), K=(c,d) und L = Kb. Dann ist H ausgezeichnet 
in K und in L, aber nicht in (K, L). 
Auch einige andere wünschenswerte Eigenschaften besitzen die ausgezeichne-
ten Untergruppen nicht. Sei zum Beispiel G = (a, b, c, d) die durch die definierenden 
Relationen a* = l, b2 = a2, c2 = 1, d2=a2, [a,b]=a2, [a, c] = [a, d] = [b, c\=[b, d] = 1 
und [c,d] = a2 gegebene Gruppe der Ordnung 32. Dann sind die Untergruppen 
H=(a, b) und K = {a, cb) normal und ausgezeichnet in G, aber H C\K und (H, K) 
sind nicht ausgezeichnet in G. Es bilden also im allgemeinen weder die ausgezeichne-
ten Untergruppen noch die ausgezeichneten Normalteiler einer Gruppe G einen 
Teilverband des Untergruppenverbandes von G. 
Ist weiterhin H eine ausgezeichnete Untergruppe einer Gruppe G und cp ein 
Homomorphismus von G, so braucht IJtp in G<p nicht ausgezeichnet zu sein. Sei 
etwa G = (a,b,c) die durch die definierenden Relationen a2=b* = c2=[a, b] = 
= [a,c] = 1 und [b,c]=b2a gegebene Gruppe der Ordnung 16, und sei N={a) und 
H={b). Dann ist TVc G und H ausgezeichnet in G, aber NH/N ist nicht ausgezeichnet 
in GjN. Es gilt jedoch der folgende Satz. 
3. 2. S a t z . Sei G eine Gruppe, N-^G, H fiG und H ausgezeichnet in G. Dann 
gilt: 
3. 2. 1. Ist N^H, so ist HjN ausgezeichnet in G/N. 
3. 2. 2. Ist H^G, so ist NHjNausgezeichnet in G/N. (Außerdem ist dann C0(H) 
ausgezeichnet in G und Z(H)sZ(G)). 
3. 2. 3. Sei NH endlich und \H\ teilerfremd zu N: /Vfl H. Jede Untergruppe von 
NH, deren Ordnung \H \ teilt, liege in einer unter NH zu H konjugierten Untergruppe 
(das ist insbesondere erfüllt, wenn NH auflösbar ist). Dann ist NH/N ausgezeichnet 
in GjN. 
Die Aussagen 3. 1. 1, 3. 1. 2 und 3. 2. 1 sind Sonderfälle der beiden folgenden 
Sätze. 
3. 3. S a t z . Sei G eine Gruppe, V-£K^G und U^H^K. Dann gilt: 
3. 3. 1. Ist R ein (U, H, G)-System, so ist RDK ein (U, H, K)-System. 
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3. 3. 2. Ist R ein (U, H, K)-System und S ein (V, K, G)-System, so ist RS ein 
(Uf]V,H,G)-System. 
3. 4. S a t z . Sei G eine Gruppe, U^H^G, N^H und N^G. Ist R ein (U, H, G)-
System, so ist die Menge {Nr\r<iR} ein (NU/N, H/N, G/N)-System. 
4. Ausgezeichnete Untergruppen von Primzahlordnung 
In [11] stellt L. PROHASKA die Frage nach der Existenz endlicher auflösbarer 
Gruppen, in denen keine nicht triviale Untergruppe ausgezeichnet ist. Wir zeigen, 
daß jede endliche Gruppe, die eine nicht triviale Untergruppe besitzt, auch eine 
nicht triviale ausgezeichnete Untergruppe besitzt. 
4. 1. S a t z . Sei G eine endliche Gruppe der Ordnung ¡Cj> 1 und p die kleinste 
Primzahl, die |G| teilt. Dann ist in G jede Untergruppe der Ordnung p ausgezeichnet. 
B e w e i s . Sei í í S C mit \H\—p, und sei g£Nc(H). Dann induziert g auf H 
einen Automorphismus cp. Da die Ordnung der Automorphismengruppe von H 
gleich /? — l ist, ist der von gp~l au f / / i nduz i e r t e Automorphismus cpp~1 die Identität, 
also gP-^CdB). Wegen ( | G | , / ? - l ) = 1 folgt hieraus g^CG(H). Es ist daher 
{H) — CG(//). Nach 2. 6 ist H ausgezeichnet in G. Q.e.d. 
Für nilpotente Gruppen läßt sich die Aussage von 4. 1 verschärfen. 
4. 2. S a t z .In einer endlichen nilpotenten Gruppe ist jede Untergruppe von Prim-
zahlordnung ausgezeichnet. 
B e w e i s . Sei G eine endliche nilpotente Gruppe, H^G und \H\=p eine Prim-
zahl. Ist P die jö-Sylowgruppe von G, so gilt H^P^G. Nach 4. 1 ist H ausgezeichnet 
in P, und als direkter Faktor besitzt P ein normales Komplement und damit ein 
ausgezeichnetes Repräsentantensystem in G. Daraus folgt nach 3 . 1 . 2 die Be-
hauptung. Q.e.d. 
Nicht jede endliche Gruppe, in der sämtliche Untergruppen von Primzahl-
ordnung ausgezeichnet sind, ist nilpotent. Ein Gegenbeispiel ist etwa die alternierende 
Gruppe vom Grade 4, Es gilt jedoch der folgende Satz. 
4. 3. S a t z . Eine endliche überauflösbare Gruppe G, in der sämtliche Unter-
gruppen von Primzahlordnung ausgezeichnet sind, ist nilpotent. 
Zum Beweis von 4. 3 gebrauchen wir einen Hilfssatz. 
4 .4 . H i l f s s a t z . Sei p eine Primzahl. Hat eine endliche auflösbare Gruppe G 
die Eigenschaft, daß alle Untergruppen der Ordnung p in ihr ausgezeichnet sind, so' 
haben auch alle Untergruppen und Faktorgruppen von G diese Eigenschaft. 
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B e w e i s . Für die Untergruppen von G folgt die Behauptung unmittelbar aus 
3. 1. 1, für die Faktorgruppen beweisen wir sie durch Induktion nach der- Ordnung 
von G. Es genügt zu zeigen: Ist M ein minimaler Normalteiler von G und M < / / ^ G 
jnit H:M = p, so ist H/M ausgezeichnet in G/M. 
Ist NA{H) = N<G, so ist nach Induktionsannahme H/M ausgezeichnet in N/M. 
M i t 2 . 6 f o l g t d a r a u s CC/M(H/M) = CN,M(H/M) = NNIM(H/M) = NG/M(H/M), d a s 
heißt, H/M ist auch ausgezeichnet in G/M. Es sei daher im folgenden H^G. 
Gibt es in G zwei verschiedene maximale Untergruppen U und V, die / / en tha l t en , 
so folgt aus 2. 7 und der Induktionsannahme H/MsZ(U/M) und H/M^Z(V/M). 
Dann ist aber H/M^Z((U/M, V/M)) = Z(G/M) und daher H/M ausgezeichnet in 
G/M. Wir können daher annehmen, daß G/H zyklisch von Primzahlpotenzordnung 
ist, etwa \G/H\=qr. Wegen 4. 1 brauchen wir nur den Fall q<p zu betrachten. 
Ist (\M|, p) = l, so gibt es in G eine nach Voraussetzung ausgezeichnete p-Sylow-
gruppe P der Ordnung p. Aus 2. 6 folgt CG(P) = NG(P). Nach einem Satz von W. 
BURNSIDE ([3] IV. 2. 6) besitzt daher P in G ein normales Komplement K. Dann 
ist K/M ein normales Komplement und damit ein ausgezeichnetes Repräsentanten-
system von H/M in G/M. 
Gilt andererseits /»||M|, so ist M als minimaler Normalteiler der auflösbaren 
Gruppe G eine elementarabelsche /?-Gruppe. Sei \M\=p". Dann ist \H\=pn+1. 
Wegen <1> ^ M f ) Z ( H ) ^ G und H:Z(H) p ist Z(H) = H, also H abelsch. 
Ist H elementarablesch, so. gibt es in H genau p" Untergruppen der Ordnung 
p, die nicht in M liegen. Die Menge dieser Untergruppen zerfällt unter G in voll-
ständige Klassen Konjugierter, wobei die Länge jeder Klasse als Teiler von G.H 
eine Potenz von q ist. Wegen q\pn ist mindestens eine dieser Potenzen gleich 1. 
In G gibt es daher einen nach Voraussetzung ausgezeichneten Normalteiler P der 
O r d n u n g p mit PM=H. Nach 2. 7 gilt />=§Z(G) und deshalb auch H/M^kZ(G/M). 
Folglich ist H/M ausgezeichnet in G/M. 
Ist H nicht elementarabelsch, so hat die Frattinigruppe <£(//) die Ordnung p-
Wegen <P(H)^M und folgt <P(H) = M. Dann ist He ine zyklische Gruppe 
der Ordnung p 2 , und M ist ausgezeichnet in G. Nach 2. 7 folgt M s Z ( G ) . Es genügt 
wieder zu zeigen, daß auch / / / M s Z ( G / M ) gilt. 
Sei H=(h) und g£G'. Dann ist g~1hg£H, etwa g~lhg = hs. Wegen 
^ Z ( G ) gilt hp=g-lh?g = (hl')s. Daraus folgt s = 1 ( m o d p ) . Sei etwa s = tp + \. Dann 
ist g~lhg = (hp)'h € Mh und daher (Mg)~1 MhMg = Mh. Q.e.d. 
B e w e i s v o n 4 .3 . Die Behauptung ist richtig für |G| = 1. Sei daher | G | > 1 . 
Wir nehmen an, der Satz sei bereits bewiesen für alle überauflösbaren Gruppen 
kleinerer Ordnung, und zeigen, daß in G jede maximale Untergruppe normal ist. 
Es seien H eine maximale Untergruppe und N ein minimaler Normalteiler . 
von G. Die Faktorgruppe G/M erfüllt nach .4. 4 die Voraussetzungen des Satzes. 
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Ist N ^ H , so gilt daher nach Induktion H j N < \ G I N und folglich / / - e G . Ist anderer-
seits N^H, so ist NDH < N. Es gilt NC\H ^ H und, da N abelsch ist, auch 
i V f ) / / <1 N. Daraus folgt NF)H O (N, H) = G. Wegen der Minimalität von N ist 
dann | 7 V n / / | = 1. Als normales Komplement von H in G hat N die Ordnung 
\N\ = G:H. D a G überauflösbar ist, ist G:H eine Primzahl. Also ist TV ausgezeich-
n e t in G. N a c h 2. 7 f o l g t N^Z(G)^NG{H) u n d d a m i t H<I(N, H) = G. Q . e . d . 
5. Gruppen, die in jeder Obergruppe ausgezeichnet sind 
In diesem Abschnitt bestimmen wir alle endlichen Gruppen, die aufgrund ihres 
Isomorphietyps in jeder Obergruppe ausgezeichnet sind. 
5. 1. H i l f s s a t z . Sei G eine Gruppe und H^G. Ist | / / [ = 2 oder H isomorph 
zur nicht aheischen Gruppe S3 der Ordnung 6, so ist H ausgezeichnet in G. 
B e w e i s . Für \H\ = l ist die Behauptung trivial. Ist \H\=2, so ist NC(H) = 
= CG ( / / ) . Daraus folgt nach 2. 6 die Behauptung. Sei daher H^ÍS3. Wir benutzen 
Kriterium (4) von 2. 1. 
a) Sei g£NG ( H ) . D a n n induziert g auf H einen Automorphismus. D a alle 
Automorphismen von H innere Automorphismen sind, gibt es ein Element h£H 
mit xh=x9 für alle x£H = H9'1 C\H. 
b) Sei g$Nc(H). Dann ist H9'1 C\H < H. Also ist H9''f\H zyklisch. Sei 
etwa H9~'C\H= (a). Es ist und |a®| = |a]. D a je zwei Elemente gleicher 
Ordnung von H unter / / k o n j u g i e r t sind, gibt es ein Element h£H mit ah = a9. Da raus 
folgt xh = x9 für alle x£(d) = H9~'f}H. Q.e.d. 
5. 2. H i l f s s a t z . Sei K eine endliche Gruppe der Ordnung \K\>2, die nicht 
zur nicht abelschen Gruppe S3 der Ordnung 6 isomorph ist. Dann enthält die symmetrische 
Gruppe S|K| vom Grade eine zu K isomorphe Untergruppe, die in S"|K| nicht aus-
gezeichnet ist. 
B e w e i s . Nach P. HALL ([7] S. 364—365, Beweis von Hilfssatz 1) enthält S|K! 
eine zu K isomorphe Untergruppe H mit der folgenden Eigenschaft: Ist U^H 
und IP ein Automorphismus von U, so gibt es einen inneren Automorphismus von 
S | K | , der jedes u£ U auf u\Js abbildet. Wir nehmen an, es sei | / / | > 2 und H ausgezeich-
net in S | K | , und zeigen, daß dann / / = S 3 ist. 
a) Sei p eine Primzahl, P eine /»-Sylowgruppe von H und <p ein Automorphis-
mus von P. Dann gibt es ein Element g € S | K | mit u9=uq> fü r alle u£P. Wegen 
p = K f l P á H9'lC\H gibt es nach Kriterium (4) von 2. 1 ein Element h£H 
mit uh — u9—ucp für alle u£P. Dabei ist h£N„(P). 
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b) Wegen | / / | > 2 folgt aus a) insbesondere: H ist nicht abelsch. 
Wir nehmen nun an, es sei \(p\~ps und \h\ = mp' mit (ni,p)= 1. Dann gibt es 
zwei Elemente hi,h2£(h) mit \hy\ = m und \h2\—p', so daß h = hxh2 ist. Wegen 
h1e(hp')^(hp*)^Cll(P) gilt uh*=uh = uq> für alle u£P. Insbesondere ist h2£NH{P). 
Da P die einzige p-Sylowgruppe von N„(P) ist, folgt h2£P. Also besitzt P keinen 
äußeren Automorphismus von /7-Potenzordnung. Nach einem Satz von W. GA-
SCHWITZ ([3] III. 19. 1) ist dann \P\^p. Daraus folgt: H hat quadratfreie Ordnung. 
c) Sei nun p dergrößte Primteiler von \H\. Dann ist \P\=p, und P besitzt einen 
Automorphismus (p der Ordnung/? — 1. Nach a) gibt es ein Element h£H mit uh = it(p 
für alle u£P. Also gilt p—\\\H\. Wegen \H\>2 und 4 f | / / | ist p ungerade. Daraus 
folgt 2\\H\. 
Wir müssen nur noch zeigen, daß p = 3 ist. Wir nehmen an, es sei />>3. D a 
p—l quadratfrei ist, gibt es dann eine ungerade Primzahl q, die p — \ teilt, und (/?) 
enthält zwei Elemente x und y der Ordnungen \x\ = q und |j>| = 2. Sei Q = (x). Es 
ist y6C„{Q). Da Q eine g-Sylowgruppe von H ist, gibt es nach a) ein Element k£H 
IM ' 
mit xk = x~l. Sei z=k2. Dann ist |z| = 2. Da — ungerade ist, ist also 
z£NH(Q), aber z$CH(Q). Wegen 4{\H\ sind (j;) und (z) 2-Sylowgruppen von 
NH{Q), aber wegen CH(Q)^Nn(Q) sind sie nicht konjugiert unter NH(Q). Die 
Annahme / ? > 3 führt damit zu einem Widerspruch, und es ist p = 3. Q.e.d. 
Aus 5.. 1 und 5. 2 folgt: 
5. 3. S a t z . Eine endliche Gruppe hat genau dann die Eigenschaft, daß jede zu 
ihr isomorphe Untergruppe einer beliebigen Gruppe G in G ausgezeichnet ist, wenn sie 
von der Ordnung 1 oder 2 oder nicht abelsch und von der Ordnung 6 ist. 
6. Ausgezeichnete Untergruppen symmetrischer Gruppen 
6. 1. S a t z . Sei (2 eine Menge und AQQ. Ist G die Gruppe aller Permutatiorien 
auf Q und GÄ die Untergruppe derjenigen Permutationen, die A elementweise fest 
lassen, so ist GA ausgezeichnet in G. 
B e w e i s . Sei g ein beliebiges Element von G und r={(5g|<5£,d}. Dann ist G/ = 
GAg = GR und daher GAC\GAG = GAUR. Sei c £ G eine Permutat ion, die jedes 
Ö£A auf ög abbildet und alle Elemente von ß — (A(JT) fest läßt. Dann ist c £ 
6 C G ( G 4 u r ) = CG(GAC\GA9). Da die Permutation gc~l alle Elemente von A fest 
läßt, gilt außerdem gc~1£GA, also g = gc~ 1 C £ G A C G ( G A f l GA9). Nach Kri ter ium 
(2) von 2. 1 ist daher GA ausgezeichnet in G. Q.e.d. 
Aus 6. 1 folgt insbesondere, daß es in jeder symmetrischen Gruppe S„ vom 
Grade « s ] z u jeder Zahl m mit l ^ m ^ n eine ausgezeichnete Untergruppe vom 
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T y p Sm g ib t . N a c h C o m p u t e r b e r e c h n u n g e n v o n W . LINDENBERG [8] s i n d f ü r n s 6 
in der S„ sogar alle symmetrischen Untergruppen ausgezeichnet. Andererseits folgt 
aus 5. 2 mit Hilfe von 3. 1. 1, daß es in jeder Sn mit « S 2 4 eine nicht ausgezeichnete 
Untergruppe vom Typ S 4 gibt. 
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Rings whose proper subrings have property P 
By ROBERT G I L M E R in Tallahassee (Florida, U:S.A.), 
ROBERT LEA and MATTHEW O'MALLEY in Houston (Texas, U.S.A.) 
Let D be an integral domain with identity. GILMER in [2] determines necessary 
and sufficient conditions in order that each subring of D with identity be Noetherian. 
We consider essentially the same type of problem. In general, let R be a- ring (not 
necessarily commutative) and let P be a ring theoretic property. We seek to determine 
necessary and sufficient conditions on R in order that each proper subring of R 
has property P. 
In this paper we will consider these two properties P: 
(PI) Has finite characteristic. 
(P2) Has no proper zero divisors. 
It is clear that if R satisfies (PI) or (P2), then each proper subring of R satisfies 
(PI) or (P2), respectively, but neither of the converses is true. Corollary (2. 3) gives 
a characterization of rings for which each proper subring has finite characteristic, 
and Corollary (2. 11) characterizes rings for which each proper subring has no proper 
zero divisors. Moreover, Proposition (2. 5) and Corollary (2. 10) give necessary and 
sufficient conditions on R in order that each proper two-sided ideal of R satisfies 
(PI) or (P2), respectively, and Corollaries (2. 7) and (2. 12) give necessary and 
sufficient conditions on R in order that each proper left (right) ideal of R satisfies. 
(PI) or (P2), respectively. 
Section 1 contains the necessary notation and definitions used in the paper 
and includes the statement of one lemma,'which we use frequently. Section 2 con-
tains our main results. Throughout the paper the symbols ^ and cz will denote 
containment, and proper containment, respectively. We will use the symbols Z 
and co to denote the sets of integers and positive integers, respectively. The authors 
hereby express their appreciation to CRAIG WOOD for helpful comments concerning 
this paper. In particular, Wood suggested that the authors work on the problem of 
finite characteristic. 
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1. Preliminaries. All rings considered in this paper are assumed to contain 
more than one element. Throughout the paper, ideal will always mean two-sided 
ideal. If R is a ring and if {x^} is a collection of elements of R, then [{x,}] will denote 
the subring of R, and ({xa}) the ideal of R, generated by {x^}. If A is a subring (or 
ideal) of the ring R, then, following [3; p. 2], we say that A is genuine if A^R, and 
proper if A is genuine and nonzero. 
If x is an element of a ring R and if there exists a positive integer n such that 
n • x = 0, then the minimal positive integer for which this is true is called the order 
of x. If no such positive integer exists, we say that x has infinite order. If there exists 
a positive integer n such that n • x = 0 for all x € R, the smallest such positive integer 
is called the characteristic of R. If no such positive integer exists, we say that R 
has characteristic zero. If x-y = 0 for each x, ydR, we will say that R is the zero 
ring on R+, the additive group of R; we will also say in this case that R has the 
trivial multiplication. 
We will say that an element x of R is a proper zero divisor of R if x is nonzero 
and if there exists a nonzero element a of R such that either xa or ax is zero. A ring 
R is said to be simple if its only (two-sided) ideals are R and (0). 
The following lemma is used frequently. It appears as an exercise in [4; p. 101]. 
• (1.1) L e m m a . If R is a ring with the property that the only left (right) ideals 
of R are R and (0), then R is either: 
(i) a division ring, or 
(ii) the zero ring on a finite cyclic group of prime order. 
2. Properties (PI) and (P2). Our first concern will be. to characterize rings R 
with the property that each proper subring of R satisfies (PI). 
As we have already observed, the condition that R have finite characteristic 
is not necessary. A zero ring on a quasicyclic group is an example of a ring R with 
characteristic zero such that each proper subring of R satisfies (PI). We will show 
that these are the only rings of characteristic zero with the property that each proper 
subring satisfies (PI). -
Before proving the above statement, we give a brief description of a quasi-
cyclic group. (See, for example, [1], [5], [6],) Let be a prime integer. The /?-quasi-
cyclic group, which we denote by C(p°°), is a group generated by a set {c,}l€ra such 
that q has order p', and pci+l=ch for each / £ « ; there is, to within isomorphism, 
exactly one group with these properties. (The group of all complex p th power roots 
of unity, under multiplication, is a realization of C(p°°).) The proper subgroups 
of C(p°°) are exactly the finite cyclic groups generated by the c]s. Thus, with the 
trivial multiplication, the proper subrings (and proper ideab) of C(p°°) are just 
the proper subgroups of C(p°°). It then follows that each proper subring (ideal) 
of C(p°°) has finite characteristic, but C(p°°) does not. 
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(2. 1) T h e o r e m . Let R be a ring such that every proper subring of R satisfies 
property (PI). R has finite characteristic if any of these five conditions hold: 
(i) There exists a genuine ideal A of R such that R/A has finite characteristic. 
(ii) R has an identity element. 
(iii) R is commutative and contains a maximal ideal. 
(iv) R = [r] for some r£R. 
(v) There exist genuine ideals Rt, Ri of R such that R = Rt+ R2. 
P r o o f , (i) By assumption riR^A and mA=(0) for some positive integers n 
and m. Hence mnR = (0), and R has finite characteristic. 
(ii) If e is the identity element of R, then e must have finite order, for otherwise 
[2e] is a proper subring of R, and [2e] does not have finite characteristic. 
(iii) Let M be a maximal ideal of R. By Lemma (1. 1), R\M is either a field 
or R/M is finite. Part (i) of this theorem shows that R has finite characteristic if 
RjM is a field of finite characteristic or if RjM is finite. If R[M is a field of charac-
teristic zero, choose r£R such that r+M is the identity element of RjM.-Then 
nr§ Mand/?r2$ Mfor any positive integer n; in particular, w 2 ^ 0 , so that /? = [/•] = [r2]. 
Thus, r = sr2+mr2 = (sr + mr)r for some s£R, m£Z. Since /? = [/•], it follows 
easily that sr + mr is an identity element for R, and R has finite characteristic by (ii). 
(iv) If /? = [>], then R is commutative and any ideal of R maximal with respect 
to not containing r (such ideals exist by a Zorn's Lemma argument) is a maximal 
ideal of R. Hence R has finite characteristic by (iii). 
(v) If R = Rl+R1, then / 7 , R { = 0 and n2R2 — 0 for some positive integers nv 
and n2. Thus nln2R = (0), and R has finite characteristic. 
(2. 2) T h e o r e m . Suppose that R is a ring such that 
(i) each genuine ideal of R has finite characteristic, 
(ii) R does not have finite characteristic, and 
(iii) each element of R has finite order. 
Then R is the zero ring on a quasicyclic group. 
P r o o f . Let r£R— {0} have order m, and let p be a prime divisor of m. Then 
Rp = {x£R\p"x = 0 for some n£a>} and S= {x£/?|the order of JC is not divisible by p} 
are ideals of R, and, as is well known, R is the direct sum of Rp and S. By choice of 
p, Rp?i(0); hence part (v) of Theorem (2. 1) implies that S=(0) and R = Rp. More-
over, since nR is an ideal o f / ? , it follows f rom (i) and (ii) that R=nR for each positive 
integer n. Thus, if x, y£R and if y has order p"', then there exists a£R such that 
x=p"'a. Therefore, x-y = (p'"a)y = a(p'"y) = 0, so that R has the trivial multi-
plication. 
We show that R is the zero ring on C(p" ) . Choose d{£R such that ds has 
order p. Since R=pR, there exists d2£R such that pd2=dx. Then cl2 has order p2. 
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Inductively, choose di+l£R such that pdi+l—di for each i£co. Then dt. has or-
der p' for each and the ideal T generated by {i/,-};g<„ has characteristic zero. 
Thus, T=R. But since R has the trivial multiplication, the ideal T is the same as 
the additive subgroup generated by {di}ii(a. It follows that R is the zero ring on the 
/7-quasicyclic group. 
As a corollary to Theorems (2. 1) and (2. 2), we obtain the following result. 
(2. 3) C o r o l l a r y . Let R be a ring. Each proper subring of R satisfies property 
(PI) if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) R has finite characteristic. 
(ii) R is the zero ring on a quasicydie group. 
P r o o f . We have already observed the sufficiency of conditions (i) and (ii). 
Conversely, if R does not have finite characteristic, then part (iv) of Theorem (2. 1) 
implies that r has finite order for each r£R. Therefore, by Theorem (2. 2), R is the 
zero ring on a quasicyclic group. 
Since the trivial multiplication defined on any abelian group G induces a ring 
structure on G, we have the following. 
(2.4) C o r o l l a r y . (Compare with Ex. 23, p. 22 of [5].) Let G be an abelian 
group. If each proper subgroup of G has bounded order, then either G has bounded 
order or G is a p-quasicyclic group. 
(2. 5) P r o p o s i t i o n . Let R be a ring. Each proper ideal of R satisfies property 
(PI) if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
' (i) R has finite characteristic. 
(ii) R is the zero ring on a quasicyclic group. 
(iii) R is a simple ring having no nonzero element of finite order. 
P r o o f . The sufficiency is obvious. Suppose that R does not have finite charac-
teristic. If each element of R has finite order, then Theorem (2. 2) implies that R is 
the zero ring on a quasicyclic group. If there exists an element r of R of infinite 
order, and if A is the set of elements of R of finite order, then A is a genuine ideal 
of R, and, by hypothesis, there exists a positive integer k such that kA — (0). However, 
since nR is an ideal of R, it follows from part (i) of Theorem (2. 1) that R — nR for 
each positive integer n, and, in particular, R = kR. Thus, if a£A, then a = kr for 
some r£R. But ka = 0 implies that k2r=0, so that r£A and a = kr = 0. Therefore 
^4=(0), so that R is a simple ring with no nonzero element of finite order. 
As a consequence of Proposition (2. 5) and its proof, we have the following 
result. 
(2. 6) C o r o l l a r y . Let R be a simple ring of characteristic zero. Then R+, the 
additive group of R, is' isomorphic to a (weak) direct sum of full rational groups. 
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P r o o f . Since R + is a divisible, torsion-free abelian group, the result follows 
from [1; Theorem 19. 1]. . 
(2. 7) C o r o l l a r y . 1 ) Let R be a ring. Each proper left (right) ideal of Rsatisfies 
property (PI) if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) R has finite characteristic. 
(ii) R is the zero ring on a quasicyclic group. 
(iii) R is a division ring of characteristic zero. 
P r o o f . If R has characteristic zero and if R is not the zero ring on a quasicyclic 
group, then Proposition (2. 5) implies that R is a simple ring with no nonzero element 
of finite order. Therefore, R has no proper left or right ideals, so that R is a division 
ring (Lemma (1. 1)). 
We now turn our attention to property (P2). We use the following lemma; its 
proof is straightforward. 
(2. 8) L e m m a . Let R be a ring containing no nonzero nilpotent element. If 
a, b£R and if ab = 0, then ba = 0, axb = 0 for each x in R, and bya = 0 for each y in R. 
Moreover, RaDRb = aRCibR = RaRClRbR = (0). 
(2. 9) T h e o r e m . Let R be a ring such that R does not satisfy (P2), but each 
proper ideal of R satisfies (P2). 
(i) If R contains no nonzero nilpotent element, then R is the direct sum of two 
simple rings, each of which satisfies property (P2). 
(ii) If R contains a nonzero nilpotent element, then either: 
(a) R is the zero ring on a cyclic group of prinie order, or 
(b) R is a simple ring such that R2 — R. 
P r o o f , (i) By assumption, there exist nonzero elements a and b of R such: 
that ab = 0. Since a3£RaR and b3£RbR, RaR and RbR are nonzero ideals of R, 
so that RaR + RbR = RaR®RbR is a nonzero ideal of R that does not satisfy 
property (P2). Moreover, Lemma (2. 8) implies that RaR and RbR are proper 
ideals of R, and hence have property (P2). Let S be any nonzero ideal of the ring RaR. 
Then RbR-S = S-RbR = (0), S + RbR is an ideal of R, and hence R = S+RbR. 
By the modular law, RaR = RaR r\(S+RbR) = S+(RaR f l RbR) = S + ( 0 ) = S. 
Therefore, (0) and RaR are the only ideals of the ring RaR, so that RaR is a simple ring 
that satisfies property (P2). Similarly, RbR is a simple ring that satisfies property (P2). 
(ii) Suppose that b is a nonzero element of R such that b2= 0. Then (b) = R. 
Let M be a genuine ideal of R. If m£M, then bm and mb are elements of M, so that 
The conditions which we obtain here, as well as those of Corollary (2. 12), are reminiscent 
of the conditions obtained by. F . SZASZ in [7] characterizing rings in which every proper left ideal 
is cyclic. 
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mb-bm = 0 implies that bm = 0 or mb = 0. In particular, mbm = 0 for each m£M. 
Thus, (mb)2 = (bm)2 = 0 , and hence mb=bm — 0 for each m£M. Since (b) = R, it 
follows that for each r£R, m£M, rm—mr=0. In particular, M2 = (0), so that 
M = (0) and R is a simple ring. If R2 = 0 , then R has trivial multiplication, and Lemma 
(1. 1) implies that R is the zero ring on a cyclic group of prime order. This completes 
the proof. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem (2. 9), we have the following. 
(2. 10) C o r o l l a r y . Let R be a ring. Each proper ideal of R satisfies property 
(P2) if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) R satisfies property (P2). 
(ii) R is the direct sum of two simple rings, each of which satisfies property (P2). 
(iii) R is the zero ring on a cyclic group of prime order. 
(iv) R does not satisfy (P2) and R is a simple ring for which R2 = R. 
We now use Theorem (2. 9) to obtain a characterization of rings for which each 
proper subring satisfies property (P2). 
(2. 11) C o r o l l a r y . Let R be a ring. Each proper subring of R satisfies property 
(P2) if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) R satisfies property (P2). 
(ii) R = Z/(p) © Zj(q), where p and q are prime integers. 
(iii) R is the zero ring on a cyclic group of prime order. 
P r o o f . The sufficiency is obvious. Suppose that R does not satisfy property 
(P2). If x is a nonzero element of R with x2 = 0, then ( 0 ) c [ x ] = { / x | x £ Z } , and [x] 
has trivial multiplication. Hence [x] = i?, and Theorem (2. 9) implies that R is the 
zero ring on a cyclic group of prime order. 
If R contains no nonzero nilpotent element, then Theorem (2. 9) implies that 
R is the direct sum of two simple rings, Rt and R2, each of which satisfies property 
(P2). Moreover, if 5" is a nonzero subring of R,, then S-R2 = (0), and R = 5 + 
+ R2 = Rl®R2. This imples that S = Rt, and R, is a ring with property (P2) 
having exactly two subrings R{ and (0). It follows immediately f rom Lemma (1. 1) 
that Rt is a finite prime field. Similarly, R2 is a finite prime field, and R ^ Zj(p)® 
®Z/(q), where p and q are prime integers. 
(2. 12) C o r o l l a r y . Let R be a ring. Each proper left (right) ideal of R satisfies 
property (P2) if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) R satisfies property (P2). 
(ii) R is the zero ring on a cyclic group of prime order. 
(iii) R is the direct sum of two division rings. 
The proof is similar to that of Corollary (2:11) and we omit it. 
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Slender modules, slender rings 
By SEKOU TRAORE in Warsaw (Poland) 
Introduction. The notion of slenderness is due to J. Los, who defined it origi-
nally for abelian groups in 1958 ([1], p. 169). 
An abelian group is a Z-module, Z denoting the ring of integers, so that the 
theory of abelian groups appears as a special case of the theory of modules. 
Conversely, a large part of the theory of abelian groups can be generalized 
to some classes of modules. The purpose of this paper is to indicate how the 
notion of slenderness can be extended in a natural way to modules and rings 
(considered as modules). 
In a fundamental paper ([2], p. 71, Corollary 6), R. J. NuNKEhas characterized 
all slender torsion free abelian groups: a torsion free abelian group is slender if 
and only if it contains no copy of the additive group Q of rational numbers, no copy 
of the additive group P of p-adic integers for any prime p, and no copy of the com-
plete direct sum n of countably many infinite cyclic groups Z. 
Similarly, the main problem in the theory of slender modules is to characterize 
all slender /i-modules (for a given ring R), i.e. to investigate a theorem which may 
be the extension of Nunke's theorem to modules. It appears that such a generaliza-
tion of Nunke's theorem to modules is not a trivial one and gives rise to hard pro-
blems of ring-theory and homological algebra. In this paper, we give only some 
necessary conditions for any module to be slender (Theorem 9), so that the 
problem of characterization of slender modules remains open. Finally, in § 4, we 
investigate some slender rings. 
N.B. All rings considered in this paper are associative, commutative, with 
identity 1. 
§ 1. Definition of slender modules and slender rings 
1°) Let J? be a ring. An /?-module M is said to be R-slender (or, more briefly, 
slender) if for any non-zero homomorphism 
h: Z*R„~M (Rn^R, n = 1 ,2, . . .) 
n= 1 
we have h(Rn) = 0 for almost all h. 
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2°) A ring R is said to be slender if R, considered itself as an /{-module, is 
slender, i.e. if, for any non-zero homomorphism 
h:2*R„~R (R„^R,n = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
n= 1 . 
we have h(Rn)= 0 for almost all n. 
§ 2. Relation between slender modules over different rings 
T h e o r e m 1. Let RQR' be two rings having the same identity 1. If an R'-module 
M is R-sIender, then M is also R'-slender. 
P r o o f . Let the/{ ' -module M be /{-slender. Suppose that M is not /{'-slen-
der. Then there exists a non-zero homomorphism 
h':Z*R'n^M (R'n^R', « = 1 , 2 , . . .) 
n= 1 
such that h'(R'n)7i 0 for infinitely many indices n. Then h'(e„) = h(en)?± 0 for infi-
nitely many indices n, where 
e„ = (0, . . . , 0 , 1 , 0 , . . . ) 
so that /;(/?„) T^O for infinitely many indices n, a contradiction to the hypothesis 
that M is /^-slender. Hence M is /{'-slender. Q.e.d. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. A torsion free ring whose additive group is slender is slender,itself. 
P r o o f . Let R' be a torsion free ring whose additive group is slender, Z^R'. 
Since the Z-module R' is slender, f rom Theorem 1 we obtain that /{'-module R' is 
slender. Q.eid. 
§ 3. Some necessary conditions for a module to be siender 
T h e o r e m 3. Infective modules are not slender. 
P r o o f . Let M be an injective /{-module. Consider the commutative diagram 
M 
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w h e r e / i s the non-zero homomorphism defined by 
with a fixed non-zero element m of M, e{ = (0, . . . , 0 , 1,0, ...)£/?,-, and r^R 
i 
(/ = 1,2,....). In particular, we have / (e , ) =/y'(e,) =/? (e;) = m ^ 0 for every / = 1 , 2 , 
Hence M is not slender. Q.e.d. 
T h e o r e m 4. Quotient modules of injective modules are not slender. 
P r o o f . Let M be an injective J?-module, N(?±M) a submodule and m£M\N-
Consider the commutative diagram 
\ i 
where / is the non-zero homomorphism defined in the proof of Theorem 3. We 
have g(e,) = ph(e^) = p(m) 0 for every / = 1 , 2 , . . . . Hence M/N is not slender. 
Q.e.d. 
C o r o l l a r y 5. Vector spaces are not slender. 
P r o o f . It is known that every module over a field (i.e. every vector space) is. 
injective. 
C o r o l l a r y 6. Fields are not slender. 
T h e o r e m 7. The ring P_ of p-adic integers is not slender. . 
P r o o f . The homomorphism 
Z*pn-p (P„ = P; n= 1, 2, . . .) 
n= 1 
defined by ' • 
is such that 
e, = (0, • • • ,0 ,1 ,0 , - W V O . ' 
i for every / = 1 , 2, ... . Hence P is not slender. Q.e.d. 
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T h e o r e m 8. Let R be a ring. Then the complete direct sum 2* R ls not 
n= 1 
R-slender. 
P r o o f . The proof results f rom the simple fact that the identity t ransforma-
tion 
id 
n— 1 n=1 
is a homomorphism. 
Now, we summarize the results of this paragraph. Since a submodule of a 
slender module is again slender, Theorem 3 and Theorem 8 give us the following 
necessary conditions for any module to be slender: 
T h e o r e m 9. Let R be a ring. If an R-module M is R-slender, then it contains 
no copy of any injective R-module and no copy of the complete direct sum 2* 
n=l 
§ 4. Some slender rings 
Consider now the following problem: 
Find all slender torsion free rings of rank 1. 
It is known that every torsion free abelian group of rank 1, not isomorphic 
to the additive group Q of rational numbers, is slender. If we combine this result 
and Corollary 2, we obtain the solution of the above problem: 
T h e o r e m 10. Every torsion free ring of rank 1, not isomorphic to the ring Q 
of rational numbers, is slender. 
The structure of all. torsion free rings of rank 1 is completely known (cf. [3]), 
so that we obtain, in this way, an important class of slender rings. In particular, 
the ring Z ( p ) = j — | (p prime; k£Z) and the ring Z of integers are slender. 
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On random multiplicative functions 
By I. KATAI in Budapest 
1. We call f(n) a completely multiplicative (c.m.) function, if f(mn)=f(m)f(n) 
holds for all pairs m, n of positive integers. Let be the set of those c .m. functions 
which take the values + 1 and — 1 only. 
We say that a funct ion / ( « ) £ J* is of normal type, if 
(1.2) \imx-1N{n^x; f(n + i) = £i, i = 0, ...,k} = ̂ JTTY 
x 2. 
for A: = 0, 1 ,2 , ... and for all choices of e 0 = ± 1 , . . . ; sk = ± 1 . 
It would be interesting to give a necessary and sufficient condition for / ( « ) 
to be of normal type. Recently E. WIRSING [1] proved that a function / ( « ) £ ^sa t i s f ies 
(1 .1) with k = 0 if and only if 
( 1 - 2 ) 2 ! — • 
/(P)=-I P 
As is easy to see, the validity of (I . 2) is not sufficient for normality. Let for 
example / (« ) be defined as follows: / ( 2 ) = 1, and for an odd prime p let f ( p ) = 1 
or — 1 according as p s i or —1 (mod 4). Then, by an easy calculation we have 
Z f ( n ) f ( n + 4) = ^ + 1 n^x ^ 
hence it follows that / ( « ) is not a normal function. 
We shall see in the following section that almost all multiplicative functions 
are of normal type. One would think that the Liouville function /.(n) is normal . 
However we can only prove that the system l(n)=e1, X(n+ 1) = e2 has infinitely 
many solutions for an arbitrary choice of Ei — ± 1 , e 2 = ± 1 . This is a special 
case of the assertions which we shall prove in the section 3. 
2. Let c, c j , c 2 , . . . denote suitable positive constants; let e, s x , e 2 , . . . be arbitrary 
small positive constants not necessarily the same at every occurrence. Let dk(n) 
denote the number of solutions of the equation n = xlt ...,xk in positive integers 
Xj , ...,xk, and let d2(n)=d(n). 
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Let pn denote the nth prime number. Let (Q, si, P) be a probability space and 
i„ = cn(co) ( « = 1 , 2 , ...) be a sequence of independent random variables with the 
distribution P(cn = 1) = P{q„ = — 1) = Let f(n;co) be a completely multi-
plicative function which we define on the set of primes by f(p„',co) = £,n(oi). 
We have 
T h e o r e m 1. Almost all f(n; co) are of normal type-
Fox the proof we need some lemmas. 
L e m m a 1. For positive integers C, D let N(z;D,C) denote the number of 
solutions of the diophantine equation 
(2.1) x1-Dy1 = C 
in positive integers x, y satisfying xSz. Then 
(2. 2) N(z;D,C)^Cld(C2) log 2Dz. 
Perhaps this lemma is known, but I was unable to find a reference to it. W e 
prove now (2. 2). 
Without any restriction we can assume that D is a square-free number. For 
D = 1 inequality (2.2) obviously holds, therefore we assume that D > 1. 
Let KQfD) denote the quadratic extension field over the rational number-field 
generated by / D . Let R denote the ring of the algebraic integers in K(^D), and for 
a general y£R let (y) denote the principal ideal.generated by y. 
For a general solution x, y of (2. 1) let a = x + i Dy, P = x - fDy. Let . (C) = 
= ... N1/, where 7r1; ...,TZ, are different prime ideals. Using the fact that the norm of 
the ideals is a multiplicative functionand that N((C)) = C2, furthermore that N([n¡) is 
r 
a prime number or a square of a prime number we have _ / 7 ( 7 i + l ) — d(C2). 
¡=1 
Since a[i = C and a, y3£R, therefore (a)( /?)=(C) and so (a)|(C). Hence it follows 
that all the solutions can be classified into at most d(C2) classes, where two solu-
tions';»:, y; x l 5 >>! belong to the same class if and only if (a) = (x + fDy) = (c^) = 
= ( x y + Y D y i ) . Now we prove that the number of solutions of (2. 1) belonging to 
a fixed class does not exceed Cj log 2Dz, whence (2. 2) immediately shall follow. 
Let (xv ,j\T) v = 0, 1, ...., M be the all solutions in a class satisfying l S x 0 = 
S••• SxMSz, >>v = 0 and let av = x v - i - y v f D , = xv— yvYD. We have (or0) = 
= («!) = ••• = (a M ) . Therefore av = a„£v(j, ¡¡v = /?„ov(I, where eVft, ov(1 are units in R. 
Since C = xvpv = oiftPllQvlleVfl = gvllsvltC, we have QVFL = SYTII. Using the Dirichlet theo-
rem concerning the form of the units we see that all units have form ± £q 
( « = 0 , + 1 , + 2 , . . . ) , where e0= u ° ^ ^ , and u0, v0 are suitable positive 
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integers satisfying ul~Dvl = 4. Hence s0 > and we can assume that a„ = a0e". 
Using that x n S z and that by (2. 1) s w e have a„ ( C + l )z 
(« = 0, . . . , M). On the other hand, by aopo — C, 0 < / J o < a o w e have a 0 > l . Hence 
e" < ( C + 1 )z, whence M ^ l ) z ^ ^ jQg ^cz follows. This completes the 
log e0 
proof of Lemma 1. 
C o r o l l a r y . For positive integers A, B, C let N(z; A, B, C) denote the number 
of solutions of 
(2.3) Ax2 — By2 = C 
in positive integers x, y, x^kz. Then 
N(z; A, B, C) siN(Az\ AB, AC) ^ cxd(A2 C2) log 2 A 2 B z . 
This is obvious. If (x, y) is a solution of (2. 3) then (Ax, y) is a solution of 
X2 —ABY2 — AC which proves the Corollary. 
L e m m a 2. (Borel—Cantelli) Let A l , A2, ... be an infinite sequence of sets in 
(Q,A,P) and let 2 F(Aj) < Then almost all co in Q are belonging to finitely 
y= I 
many A{ only. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. Let 0 < z 1 < z 2 < ••• <ik be arbitrary but fixed inte-
gers. For a general integer n let it = (n + iy)...(n + ik). Let us introduce the nota-
tion 
(2.4)-(2. 5) RJN(OJ) = 2 fin, CA); MI<N = / ( Œ ) ) 1 dP. 
n= 1 
First we give a non-trivial estimation for M 4 J V , whence by using the Borel—Can-
telli lemma we deduce that lim riN(co)IN = 0 for almost all co£Q. N-* OO 
It is obvious, that 
m*,n = 2 Jf(nln2n3n4;o})dP, 
n.,nj, n-,, IÎa 
where in the sum /?1; n2, n3, nA run independently over the values 1,2, ..., N. Using 
Jf(m; cû)dP= 1 or 0 according to m is a square-number, or not, we have that M 4 > N 
a 
is equal to the number of solutions of the equation 
(2.6) niii2n3n4 = X2 
in unknowns « ! , n2, n3, «4, X, satisfying l S w . S N (z = l , 2 , 3, 4). 
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For a fixed square-free integer E( > 0 ) let / / ( £ ) denote the number of solutions 
of the equation 
nlii2=EY2; 1 S n ^ N , 
in unknowns nlt n2, Y. 
It is obvious that if n i , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 is a solution of (2. 6) then the square-free 
parts of the numbers ii1 j j2 , ' b h 4 are the same. Hence we have 
E 
and consequently 
(2.7) ( m a x / / ( £ ) ) 2 
£ 
Observing that £ H(E) = N2 (since the number of the choice of all pairs n , , n2, 
E 
1 ^ » ¡ S N is JV2) we have 
(2.8) MA N^N2maxH(E). 
' £ 
N o w we estimate H(E). For a general positive square-free A let G(A) denote 
the number of n^N which can be written in the fo rm 
(2.9) n = AZ2, 
where Z is a suitable integer. Then we have 
(2.10) H(E) s 2 2G{ElU)G(E2U), 
where in the right hand side Ei runs over the divisors of E and U over the set of all 
square-free integers coprime to E. 
For k=\ we evidently have G(A)^ N\ A. Consequently by (2. 10) 
^ 2 TF Z V - N Z R D { E ) - C M ° * N ' £,E2 = £ P^ VslS V & . 
and hence by (2. 8) 
(2.11) M^K^CN3 \ogN:-
Assume now that k^2. Consider the solutions of n = AZ2. Since the numbers 
n + , n + ij2 have no common prime-divisors greater than ij2—i}i if j\ ^j'2 > f ° r an 
n satisfying (2. 9) we have 
(2.12) n + ij = RjCjZj (J = 2, . . . , k), 
where R j , C j are square-free numbers, the prime factors of R j are not greater than 
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k 
ik~i1 and the prime factors of Cj are greater than ik—and J] Cj\A. If n is a solu-
j = i 
tion of (2. 12), then 
(2.13) i2 — i! = R2C2Zi~R1C1Zl 
holds with suitable Zy, Z2 = N. Using the Corollary to Lemma 1 we have that the 
number of solutions of (2. 13) with Z , , Z 2 S A^is at most c1 d((Rx Cl(i2 — i1))2) log Ns 
^ctNr>. 
The number of all possible pairs of Rt, R2 occurring in (2. 12) is bounded for 
fixed /',, i2, ..., ik. The number of couples (R{, R2) is at most d2(A)ScNC2, since 
C1C1\A. Therefore 
(2.14) G(A)-jecNc. 
Using (2. 10) and the fact that the number of those A which occur as the square-
free part of a number n for some tfSN is at most N, we have 
H(E)scN1 + c. 
Hence by (2. 8) 
(2.15) .-•> M 4 j N ^ c N 3 + e 
follows. 
Using (2. 11) or (2. 15) according as k= 1 or we have 
(2.16) P(\nN\ - N*) - J ^ d P < cN3-*>+°. 
si 
4 
Let Nm=ms and a = — + e. By (2. 16) we have . • 
2 PQrisJ > N j + ) ^ c 1 m-'1-« 
m = 1 '"=1 Consequently by Lemma 2 we have , , -
(2.17) lim = 0 
Ns ' 
m 
for all fixed e > 0 and for almost all a>£Q. Since for N m ^ N < N m + l 
•• ' ' i : £ (2.18) : ^ Nm+l — Nm cm4 s < ciV5, 
therefore by (2. 17) 
lim n 4 0 , ) = 0 . : . 4 
J V 5 
for all £ > 0 and almost all a £ 
r+2e 
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Finally we remark, that a function / ( n ) i J 5 " is of normal type if and only if 
1 N _ 
lim — y. / ( « ) = 0 for all choice of k = 1, 2, ... and of ( /1 ( . . . , ik). This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
3. T h e o r e m 2. Let f(n) be a completely multiplicative function, all values of 
which are +1 or —1. Assume that there exist at least two primes pt, p2 for'which 
f(pi)=f(p2) = — 1. Then for arbitrary e1; e2 (eL = ± 1, s2 =±1) there exist in-
finitely many n satisfying f(n)=e L, f(n +1) = E2. 
For (£1 ; £ 2 ) = ( + l , + 1 ) or (—1, 1) we can prove a stronger assertion. This is 
stated in Theorems 3 and 4. 
T h e o r e m 3. Assuming that the series 
z 
f ( p ) = - 1 p 
(3.1) X t 
diverges we have 
(3 .2) lim inf 1 Nf(x, 1,1) S 
J. 
1 2 ' 
1 
(3. 3) l i m i n f x - 1 ^ ^ , - 1, - 1) s — , 
where Nf(x, £,, £2) denotes the number of those n not exceeding x for which 
f(n)=E1, f(n +1) = e2. Consequently 
(3.4) l iminf 
X NSJC O 
Let 2P be the set of those primes p fo r which f ( p ) =—1. 
T h e o r e m 4. Suppose that & contains at least two elements and that the series 
converges. Then for both values £ = 1, —1 we have 
p 
(3. 5) lim x - 1 Ar / (*, E j £) = 1 (1 + 2 e # ^ + / J ( M A ) . 4 I PZ& p+i pz<s> p+y ) 
The number standing on the right-hand side of (3. 5) is positive. 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m s 2, 3, a n d 4. First we prove Theorem 2 for ( £ 1 ; £ 2 ) = 
= ( 1 , —1) and (—1, 1). The remaining two cases will follow f r o m Theorems 3 and 4. 
The assertion of Theorem 2 for ( e 1 , e 2 ) = ( l , - 1 ) and ( - 1 , 1) is equivalent to 
saying that f(n) assumes both of the values + 1 and —1 infinitely many times. Fo r 
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+ 1 this is true since/(w2) = + 1 for all n. To show this for —1 let p be a prime for 
. which f ( p ) = - 1 . Then f(p2k+i) = - 1 for all k. 
To prove Theorem 3 we need a theorem due to E. WIRSING [1], which we state as 
L E M M A 3 . If f(n) = ± 1 and the series ( 3 . 1 ) diverges, then 
(3 .6 ) x~x 2f(n)-Q as x — oo. 
X^X ' 
Let / ¡ 1 < n 2 < - - < i ) i s j ; be the sequence of those integers for which/(«¡) = — 1. 
Let m 1 < m 2 < — d e n o t e the complementary sequence, i.e. for w h i c h / ( « , ) = 
= + 1. Let Qk(x) denote the number of those щ for which щ+1—щ = к, n^x. 
. Similarly, let тк(х) denote the number of w's satisfying m i + i — т^ = k, m ^ x . 
From (3. 6) we easily deduce 
< 3 . 7 ) ¿ + 0 ( 1 ) = 2 Qk{x) = ' - J + 0(x), Л + 0 ( 1 ) = 2 Ч ( Х ) = 4 + O ( X ) k=l k= 1 
<3. 8) 2 kek(x) = x + o(x), 2 kxk(x) = x + o(x). 
k = l k=1 
Hence 
(3. 9) 2 (к-2)вк(х) = в1(х) + о(х), 2 (к~2)ч(х) = т1(х) + о(х) 
к=3 к=3 
follow. Consequently 
(3.10) 2 kQk{x) s 4qv(x) + o(x), 2 kxk(x) sS 4 T l (x ) + o{x), 
k*2 k*2 
(3.11) 2 вк(х)^2в1(х) + о(х), 2 rk(x) = 2rl(x) + o(x). 
Now we prove that lim i n f x - 1 i ? i ( x ) s The proof of the relation 
12 
lim i n f x ^ r ^ x ) S - ^ r - is similar, and so we omit it. Since from (3.6) x—<*> 12 
' 2 f(2n) — 0 
1 ' X 2 B S I 
X 
follows, among the >is the number of even numbers is — b o(x). Hence by (3. 11) 
4 
.v . ' . " - • ' 
we have that there are at least- 2Q1(X) — O(X) even n's satisfying ni+l—ni = 2. 4 
Let Sf denote the set of these n's. •• 
We distinguish two cases. 
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Case a). / ( 2 ) = 1. Then for n^Sf the integers nJ2 and ni+1/2 are consecutive 
numbers, and f u r t h e r m o r e / | ~ j j = / I ' - y ' j 
W; x 
1, — ^ — . Thus we have 
2 2 
E I ( T J ~ 
V 0 (jc) 1 
whence i — o(.r), i.e. lim inf s - j y , follows. 
Case b ) . / (2 ) = — l . T h e n , and ' are consecutive integers, and 
moreover / ( - y ) = / ( ] = + 1 , y s -^- . .Consequently 
(3.12) t ^ ) ^ ^ (*) + *(*). 
Since the interval [m(, w i + 1 ] for /w i + 1 —/wf = k , k ^ 3 contains (A: — 1) elements 
f r o m among the «'s, we deduce that 
<?,(*)• S 2(k-2)xk(x); . 
hence by (3. 12) v 
(3 .13) ^ . W ^ . W + o W . , 
follows. From here by (3. 12) we obtain. 
x 
30i (*) £ j + o W , 
i.e. • lim x ~ V i ( * ) £ - ^ r . 
°° iz 
N o w we prove Theorem 4. For this we need the following . , 
L e m m a 4. [2] If h(n) is a complex-valued completely multiplicative function 
satisfying the conditions: a) \h(n)\ s l(/i = 1 ,2 , . . .), and b) Z * conver-
p P' 
ges, then )ii 
lim ZmHn+1) = 7 7 ( 1 + 2 , 
n-'X p \ a - 1 P ) ' -
l i - x - 2 * » - / 7 ( 1 + 1 ^ = ^ ] . « S i p I *=l Pa ) 
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Observing that the conditions of Lemma 4 are satisfied for h(n)=f(n) and tha t 
4N(x,e,e) = 2 ( /(«) + E)(/(n + l) + e) = 2 / ( " ) / ( " + 1) + 2E 2 / ( » ) + * +0(1) , nil OSI «Si 
by Lemma 4 we obtain (3. 5); 
Finally we prove the positivity of A..If 3£3?, then 
4 I A p J + ^ p + l ) 
Since JJ is not an empty product, it must be smaller than 1; so indeed /1 > 0 . IF 
pi» 
2 (i then 
1 7 P ~ 1 1 / 7 p ~ 3 ) 
Using the fact that the products on the right hand side are not empty, we agairu 
have A > 0 . If 2, 3 are not belonging to then 
^ j i i - 2 n n^'4. 
4 l P i » , p>3 P + 1 J 
Using the relation ——^ < (——H for o s 3 , 
p+l Kp + 1) 
4{ P\ip+1} 
also in this case. 
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Products of contractions in Hilbert space 
By C. APOSTOL in Bucharest (Romania) 
The aim of this Note is to study the convergence of some infinite products of 
contractions acting on a Hilbert space. We extend the results of I. HALPERIN 
([4], Th. 1) and F. BROWDER ([1], Lemma 3) concerning products of projections 
to a larger class of operators. 
Throughout this Note , H will denote a Hilbert space, S?(H) the unit ball 
of the algebra of all bounded linear operators acting on H, and / the identity oper-
ator on H. The set of all natural numbers is denoted by N and if 7} £ i f ( H ) ( / £ N) 
we set TnTn-i — Tl= f[ T,. We also set for e s O and T£Sf(H): 
j= i 
<pT(e)= sup ||JC-7>1|, and = { T ^ ( H ) : lim <pT(e) = 0}. 
KxllSX • £ -0 
l|x||-llT*IISi 
For any T££f(H) the funct ion <pT is increasing and if ||JC||Si we have 
. \\x-Tx\\ S sup { l b - 7 > | | : | | j ; | | S 1, \\y\\-\\Ty\\ S M -1 | 7x| |} = <p r ( | | x | | - | | r * | | ) . 
D e f i n i t i o n . A m a p i// defined on N and valued in an arbitrary set is called 
permissible if for any k£N there is an rk£N such that \j/(k) belongs to the image 
by ^ of each block of rk successive natural numbers (see [1], Def . 6). 
L e m m a 1. Let T, SiSfyH). We have TS£S^(H), Ker ( I - T S ) = 
= K e r ( / - r ) f l K e r ( / - 5 ) . 
P r o o f . Fo r any x£H such tha t | | X | | s l , ||jc —JSjc|| s E we have 
| | x - T S x | | | | x - T r | | + | | 7 ^ - r . S j c | | S | | x - 7 x | | + | | x - S x | | S <pT(\\x\\-||I*II) + 
+ g > s ( | | * | | - | | S * | | ) . ' 
Using the inequalities UrSxII^IISjcll, \\TSx\\ S | | r ( 5 x - j c ) | | + | |7x|| we also obtain 
| | * | | - | | S * | | . S M H № | | S e , 
y x | | - | | 7 x | | s | | r ( x - S * j | | + | | * | M | T S * | | - ^ % ( e ) + 6. 
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It results 9 r s ( e ) = (pT((ps(e)+£) + (ps(e), which implies lim <prs(e)=0 as £—0, 
and TS€Sr(H). 
Now if x=TSx, | | x | | S l we have ||х|| = ||5дс||, | | х - £ х | | = ljm<ps(£) = 0, thus 
x=Sx=Tx, Ker (/— TS) с Ker (I— T) П Ker (/— S). The opposite inclusion is 
evident. 
L e m m a 2. Let si cz,91(H) such that lim sup <рт(в)=0. Then for any sequence 
{ ^ • U v we have lim ||( JJ T j - # 7 > | | = 0. j- 1 j= 1 
n . 
P r o o f . Let x£H, 11*11^1. Since {|| Ц is a convergent sequence one 
7=1 
•ob ta ins 
lim ||( П T j - " f f Tj)x|| - lim <pT(\\ f[ 7}*|| - || " f f ^x||) si 
л—« j=i 7=1 Л-»оо j= 1 j= 1 
S lim sup <рт(II П TjXII - II " f f TjXII) = 0, • 
T h e o r e m 1. Z.e/ л / ¿e a commutative subset of ¡ f y f l ) and such 
n 
that ф ~1 (ф(к)) is an infinite set for any k£N. Then {]J Tj}niN converges strongly 
to the orthogonal projection P of H onto f | Ker (1—ф(к)). 
k= 1 
n 
P r o o f . For simplicity we introduce the notation Tn= J] ip(j), Nk = \p~1(ip(k)y 
We have (Т*+1Тл+1х, х) = (т;ф(п+1)*ф(п + 1)тпх,х) ^ (T*Tnx, x), thus by [6], 
Sec. 104 (p. 261) the sequence {T*T„}„iN converges strongly to a positive oper-
ator A. 
Let y(LH, ||_y||^'l. We have • 
consequently 
((1-ф(к)*)Ах,у) = lim ( ( / — i / r ( k ) * ) T * T n x , y ) = v.|i n+l€JVk . = lim (Тпх,(1-ф(к))Тпу) = 0. n+l£N k 
Because the kernels of 1—ф(к) and 1—ф(к)* coincide (see [5], Sec. I. 3. 1) we 
infer. 
(1-ф(к)А = (1—ф.(к)*)А = 0, T*nTnA = A 
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which shows that A is a projection and A^P. But we have also (Px, x) = (T*PTnx,x) 
^(T*T„x,x) thus P^A. It follows P = A and 
l i m | | 7 > - . P j c | | 2 = lim (T*T n x—Px, x) = ( A x - P x , x ) = 0 
which concludes the proof. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Let Tj£S^(H), j=\,2,...,m and put T=TX, T2, ..., Tm. 
m 
Then {Tn}n€JV converges strongly to the orthogonal projection of H onto Ker (/— Г Д 
j = i m 
P r o o f . By lemma 1 we have T££?(H), Ker ( / - Г ) = f) K e r ( / - 7 V ) . Set 
¿¿={T), \p(j) = T. We have T"= JJ i¡/(J) thus we can apply Th. 1. 
j=1 
T h e o r e m 2. Let st^SfAH) such that lim s u p < р г ( г ) = 0 .and let ф-.N^sí 
' . с -о T С г/ 
be a permissible map. Then { JJ i//(/)}„€A- converges weakly to the orthogonal projection 
j = i 
of H onto- f i K e r ( / - ф и ) ) -J =1 
P r o o f . Let P be the or thogonal projection of H onto f) Ker (/— We 
j = i 
have фи)Р=Р, ФИТР=Р, thus JJфО)Р=Р f j Ф0) = Р and 
7=1 j=t 
lim {(П Фи)~Р)х,у) = Hm ((I-P) П ФЦ)х,у). 
M„ 
Suppose the subsequence { JJ Фи)х}пеи converges weakly to z and take k£N. 
y= t 
By the definition of ф there is rk£ A 'and i „ 6 / / s u c h that ф(5„) = ф(к), rk ^ mn—•?„.= (). 
Using Lemma '2 we get 
mn sn — L s 
z = lim JJ фи)х = lim JJ ф U)x — lim JJ фи)х = ф(к)г; 
si Л,—о® y= j j=l 
consequently Pz = z. 
n 
Now if { / J ^0")} does n o t converge weakly to P we can find x, y£H and a 
subsequence {m„}„{lV such that Jim ( ( / J Фи) — Р)х,у) = a ^ O . 
But 
we may suppose that { JJ Фи)х}„£к converges weakly to z=Pz because 
j=i balls in H are weakly compact and we get a contradict ion: 
M„ 
0 * a = '„in .п Ш х , у) = ({I-P)z, у) = о . 
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R e m a r k . The set of.all orthogonal projections in H is contained in =££(//). 
If P(=P*) is a projection we have c p P ( e ) ^ t h u s Cor. 1 and Th. 1. are equally 
applicable to project ion opera tors (results of I. HALPÇRIN and F . BROWDER). Let 
a be a closed set in the complex plane included in the unit disc D and such that 
<TD{A:|^| = 1} contains at most the point 1. If T is a normal operator , a(T)cza, 
with the spectral measure E(-), let us put az = ^ j / l — / e } , E(ae) — Pc, 
I-E(ac) = Qe. For any x£H, | |x||=al, | |x | | - | |7>: | | S e we have 
2£ S \\x\\2—\\Tx\\2 = \\Pex\\2-\\TPex\\2+\\QexV-\\TQtx\\\ ^ I M ? -
-\\TPEx\\2 ^ fe\\PEx\\2 
thus \\PEx\\^f2fe and \\x-Tx\\^2f^eHQ^-TQ^2^W& + \\{T\QJI)\\. It 
follows <pT(e)=s / 2 / e + sup | l - / l | thus TÇJF,F{H). In fact we showed tha t Th. 2 
is a p p l i c a b l e t o t h e set T n o r m a l , A(T)Œ<T}. 
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On a certain class of representations of function algebras 
By D U M I T R U G A § P A R in Timi§oara (S. R. Romania) 
1. Introduction. In [4] B. SZ.-NAGY and C. FOIA§ have introduced the class, 
of all bounded linear operators Ton the Hilbert space H, which admit a re-
presentation of the fo rm: 
(1) T" = qPhU"\H ( « = 1 , 2 , . . . ) , 
where U is a unitary operator on a Hilbert space K, containing H as a subspace 
and PH is the orthogonal projection of K onto H. In [3] they have proved that any 
T belonging to some class <§a is similar to a contraction. 
The definition of the class cdt has a natural correspondent for operator valued 
representations on Hilbert spaces. For this let I be a compact Hausdorff space, 
C(X) the Banach algebra of all complex-valued continuous functions on X, A a 
function algebra on X (i. e. a closed subalgebra of X, which contains the constants, 
and separates the points of X), and MA the maximal ideal space of A (i.e. the set 
of all complex homomorphisms of A). For any <P£MA there exists a positive measure 
m on X such that 
<*>(/) = f f d m ( f ( i A). 
Such a measure is called a representing measure for <P (see [6]). As usual we write: 
A0 for the kernel of <P. 
By a representation of A on N we shall mean an algebraic homomorphism. 
f-*Ts of A in (the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H) satisfying 
TX=T (the identical operator on H) and 
\\Tf\\^k\\f\\ ( f a A). 
If. A : = l , / — Tf is called a contractive representation of A on H. 
Let q>0. A (contractive) representation (p^Uv of C(X) on a Hilbert space-
K, where K contains H as a subspace, will be called a spectral g-dilation of f -+Tf 
with respect to <I> £ MA, if 
(2) Tt = ePuVs\H (f£A0). 
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We say that a representation of A on H is of class (£e(A, H) if it has a spectral 
^-dilation. If ¡9=1, the spectral ^-dilation of f -*Tf means simply the spectra! dilation 
•of / — T } (see [2]). A contractive representation for which there exists a spectral 
•dilation is called a dilatable representation. 
The purpose of this note is to prove the analog of the result in [3], in the context 
•of representations of function algebras. This is contained in the following 
T h e o r e m . Let f-~Tr be a representation of class ^e(A, H) with respect to 
<P £ MA. Then there exists a Hilbert space H', an affinity X of H' onto H, and a con-
tractive representation f —T'j- of A on H' such that 
TfX=XT'f ( f £ A). 
Moreover, f —T'f is a dilatable representation, and the spectral g-dilation of f 
Js a spectral dilation of f-*T'f. 
2. Firstly we get a caracterization of the classes ^g(A, H) and the monotonity 
-of these classes. For this aim let / — Tf be a representation of class ^e(A, H) and 
•<p-~Uv its spectral g-dilation. If f t A, relation (2) implies: 
ePHuf\H = QPHuf_0{n\H+e<P(f)i=Tf + (Q-i)<P(f)i, 
that is, 
<3) ~Tf + \\ - -
Q V 8, 
<P(f)I= PHU,\H ( f t A). 
Now (p-S^PnU^H ((ptC.(X)) is a positive map of C(X) into @(H) (see 
S[l]) for which the spectral dilation is exactly q>-*U<p. Now Tf has the form: 
Tf = eSf + (l-Q)^(f)I=QSf + (\-e){Jfdm)l, 
where m is a fixed representing measure for <P. 
. If we put 
T, = QS9 + {\-Q)(!<Pdm)l (<P€C(X)). 
we obtain a linear map — Tv of C(X) into @(H), which extends the given repre-
sentation, and satisfies 
j i - . + U — | l — i - j ( / ? < / « ) / S O {<p ^ 0 , <ptC(Xj). 
The last condition is equivalent to 
<4) <Pdm)l+T9 ^ 0 (<psO, vtC(X)). 
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Conversely if we are given a representation f-~Tf of A on H, which admits 
an extension cp^Tv to C(X) satisfying (4), then 
defines a positive map cp — S^ of C{X) into SS{H). Let cp be the spectral dilation 
of (see [1]). It is immediate that (p.^Uv is a spectral g-dilation of / — 7 } , 
and consequently the given representation is of class He(A, H). In this manner 
we have proved the following 
P r o p o s i t i o n . The representation f—Tf of A on H is of the class W„(A, H) 
if and only if it admits a linear extension (p—T^ to C(X) satisfying (4). 
C o r o l l a r y . If Q^Q' then ^e(A,H)Q%(A,H). 
P r o o f . Let f-~Tf be a representation of the class <tfe(A, H). Then, by the pro-
position, it has an extension cp-^T^ to C(X) which satisfies (4). But if cp£C{X), 
(p^ 0, then for q'^q we have ( g ' - l ) ( f t p dmy+T^iQ-i) (fq> d m ) / + : f „ & 0 , 
that is, condition (4) is satisfied, with Q' instead of Q. According to the above 
p r o p o s i t i o n , / — ! } is of the class ^Q(A,H), and the corollary is proved. 
3. Now we are able to prove the theorem. This proof is modelled on that 
in [3]. In the sequel m will be a fixed representing measure for <P. 
We suppose that / — 7 7 is of class Wr{A, H). Then, by the corollary, it is also 
of class (€e(A, H) for g^r. Let <p-+Uv be the spectral ^-dilation of / — 7 } , and 
•Ke the ^-dilation space. We set ' < 
and te=\\PMg\H\\, where PM^ is the orthogonal projection of Ke on MQ. It is obvious 
that te~ 1. Moreover, tQ is the smallest positive number for which the inequality 
(5) mq = v u*(u;~t/)h 
fÇAc.gÇA 
(6) I (A, me)\^te\\h\\ \\me II 
holds for any h £ H and m g £ M e of the fo rm: 
(7) «, = 2 K(u;-T*)h'g, 
where the family {hfg:g£A, /€^4®} has a finite number of elements. 
Using (3) we obtain by a simple computation: 
7 A 
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where 5 = — . Consequently, relation (6) is equivalent to 
Q 
(8) ' (5 - 1)2'|| 2 Hg)Tf*h(II2 s t2t IKII2-
9,f 11 
Now we compute the norm of m e : 
Nell2 - 2 {va-9 2 W - W , 2 W - W ) = 9,9 K f {' ' 
= 2\2{ur„jht,hZ)-2{TfK> u9?rH:)-9,9' V : / ' / • / ' 
- 21 {U^Jhi, Tf*.h{.) + 2 (u„.-e 77 hi, T* hi:)] = 
= 2 (hi, H'.) f f'g'fgdm-2Re 2 ( № h f ) ff'g'gdm + 9,9 9,9 f,f f,r 
+ 2 (T;K, T № ) J g ' g d m + 2 . 
9,9 Q 
In this calculus we have used: 
(Uvh, K) = (h, h') f(pdm +1 [ ( f j i , h') - (h, h') f (p dm) (h, h'cH- C(X)) 
and we have denoted by — I the term which contains —as a factor. 
6 Q 
By introducing the scalar products under the integral and interchanging the 
sum with the integral it follows 
i k i i 2 = f{\\2fghi\\2-2Re(2gT;hi, 2ri'hi:)+\\2gT;hi\\2}dm+-Z = 
9,f 9,f 9,f 9,f Q 
f \ \ 2 f f l i - 2 gT?h{\\2 dm + - 2 -
• 9,J n,f Q 
Now writing mr£Mr as in (7) we obtain 
(9) £ IKII 2 ->• IKII2 = ( e - r ) f \ \ 2 Jgfii-2gTf*hi\\2dm, . 
9,f a,f 
By (9) and by a simple evaluation of the integral of the vector-valued continuous 
functions we deduce 
(?IKII2 ^r\\mr\\2 + (e-r)\\f Z(fghi-gT*hi)dm\\2 = 
' 9,f 
= r\\mrW2 + (e-r)\\z{f gdm)T*h{\2. 
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F o r the- last equa l i ty we h a v e u s e d 
fJghÇdm = ( / f g dm) h{ = <P(f) 0(g) h{ = 0. 
Because (8) r e m a i n s t rue if Q = r, w i th 1 ins t ead of tr we h a v e 
= k - 2 + 7 \\\2ng)Tf*hi\\2. 
2 
N o w by m u l t i p l y i n g wi th , a s imple c o m p u t a t i o n s h o w s t h a t 
C o m p a r i n g th i s inequa l i ty wi th (8) we c o n c l u d e t h a t . ? i , < l f o r Q > r . 
T h e res t of t h e . p r o o f p r o c e e d s exact ly t h e s a m e w a y as in [3], w i t h t he on ly 
r e m a r k t h a t k£Ne = KeQMe (g>r) if a n d on ly if 
T h e des i red space in t he t h e o r e m is H' = PN H, t h e aff ini ty is X=PH\H', a n d 
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T,PH Ugk = PH U g f k (g £ A, f e A0). 
e 
finally T} = PH.Uf\H' { f i A ) . 
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A theorem on boundary spectra 
By TEISHIRO SAITO in New Orleans (Louisiana, U.S.A.)*) 
Dedicated in sorrow to the memory of David Topping 
1. Let T be a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H. For a complex 
number Ç, let E^T] = {x € H: Tx = Çx}; thus E&T)^ 0) if and only if £ is an eigen-
alue of T. As well known, the relation 
(1) • EJT^E^T*] 
holds for normal operators, but does not hold in general for non-normal operators; 
in fact, it is obvious that no point £ of the residual spectrum of T can satisfy (1). 
It does hold if | | 7 1 ^ 1 and |£| = 1, see [6] or [5; p. 8]. SCHREIBER [7] generalized 
this result as follows. Let ¿ y r ] = {{x„}:x„<E//, ||x„|| = l , | | rx„-£x„ | | - 0 (n-°=>)}. 
Then 
(2). 
holds if | | r | | S i and | ( | = 1. 
SZ.-NAGY a n d C . FOIAÇ [4] p r o v e d t h e f o l l o w i n g t h e o r e m . 
T h e o r e m A. Let X be a spectral set for T, and let £ be a boundary point of X. 
If there exists a sequence {/)„} of open disks Dn— {a: |a — a„| < r„} contained in thé 
complement of X such that 
<*„ - C, r~1 |a„ —C\ - 1 as n - », 
then (1) is true for T and Ç. 
If T is a contraction, the unit disk X={A:\X\ ^ 1} is a spectral set for T, and. 
this theorem is a generalization of the above result for contractions. In the light 
of this fact it is natural to seek a generalization of (2). 
2. In the following, we refer to the condition on £ in Theorem A as condition 
Ax. Then our result is the following: 
*) Research supported by a Grant f rom the Ford Foundation to Tulane University. 
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T h e o r e m 1. Let X be a closed set containing the spectrum a(T) of an operator 
T, and suppose that 
for a$X, where d(oc, X) is the distance from a to X. Then relation (2) (and hence (1)) 
holds for any point satisfying condition Ax. 
If X is a spectral set for T, i.e. if 
for all rational functions /(A) without poles in X, then T obviously satisfies (3). 
If T is a hyponormal operator, condition (3) is satisfied. For, in this case, 
(T—aI)~l (a$X) is also hyponormal [8], and so (T—a/)-1 is normaloid for 
Thus we have 
I K T - a / ) - 1 ! ! = l / i n f { | A - a | :).<ia(T)} s l / i n f { | A - a | : ¿ 6 X ) = l/d(a,X). 
A recent result [3] of PUTNAM is essentially the same as Theorem A, and The-
orem 1 is also a generalization of [3] to the case of approximate eigenvalues. 
The following proof of Theorem 1 is along the same lines as the argument 
in [4]. 
P r o o f (Theorem 1). Let {x„} be a sequence of unit vectors such that 
| | r * x „ - C x „ | | - 0 (n -oo ) . Since ak$o(T)<=.X for each k, Tk = rk(T-ukl)~l exists 
as a bounded operator for each k and \\Tkxn — (kx„\\ — 0 (n — °=), where Ck = 
= rk(C~a*)-1 (see [9: Lemma 4]). By the growth condition (3) 
\\(Tk-ÇkI)xJ2 = \\P(Uk~ C*/)xJ2 S \\(Uk — CkI)xn\\2 = \\(Uk-CkI)*x„\\2 = 
= l-|Ck|2-2ReÇt((r,-Çt/rx„,x„)s \-\Ck\2 + 2\Çk\\\(Tk-Ckiyxn\\. 
Since Tk-ÇkI= rk(T-akI)~l(t;i-T)(i;-akrl, we have 
||(r-C/)x„|| S rk 11(-IIT-<xkI\\ \\(Tk-CkI)x„W 
= K.[(rkl\t;-ak\)2-l+2rk-l\Ç-ak\\\(Tk-iklTxn\\yi2 
for some constant 0. (Note that {offc} is bounded.) Let g=»0 be given. Then by 
condition A_y there exists a positive integer k such that 
(3) ||(r-a/)-1! S 1 }d(a,X) 
| | / ( r ) | | S s u p { | / ( A ) | : A £ X } 
II ^H = rk IKr-«,/)"1 II rJd(ak,X) s i , , 
and so Tk is a contraction. Let Uk be a unitary dilation of Tk. Then 
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For such a k (fixed), there exists an integer N such that 
2 r f 1 I C - «,111(7; - • CkI)*xJ < (n > N), 
because 11(7^—£t/)*:tJ—0 («— and {'"¿"1,|C — a t l } is bounded. Thus we have 
| | (7 -C/ )x„ | | < e for n >' N. 
e > 0 being arbitrary, Tx„—£x„-*0 (« — <»). Hence we have A-^T*] c A£T]. Since 
the argument is symmetric, relation (2) holds. 
We note here that Theorem 1 covers the results of [9, § 3]. A point CfX is 
called a semi-bare point [9] if there is a circle through £ such that no points of X 
lie inside this circle. This notion is a generalization of bare point of a compact 
convex set in the plane. If £6 X is a semi-bare point, then £ satisfies condition Ax. 
.In fact, there exists an a0$_X such that |£ — a 0 | = d(a0,X) by the definition of 
semi-bare point. Let {a„} be a sequence of complex numbers lying on the line 
segment oc0£ such that 
1 | , , 1 
( „ + 1)1/2 ^ I«« ^ „ 1 / 2 -
Then D„ = {a:|a — a„| < /•„} with /•„ = |a„—C| ^ 2 is contained in the com-
plement of X for each n, and an— f, r~l\an—^\—\ as .n—By this consideration 
we have the following corollary [9: Theorems 2 and 3]. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If T is a hyponormal operator, then the set of semi-bare points 
of the spectrum a(T) of T does not intersect the residual spectrum of T. In addition, 
(2) is satisfied for any semi-bare point £ of o{T). 
Of course, Theorem 1 contains the result by SCHREIBER [7], and Corollary 1 in 
[3] can be generalized to the case of approximate point spectrum. We have (cor-
responding to Corollary 1 in [3]) the following 
C o r o l l a r y 3. Let T satisfy (3) for X=a(T) and let the entire boundary of 
o(T) be a convex simple closed curve C. Then each ( satisfies (2). 
In fact, each point is a semi-bare point of <x(7). 
T. YOSHINO kindly communicated the following result. It is published here 
with his permission. 
C o r o l l a r y 4. Let T be a hyponormal operator such that T = A + C, where 
C is a compact operator and the spectrum of A lies on a straight line L. Then T is 
a normal operator. 
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C . PUTNAM p o i n t e d o u t t o t h e a u t h o r ( in a p r i v a t e c o m m u n i c a t i o n ) t h a t t h i s 
c a n b e g e n e r a l i z e d t o a m o r e g e n e r a l resu l t , b u t i t is n o t i n o u r c o n t e x t . 
P r o o f . W e c a n d e c o m p o s e T i n t o T = Tx © T2 w h e r e T i i s n o r m a l a n d t h e 
p o i n t s p e c t r u m o f T2 is v o i d [10, L e m m a 1]. B y [10, L e m m a 2], e a c h p o i n t o f t h e 
c o n t i n u o u s s p e c t r u m o f T2 b e l o n g s t o t h e s p e c t r u m a(A) o f A. B y C o r o l l a r y 2 , 
eve ry s e m i - b a r e p o i n t of t h e s p e c t r u m a(T) o f T2 is c o n t a i n e d in t h e c o n t i n u o u s 
s p e c t r u m of T2 ( n o t e t h a t t h e p o i n t s p e c t r u m o f T2 is v o i d ) . T h u s a(T2) l ies o n 
L. H e n c e T2 is n o r m a l , b e c a u s e a h y p o n o r m a l o p e r a t o r w i t h t h e s p e c t r u m o n t h e 
r e a l ax i s is s e l f - a d j o i n t ( see [2, T h e o r e m 1]). 
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TV"-operators and semi-Carleman operators 
By TIN K I N W O N G in Detroit (Michigan, U.S.A.) 
1. Let (X, n) be a measure space, E a Banach space, and let p and p' be the 
usual conjugate numbers with 1 < p < that is l/p+ijp' = 1. Let Lp(X, p; E) 
be the Banach space of all equivalent classes of ¿¿-strongly measurable £"-valued' 
functions K such that ||A"||P = f\\K(x)\\pdn <+<*>. 
x 
Operators of the type T:LP(X, / i)—£, which can be represented by a unique 
K in Lp'(X,fi;E) in the following way: Tg = Jg(x)K(x)dp were considered by 
x 
A. PERSSON. In [3] he showed that these are operators of type Np which are also-
known as right /)-nuclear operators. (See [1], Théorème 6.) The author proved 
in [7] that if E is the strong dual of some Banach space F such that either E is. 
separable or reflexive, then T is the adjoint of an operator S:F-*LP'(X, ¡î) such 
that |5 / (x) ]Sy(x) | | / | | a.e. for some non-negative y in L"'(X, n). In section 2 of this, 
note we give a new characterization of this class of JV-operators without referring, 
to their adjoints. A necessary and sufficient condition for T to be of this class is. 
that | | 7g | |S J y(x)\f(x)\dii for some non-negative y in L"'(X, ¡J) and for all g in 
x 
L"(X, n). In section 3, we apply our results to Hilbert spaces. We first give two 
characterizations of Hilbert—Schmidt class operators, and then obtain a charac-
terization of the semi-Carleman operators introduced by M. SCHREIBER [4]. Finally, 
we show that the Korotkov theorem for Carleman operators ([2], Theorem 1)-
remains valid even in nonseparable Hilbert space. 
2. Throughout this section, all operators are bounded. 
T h e o r e m 2. 1. Let E be a Banach space such that either E has a separable 
strong dual E' or E is reflexive. For operators T: LP(X, n) — £' with 1 < p <+»=>. 
the. following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a unique K in LP (X, ¡.i; E') such that Tg— Jg(x)K(x)dfi for 
all g in LP(X, /<)• -v 
(ii) There exists some non-negative y in Lp'(X,n) such that ¡1 Tg\\ =i J y(x)\g(x)\dn: 
for all g in LP{X, fi). x 
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N o t e . The implication (i)=>(ii) is trivial, as one may take y(x) = ||A'(x)||. 
Moreover, the uniqueness of K in (i) is clear. For if there were some K and K' in 
Lp'(X,n\ £') such that Tg= f g(x)K(x)dp = fg(x)K'{x)dp for all g in L"(X,p), 
x x 
then, in particular, f K{x)dp = JK'(x)dp for all measurable set A with finite measure. 
A A 
Because the supports of K and K' are c-finite measurable sets, we have therefore 
K=K' in L"(X,p; £"). 
Theorem 2. 1 follows f rom Theorem 2 of [7] and the following lemma which 
may have some interest in its own right. 
L e m m a 2. 1. Let E be a Banach space. Let T*:LP(X, p)-*-E' be the adjoint 
•of T: E-~L"(X, p), and let y£Lp (X, p), y = 0. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) \Tf(x)\^y{x)\\f\\ a.e. for f in E. 
(ii) || r ; g | | s / |g (x) |y(x)dp for all g in Lp(X, p). 
x 
P r o o f . Case 1: -;'(x)>0 a.e. Form the finite measure space (X, v) where 
•dv = yp dp. Let My:Lp'(X, v) ^LP'(X, pi and MyP.IP:L"(X, v) -L"(X, p) be the 
multiplication by y and y"'lp, respectively. That is, My(g) = y - g and Myp-jp(h) = 
= yp'Sp -h for g in Lp (X, v) and h in L"(X, v). Beause y (x )<0 a.e., My and MyV-,p 
are linear isomorphisms (onto), and M~1 = My-i, (MyP-ip)~l=My-P'iP. A simple com-
putation shows that (MyP'ip)* = (My)~1, hence M* = MyPnP. We now prove (ii)-=>(i). 
Write Tp=T*oMyP-,P. Then Tp:L"(X, v ) - £ " , and \\Tpf\\S f\MyP.,p(f)\.ydp. 
x 
Hence || Tpf\\ S f \f{x)\dv = | | / | | j , where|| • || t denotes the Z^-norm o f / . Since Lp(X, v) 
x 
is dense in Ll(X, v), we can extend Tp to the whole of L\X, v) without increasing 
its norm. Let T^.L^X, v)-E' be the extension of Tp. Then | | 7 " j | | I . We have 
the first one of the following commutative diagrams, f rom which the second one 
derives by taking adjoints: 
LPlXy). M v p № , LPIXtM) Lp'!Xtv)<M»p,/pr e 
t T* 
C ( X l V ) E H X , » ) « - 1 • E 
LH-(X,JJ.) 
T 
Here i and ik are the natural embeddings, and || Till = 11^11 S I. If / in £ , then 
-T**f=Tf. (Here we have identified £"with a subset of E** via the natural embedding.) 
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Therefore i*T*(f) = (MyP'iP)*T(f) = My-i(Tf). Hence \\T*f\\„ S | | / | | ; it follows 
that | r i y ( x ) | =5 H/ll a.e. But T*f(x) = My^Tf(x) = y~l{x)- Tf(x). Therefore 
\y-\x)-Tf(x)\ =S ll/H a.e. Hence \Tf(x)\Sy(x)\\f\\ a.e. for / i n E. This completes 
the proof of the implication (ii)=>(i). The proof of (i)=>(ii) is similar. We first 
consider the mapping Sp:E-^Lp(X, v) defined by S p . = M r , o T. Then | 5 p . / ( x ) | s | | / | i 
a.e. Let i:L°°(X, v)-+LP'(X, v) be the injection. Then Sp. factors as ¿y --io Sm 
where S„:E^Lm(X, v) and I I S ^ / L ^ U / H where | | - | L denotes the L~-norm. Hence 
| | S J | ^ 1 . Therefore S* :M(X, v) — E' is also a contraction where M(X, v) is the^ 
dual of L°°(X, v). It is clear that i*:Lp(X, v) — M(X, v) is the natural injection which 
maps g into the finite measure (complex) gdv for g in LP(X, v). Hence || S* o/*g| |S | | /*g| | , 
and ||/*g|| = J \g\dv for g i n LP(X, v). Moreover, since io Soa = Sp. = My-io T, then 
x 
Stoi* = S*p,= T*o(My-1)* = T*oMyP',P. It follows that \\T* o MyP'IPg\\ ^ f \g\dv 
x 
for g in L"(X,v). If g is in Lp(X,n), write g=MyP-,P(MyP'IPg). Then | | r * g | | S -
g J \My-P'ip(g)\dv= f y(x)\g(x)\dn. This proves (i)=>(ii); 
x . x 
Case 2: y vanishes on a set of positive measure. Let Y={x\ y(x)>0}, and let 
(Y , n) be the measure space obtained by restricting n to Y. Let j:Lp(Y, p) -+Lp'(X, n) 
be the natural embedding. Then j*:Lp(X, n) ~LP(Y, n) is the projection g — / y g 
where %Y is the characteristic funct ion of Y. Then the operator T factors as 
E —-* Lp(Y, /0 LP(X, fi) if and only if T* factors as LP\X, /() -~LP'(Y, /<) — £'. 
Now we apply the implication (/)=>•(») to the operators TY and , and complete 
the proof. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. 1. We only need to p rove . tha t (ii) implies (i). Let 
S: E ->-Lp (X, ¡a) be the restriction of T* :E" ^LP'(X, ¡i) to E. Then T=S*. By 
Lemma 2. 1, we have | 5 / ( x ) | S y ( x ) | | / | | a.e. for / i n E. By Theorem 2 of [7], we 
have Tg=S*g= JK(x)g(x)dn for a unique K in LP\X, n; E'). 
X 
R e m a r k . We note that, in Theorem 2. 1, the existence of K does not depend 
upon the choice of those non-negative y such that ||!Tg||S f y(x)\g(x)\di.i for g i n 
x 
LP(X, fi). The following lemma asserts that the function | | • )|| is the infimum of 
all those y in the language of lattice theory. That is, ||AT(0II = A{y € L"(X, /t); 
\\Tg\\S f y(x)\g(x)\dp fo r all g in L"(X, /<)}• 
x 
L e m m a 2. 2. Let E be a Banach space. Let K be in LP'(X, p; E) and let y 
be non-negative element in L" (X, fi) such that || f K(x)g(x)cl^ S j y(x)\g(x)\dj.i for 
x x 
all g in L"(X,'n). Then | [A"(x) | |^y(x) a.e. 
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P r o o f . Let S-.L\X,n)-E be defined by Sg= f K{x)g(x)dp. Then 5 is a 
x 
bounded operator, and S*:E'-LP\X, p) is given by S*f'(x)=(f, K(x)) a.e. 
Furthermore, the proof for (ii)=>(i) of Lemma 2. 1 proves that y(x)[|/ ' | | . 
a.e. where the exceptional set of measure zero may depend upon f . Hence 
!</', a.e. for f in £ ' . Let N be the /«-null set such that K(X\N) 
is contained in a separable subset of E. Let {/ , , / 2 , . . . , / „ , ...} be a countable dense 
subset of this subset of E. Let { / i , / 2 , • •. ,/„ ' , . . .} be the subset of E' such that 
| |/; | | = 1 and \(/;jJ)\ = \\fJ\\ for each j. Then, if x is not in N, we have ||/T(x)|| = 
= s u p ¡ ( / ; , K(x))\. Let Nj be the p-nuU such that \(f;,K(x)))Sy(x) for all x not 
j 
in Nj. Let =A^U ^ j • Then A is also a ¿«-null, and ||A:(JC>|| Sy(x) for all x not 
in A. This proves the lemma. 
3. Let H be a Hilbert space. Let S\H^L2(X, p) be a Hilbert—Schmidt class 
operator. For any orthonormal basis { / } of H, 2 II^/AII2 ¡ s finite. There are at most 
A 
counfably many non-vanishing | |S£| |2 in the above sum, say S f x ?*0 (j=l, 2, 3, ...). 
Hence j ? I s / ; ( * ) l 2 < + < ~ a.e. Let K{x)= 2 S f , (x)fx . Then ^ is a strongly j= i 1 J = l J L 
/¿-measurable//-valued function such that f\\K(x)\\2dp = 2\\Sfx ||2 = 2WJ2=l|S|l2> 
x J = i 
where | |S| |2 denotes the Hilbert—Schmidt norm of S. Furthermore, S f x (x) = 
— (fx,,.K(x)) and hence Sf(x) = ( f K(x)) a.e. for / . i n H. Conversely, if K in 
L2(x[n; H) and S:H-L2(X, p) is defined by Sf{x) = ( f K(x)) a. e. then it is clear 
that S is of Hilbert—Schmidt class with Hilbert—Schmidt norm || A"||. This shows 
that every Hilbert—Schmidt class operator S:H^L2(X, p) is of the form Sf(x) = 
= (-f K(x)) a.e. for a unique AT in L2(X, p; H). The above argument can also be 
found, for example, in [6], 2. 2 (1); we include it here for a later reference. The fol-
lowing characterization for Hilbert—Schmidt class operators first appeared in 
PERSSON'S article ([3], Theorem 3) as a special case of his main result. It is also 
included in ([7], Corollary 3 and its following remark). 
However, the following version is due to WEIDMANN ([6], 2. 10. Korollar) for 
separable Hilbert spaces. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 1 . Let H be a Hilbert space. For a bounded operator T: // — 
-*L2(X, p), the following are equivalent: 
(i) T is of Hilbert—Schmidt class. 
(ii) |7 / (x) |^y(x) | | / | | a.e. for some non-negative y in L2(X, p). 
(iii) Tf(x) — ( f K(x)) a.e. for a unique K in L2(X, p; H). 
Moreover, ||r||2 = ||^||, where \\T\\2 denotes the Hilbert—Schmidt norm of T, 
and ||Af|| denotes the norm of K in L2{X, p; H). 
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P r o o f . The argument given at the beginning of this section shows that (i) 
and (iii) are equivalent and || r | | 2 = || K ||. By Theorem 1 of [7] we see that- (ii) and 
(iii) are equivalent. 
Dual to Theorem 3 .1 , we have the following 
T h e o r e m 3. 2. Let H be a Hilbert space. For a bounded operator S:L2(X, /<) — H 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) S is of Hilbert—Schmidt class. 
(ii) II S&li = f y(x) \g(x)\dp for some non-negative y in L2(X, /(). 
x 
(iii) Sg== F'K(x)g(x)dp for a unique K in L2(X, n; H). 
x 
Moreover, | |S | |2 = P 1 - . 
P r o o f . S is of Hilbert—Schmidt class if and only if S*:H-~L\X, y) is of 
Hilbert—Schmidt class. This is so if and only if |S*/( j t ) | sy( jc) | | / | | a.e. for some 
ySO in L2(X, p). By Lemma 2. 1, the above inequality holds if and only.if ||Sg|| S 
^ f y(x)\g(x)Hence (i) and (ii) are equivalent, (ii) and (iii) are equivalent by 
x 
Theorem 2. 1. Furthermore, f r o m t h e o r e m 3. 1, we have ||S*||.2 = | | tf | | , but | |S| |2 = 
= | |S*| |2 . Hence | |S | |2 = ||/C||. 
We now turn our attention to operators defined on a linear manifold of Hilbert 
space. Let H be a Hilbert space, and let K be a strongly /i-measurable / /-valued 
function defined almost everywhere on X. Let T> = {f£H; ( f K( •)) £L\X, ¿¿)}. 
Then S is a linear manifold of H, but not necessarily dense in H. Let 
t={g£L2(X,p): f\\K(x)\\ \g(x)\dn< +<*=}. Then t is a dense linear manifold of 
L\X,N) (cf. [4]).V ^ 
Notice that t> = {g 6 L2(X, p); gK is Bochner integrable). Moreover, if 
t>=L\X, n), then K is necessary in L2(X, ¡i; H). 
Fol lowing J . WEIDMANN [6] we call an o p e r a t o r T:T>T -+L2{X, P) a C a r l e m a n 
operator, if its domain D r is contained in D and it can be written as Tf(x) = ( f , K(x)) 
a.e. fo r / i n 35T. An operator S : f > s ^ - H is called a semi-Carleman operator, if 
its domain $>s is contained in t> and it can be written as Sg= f g(x)K(x)d¡i for 
g in t>s. x 
We note that, when ( X , p) is «r-finite, and H=L2(X, p), then our definitions 
for Carleman and semi-Carleman operations coincide with the classical ones ([2] 
and [4]). For a detailed discussion of this see ([6], Section 5) or ([2], Lemma 1). 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . Let (X, fi) be a o-finite measure space. Let S:i>s -+H be an 
operator with dense domain T>s in L2(X, ¡i). The following are equivalent: 
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(i) S is a semi-Carleman operator. 
(ii) There exists a measurable function y such that 0 S y ( i ) < + « > a.e., 
§sa{giL2:fy(x)\g(x)\dfi^+~}, and \\Sg\\^fy(x) \g(x)\dp for all g in 
x x 
P r o o f . The implication (i)=>(ii) isclear. We now prove (ii)=>(i). Write X— U A„, 
n= 1 
A„cA„+l and p(A„)<+°= for all n. Let Xn={x€An; y(x)^n) for n= 1 , 2 , . . . . 
Then XnczXn+,, n(Xn) < + » and / < ( * \ U X n ) = 0. Let pn be the restriction of p. n 
to let t ^ t s D L 2 ^ , ^ ) , yn = x x j . Then yn is in L2(Xn, pn), and £ „ is dense 
in L2(Xn, //„). Consider S„:t)„-*H; the restriction of S to £>„. We have ||S„g|| S 
= f yn(x)\s(x)\dp„ for g in t>„. Then Sn admits a unique bounded extension to 
L2(X„, pn) which is also denoted by S„. Moreover, the inequality H^gH^ 
S f y„(x)\g(x)\dpn holds for all g in L2(Xn, pn). Therefore, by Theorem 3.2 S„g= 
x 
= f g(x)Kn(x)dp„ for a unique K'n in L2(Xn, pn; H). By Lemma 2. 2 Sy„(x) 
x 
a.e. Note that S n + 1 extends Sn, using the uniqueness assertion once more we have 
K'n+l(x)=K'n(x) a.e. on Xn. We now define Kn almost everywhere on X by putting 
Kn(x) = K'n(x) a.e. on Xn and Kn(x) = 0 for x not in Xn. Then Kn is //-strongly meas-
urable. Since Kn+1(x) = K„(x) a.e. on Xn, then lim Kn(x) exists almost everywhere. 
rt-. CO 
Let K(x)= lim Kn(x), then K is defined almost everywhere on X into H and K is n— CO 
also /¿-strongly measurable. Moreover, lim||^Tn(x)||Slimv„(x) = )'(x) a.e. n oo H-* oo 
Hence / j g(x) \ \\K(x)\\dp^ f \g(x)\y(x)dp < + « . for all g in f ) s . Thus the integral 
x x 
f g(x)K(x)dp exists for gin £>s. Wehave ts<z{g£L2(X,p);f \g(x)\\\K(x)\\dp< + 
x. 
We want to show that Sg— Jg(x)K{x)dp for g in X)s. To see this, we let g„ = Xx 8-
x 
Then a.e. and gn£L2(Xn, //„). | | S g - S g J S f y ( x ) \dp-0, 
x 
by dominated convergence. But Sg„ = S„g„= f Kn(x)gn(x)dp„ = f K(x)gn(x)dp. On 
xn x 
the other hand \\J K(x)g(x)dp- JK(x)gn(x)d^ S f\\K(x)\\ \g(x)-gn(x)\dp S 
X X X 
— f y(x) !•?(*) ~Sn(x) \dp — 0. Therefore Sg= f g(x)K(x)dp for g in X>s. This com-
x x 
pletes the proof. 
In 1965, V. B KOROTKOV gave a characterization for a Carleman operator on 
separable L2-space which is what he called an integral operator of Carleman type 
(cf. [2], Theorem 1). His proof is based on the Dunford-Pettis Theorem. Recently, 
M. SCHREIBER and GY. TARGONSKI also obtained a new characterization for Car-
leman operators (cf. [5], Theorem 2. 1). However, J. P. WILLIAMS shows that the 
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Schreiber—Targonski theorem is a consequence of the Korotkov theorem (pri-
vate communication). (See also [6], Satz 2. 11.) Using our result, we can prove^ 
that the Korotkov Theorem remains valid without the separability assumption 
on the Hilbert spaces. 
T h e o r e m 3. 4 (KOROTKOV [2], Theorem l). Let (X, ¡i) be a o-finite measure 
space. Let T:T>r -*L2(X, /<) be an operator with dense domain T>r in a Hilbert space 
H. The following are equivalent conditions: 
(i) T is a Carleman operator. 
(ii) There exists a non-negative measurable function y such that y(x) < + »• 
a.e. and | r / ( x ) | S y ( x ) | | / | | a.e. for f in 2>T. 
P r o o f . (i) clearly implies (ii). To prove (ii) =>(')>we write X= |J An, with AnczAn+l 
n= i 
and each A„ of finite measure. Let Xn={x£An; y(x)s=/i}. Then / í | V \ 1J X „ j = 0 , 
and Xn(zXn+l and each Xn has finite measure. Let E„: L2(X, //) — L2 (X, /() be the 
projection on L2(Xn, /<). Then £„ — 1 strongly. Let yn=zx y, /'„ = /'|,Y • Then y„. 
i n L2(XN, ju„). C o n s i d e r E„T\T)T^L2(X, p). L e t j:L2(XN, ¡iN)-*L2(X,]T) b e t h e 
natural embedding. Then £„Tfactors as D r - " L2(Xn,pn)L2(X, /;) where \T„f(x)\^ 
— VnWII/ll a- e- (/O- T„ admits a unique bounded extension to H which is again 
written as T„. By a standard density argument one can show that the extension 
T„ also has the property that \Tnf{x)\^yn(x)\\f\\ a.e. (//„) for / i n H. By Theorem 
3. 1 T„ is of Hilbert—Schmidt class, and there is a unique Kn in L2(X„, //„; H) 
such that T„f(x) = ( f K'n(x)) a.e. By uniqueness again, we have K'„+ l(x) = K'n{x) 
a.e. on XN. Let Kn(x) = K'„(x) a.e. on XN and Kn(x)=0 for x not in XN. Then each 
Kn is strongly //-measurable //-valued. Let K(x)= limA"„(x) a.e. Then K defines 
CO 
almost everywhere on X and is /¿-measurable. Moreover K(x) = K„(x) a.e. on Xn. 
I f / i n I V , then Tf= I i m E n T f . But E„Tf = j- TJ, so (EnT)f(x) = {TJ){x)=f K„(x) 
a. e. Therefore Tf(x)= )imE„ Tf(x)=\im(f K„(x)) = ( f K(x)) a.e. This completes co t i -*• oo i 
the proof. 
4. C o n c l u d i n g r e m a r k . In the definition of a semi-Carleman operator, 
if we enlarge the linear manifold Í) to the linear manifold of L2(X, p) consisting, 
of all g such that the //-valued function x -^g(x)K(x) is weakly integrable in the 
sense of Pettis, where K is a /(-strongly measurable //-valued function. We may 
call an operator T:T>T-+H a weak semi-Carleman operator, if its domain £>r is 
contained in T> and it can be written as Tg— f g(x)K(x)d¡Á for g in X>T, where the 
x 
integral is the weak integral in the sense of Pettis. It is easy to see that, if A :H-+ 
—L2(X,p) is an everywhere defined Carleman operator (hence bounded), then 
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A*: L2(X, n)-~H is a weak semi-Carleman operator. More than this, one can easily 
show that the adjoint of a densely defined Carleman operator is a closed extension 
of a weak semi-Carleman operator. It follows that the conditions |4 / (x) | = y(x)[|/| | 
and \\A*g\\^ f y(x)\g(x)\d{i, for some nonnegative measurable y are not equivalent 
for the Carleman operator A. It would be interesting to give a characterization 
for a weak semi-Carleman operator. 
Using theory of semi-ordered spaces, S. I. ZDANOV (cf. [8], proof of T h e o r e m 1) 
proved that the Korotkov inequality |77(x) |^)>(x) | | / | | a.e. is equivalent to that 
T maps every null sequence of vectors {/,}"= t in H into a sequence {Tfn}™=, in 
L2(X, n) such that Tfn(x) —0 a.e. For a complete elementary proof of this see 
WEIDMANN ([6], Satz 2. 12). W e d o no t know the answer to the fol lowing ques t i on : 
What is the condition corresponding to the Zdanov theorem for a semi-
Carleman operator and a Carleman operator respectively? 
* 
The author is grateful to his colleague Dr . T. ITO for many helpful discussions, 
a n d t o D r . J . P . WILLIAMS f o r h i s c o m m u n i c a t i o n o n t h e s u b j e c t . 
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Compléments à l'étude des opérateurs de classe C0. II 
Par BÉLA SZ.-NAGY à Szeged et CIPRIAN FOIAÇ à Bucarest 
Un opérateur T dans un espace de Hilbert § s'appelle de classe C 0 s'il est une 
contraction complètement non-unitaire et si u(T)=0 pour une fonction convenable 
utH", u^O. Dans [1] (théorème 2; cf. aussi [3], théorème 2) oh a démontré que 
si tel T admet un vecteur cyclique, les opérateurs appartenant au commutant (T)' 
sont de la forme (p(T) (où <p£NT) et par conséquent ( T ) ' est commutatif. L'assertion 
inverse, notamment que pour T£ C0 la commutativité de (T)' entraîne l'existence 
d'un vecteur cyclique, n'y a été démontrée que dans la condition supplémentaire 
yUj-c » , Le but de cette Note est d'écarter cette condition, de plus la démonstration 
qu'on va donner ne dépend pas du théorème 3 de [2] concernant le bicommutant (T)". 
Nous allons donc démontrer le suivant: 
T h é o r è m e . Soit T un opérateur dans de classe C0 et avec (T)' commutatif. 
T admet alors un vecteur cyclique. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . 1. Soit m la fonction minimum de T — et par suite m~ 
celle de T*. D'après la proposition 2 de [3] il existe des opérateurs T1, T2 de classe 
C 0 , opérant dans des espaces §2> selon les cas, tels que 
(1) T>S(m)®Ti, T*>S(m~)(ôT*2;l> 
les fonctions minimum correspondantes mT. sont des diviseurs de m. Vu que S(m)* 
est unitairement équivalent à S(m~), 2) (1) entraîne 
(2) S(m)®r2>T>S(m)®Tl. 
Donc il existe des quasi-affinités A1, A2 telles que 
(3) (S (m) ®T2)A2=A2T, TA ! = A t (5 (m) 0 Tt). 
1) Pour les notations voir [2]. 
2) Voir [2], note 7. 
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Le produit M=A2Al sera une quasi-affinité 
M: 
telle que 
(4) (S (m) @T2)M = M (S (m) © Tt). 
Désignons par X l'ensemble des opérateurs 
X: §(m)©$2-§(/n)e§i 
vérifiant la relation 
(5) (S(m)@T1)X = X(S(m)@T2). 
Comme (3) et (5) entraînent A1XA2£(T)' pour et puisque (T)' est commutatif , 
il s'ensuit que 
A j XA 2 ' A i X A 2 = A j A' A 2*^1 XA 2 
et par conséquent 
(6) XMX' = X' MX pour X, X'çX. 
2. Un exemple banal pour X£X est l 'opérateur X0 défini par 
(7) X0 (h © h2) = h © 0 (h@h2e S (m) ©S»2). 
D'autres exemples s'obtiennent de la manière suivante. 
Fixons / / 1 0 € § 1 et considérons la restriction T10 de Tl au sous-espace invariant 
§10 = V . r ï A 1 0 . ne 0 
T10 est de classe C 0 e t cyclique, donc il existe un diviseur intérieur mv (de mTi et 
par conséquent) de m tel que 5(w 1)-<7 , ,o {cf. [3], théorème 2). Il existe donc une 
quasi-affinité 
B: § ( » ! j ) - § 1 0 
vérifiant 
(8) . T10B = BS(mi). 
D'autre part il existe un opérateur 
P: §(/w)-§(#«,) 
tel que 
(9) P§(m) - S K ) et S(nh)P= PS(m).3) 
3) En posant m — m^m'x, P' = mi(5(w)) et § ' = P ' § ( m ) , la restricition T' de S(ni) au 
so us-espace invariant est de classe C0(1) et a la fonction minimum m, ; cf. [3], note 9). Donc il 
existe un opérateur unitaire W\ Ç>'~$>(m,) tel que S(m,)fV= WT', et il n 'y aura qu'à poser 
P = WP'. 
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On déduit de (8) et (9) que l 'opérateur 
C=BP: §(/»)-§! 
vérifie les relations 
(10) C S (m) = S 1 0 9 A 1 0 et T1C = CS(m). 
En utilisant (8) et (9) on déduit aussi que l 'opérateur X10 défini par 
(11) X10(h®h2) = 0®Ch (li®h2£§>(m)®§>2) 
appartient à I 
Un type dual d'opérateurs dans X peut être construit de la manière suivante. 
En passant aux adjoints il dérive de (2) que ' 
S (m)* ®Tf>T*> S (m)* ®T%. 
En fixant un vecteur h20£§>2 on montre tout comme ci-dessus (et en rappelant 
que S(m)* est unitairement équivalent à S(m~~j) qu'il existe un opérateur 
D: 
tel que 
(11) D§(m)3h20 et T*2D = DS(mf, 
et par conséquent 
(13) S(m)D* = D*T2. 
Pour l 'opérateur X2o défini par 
(14) X20(h®h2) = D*/i2®0 (h®h2£§>(m)®§>2) 
on déduit de .(13) que X20 Ç.W 
3. Cela étant, appliquons (6) d 'abord aux opérateurs X0 et XI0, le dernier 
dérivant d 'un vecteur fixé • Puisque les ensembles de valeurs de X0 et XL0 
sont évidemment orthogonaux l 'un à l 'autre, l'égalité X0MX10 = X1QMX0 entraîne 
X0MXIO = 0, donc 
X0M( 0 ® C/Î) = X0 MX10 (h®h2) = 0 
pour tout h®h 2£§>(m)®§> 2 . Vu (10) cela entraîne, aussi 
XoM(0®ltlo) = 0; 
en vertu de (7) cela veut dire que 
(15) M(0®hlo) = 0®h20 
pour un certain vecteur h2o 
Envisageons l 'opérateur X20 construit en partant de ce vecteur h 2 0 et l 'opérateur 
XI0 ci-dessus, engendré par h10. Par les définitions (11) et (14) les ensembles de 
8' 
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valeurs de Xl0 et X20 sont or thogonaux l 'un à l 'autre, donc l'égalité Xl0MX20 = 
=X20MXlo entraîne X2OMXiO = 0. On a donc 
X20M(p@Ch) = X20MXi0(h@h2) = 0 
pour tout h®h2£$i>(m)@$r)2. Vu (10) cela entraîne aussi 
(16) X2OM(0®hlQ) = 0. 
En vertu des relations (14), (15), (16) et (12) on a 
D*h2 0 © 0 = X20(0®h20) = X2OM(0®hlQ) = 0, 
d 'où 
D*h20 = 0, h20A.D$(m)5h20, h20 = 0. 
Toujours par (15) on a donc A î ( 0 © / Î 1 o ) = 0 , et comme M est injectif, il résulte que 
A l o =0. 
Comme pour h l 0 on a pu choisir un vecteur quelconque de on conclut 
que § 1 = {0}, et par conséquent T)>-S(m)\ puisque S (m) admet un vecteur cyclique, 
il en est de même de T. Cela achève la démonstrat ion. 
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Accretive operators: Corrections 
By BÉLA SZ.-NAGY and CIPRIAN FOIA§ 
1. In Chapter IV of the monograph [1] we made a statement (Lemma 5. 2) 
which in general is false; the error stemmed from an incorrect use of Schwarz's 
inequality for non necessarily symmetric real bilinear forms1) . However, a some-
what weaker statement (Lemma 5. 2 below) is sufficient for the concluding part 
of the proof of Proposition 5. 5 (i.e., Langer's uniqueness theorem for the accretive 
«th roth of a maximal accretive operator). Lemma 5. 3 (which is also needed in 
the proof of Proposition 5. 5) can be given an independent proof. 
The two lemmas and their proofs should read as follows. 
L e m m a 5. 2. Let A be a linear operator in the Hilbert space densely defined 
and such that 
|arg (Ah, h)\Soc7r/2 for some a ( O ^ a S l ) and all h^T>(A). 
/ / " a d then (Ah,[i) — 0 implies h — 0. 
P r o o f . , The binary forms (g|/z)+ = Re[e ± / ( 1 - a ) , I ' / 2 ( / lg , h)] on D ( ^ ) are bilinear 
with respect to real coefficients and satisfy (h\h)±^0. Therefore the Schwarz type 
inequality 
(5 . i 2 ) \Hg\h)±+mg)±\2^(g\g)±-m± 
holds and as a consequence (Ah, h) = 0 implies 
Re {e±i<-i-"ul2{(AS,h)+(Ah,g)}} = 0 for all 
Suppose a < 1. Then ± ( 1 —oi)iz/2 are not congruent modulo n, and hence we infer that 
(Ag, h)+(Ah, g) = 0 for all g£T>(A). 
') We are indebted for this remark to Professors R I C K CAREY, J . E. K E R L I N and A . L . 
LAMBERT at the University of Kentucky in Lexington, U . S . A . , and U W E B O C K E R at the University 
of Frankfurt/Main, Germany. 
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This holds for ig as well as for g so we also have 
(Ag,h)-(Ah,g) = 0, 
and therefore {Ah, g ) = 0 for all g££(A). As 3(A) is dense in i j , we conclude that 
Ah=0. 
L e m m a 5. 3. For any closed accretive operator A in §>, the set 
« = {g: g^(A), Ag = 0} 
is a subspace of § reducing A. 
P r o o f . As A is linear and closed, the set 91 is also linear andv closed, i.e. a 
subspace of For h£l>(A) and g €91 we have (Ah,g) — 0 as a consequence of 
inequality (5. 12) for a = 1. Thus if h £ î )( / l ) then P^Ah — 0, where Pn denotes ortho-
gonal projection onto 31. On the other hand, AP^h=0 obviously holds for every 
h Thus we have PmA (zAP^, and hence 9Î reduces A. 
2. We use this opportunity to correct the Notes to Chapter IV of [1]. There 
it is asserted that Proposition 4. 2 (on the simultaneous extension of some dually 
coupled accretive operators) is new. Although it was independently found by the 
authors, the result is essentially contained in Ref. [2]. 
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Some theorems on unitary ^-dilations of Sz.-Nagy and Foias 
By T A K A Y U K I F U R U T A in Hitachi (Japan) 
I n t r o d u c t i o n . SZ. -NAGY a n d FOIA§ i n t r o d u c e d , f o r e a c h fixed £>=>0, t h e c l a s s Cg 
of operators T on a given complex Hilbert space H for which there exist a Hilbert 
space K containing H as a subspace and a unitary operator U on K satisfying the 
following relat ion: 
(1 ) TN = Q-PU" ( « = 1 , 2 , . . :> 
where P is the or thogonal projection of K on / / ; this unitary operator U is called 
a uni tary ¿¡-dilation of T. 
It is well known that Ct - { r : | | r | | si 1} ([7]) and that C2 = {T: w(T) S 1} 
([1]), where w(T) denotes the numerical radius of T i.e. 
(2) w(T) = stip \(Th, !t)\ for h£H, \\h\\ = 1. 
SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§ have characterized Ce for general Q>0. One of their results is: 
T h e o r e m A ([8]). An operator T on H belongs to the class CQ (Q = 2) if and 
only if it satisfies the following conditions: 
for 1 < |/x| < °o if Q = 2, 
( * ) ' l lOiZ-r) ' -1!! s 1 
H - i 
(**) T has its spectrum in the closed unit disc. 
for l ^ l / i l s ^ 4 i f e > 2 , 
8 ^ 
In [6] J. A. R. HOLBROOK introduced the funct ions we(T) defined on the space 
B(H) of all operators on H as follows 
(3) ;We(r) = inf|«:«>o, - ^ q } ; 
in particular, we have w2(T) = w(T), H'1(T) = ||7,1|, and 
(4) Ce = {T: we(T) ^ 1}. 
The following theorem holds : 
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T h e o r e m B ([6]). we(T) has the following properties: 
(i) w e ( r ) < ° ° ; j 
(ii) w 0 ( T ) > 0 unless T—Q, in fact we(T)m— | | r | | ; 
(iii) we(zT)=\z\we(T); 8 
(iv) w0(T) is a norm whenever 0 < o ^ 2 ; 
(v) we(T) is continuous and non-increasing as a function of Q ; moreover, 
r(T) S we(T) for q>0 and Umwe(T) = r(T), where r(T) is the spectral 
radius of T\ 
(vi) the "power inequality" holds: we(Tk) s (wCJ(T)f (k = 1,2, ...). 
In [2] and [8] there are given examples of power bounded operators which 
are not contained in any of the classes Ce. 
1. The theorems and their corollaries 
T h e o r e m 1. If T2 = T and T£Ce, then T is a projection. 
T h e o r e m 2. If Tk=T for some positive integer k^2 and T£CB, then T is 
the direct sum of a zero operator and of a unitary operator, i.e. T is normal and 
partially isometric. 
C o r o l l a r y 1 ([4]). If T is an idempotent"operator that satisfies any of the 
following conditions , 
(i) T is a contraction-, 
(ii) T is a numerical radius contraction (w(T)^k l), 
(iii) T has equal norm and spectral radius (normaloid [5]), 
(iv) T has equal numerical and spectral radius (spectraloid [5]), 
then T is an orthogonal projection. .( 
C o r o l l a r y 2 ([4]). If Tk—T for some positive integer kS2 and satisfies any 
of the conditions (i)—(iv) in Corollary 1, then T is the direct sum of a zero operator 
and of a unitary operator, i.e. T is normal and partially isometric. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. If Tk=T for some positive integer k^2 and | | r | | > 1 , then T: is 
not contained in any of the classes CQ. • 
Corollary 3 gives another simple examples of power bounded operators which 
are not contained in any of the classes Ce. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. By the idempotency of T, R(T) (the range of T) 
coincides with null space of I—T, so that R(T) is a closed subspace of H. Let Pl 
and P2 denote the orthogonal projections of H onto R(T) and R(T)-1-, respectively. 
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We consider the matrix of T with respect to the decomposition H = R(T) @ RiT)1-
i.e. 
(PITPY PLTP2 
T = { P 2 T P 1 P2TP2_ o I • 
1 -1 . 1 . . s 
H- 1 n(n-1) 
0 1 / 
n 
We suppose that T is not a projection, that is, SVO. Then 
U I T\~H 1/ 1 i № 2 1 m - T ) mi = |/ - — 
\n-l\2 K/l-l)l2 l/l-ll' 
by taking fi real with 1 < p s ^ — ^ , we obtain 
. . ^ - ' " ' T i Z i r - T i F r -
Hence T does not satisfy condition (*) for any g S 2 . Since Ce is a non-decreasing 
function of Q, we have T $ C e for any This contradiction proves Theorem 1. 
T h e o r e m 3. If Tk—T for some postive integer and T£Ce, then Tk~1 
is a projection. 
P r o o f . We h a v e T2(-k~1)=Tk~2Tk = Tk-2Tl = Tk~i, which implies that Tk~L 
is an idempotent operator . Hence by (4) and the power inequality for w„(T) we 
have w e ( r t _ 1 ) s ( w e ( r ) ) f c - 1 s l so that r * - 1 £ C e ; thus Tk~l is a projection by 
Theorem 1. 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 2. It is sufficient to consider the case that Tk = T and 
TtCe, where and g S l . - B y Theorem 3, P=Tk~1 is a projection. Set M=R(P). 
The relation T— TP — PT implies that M reduces T and that T is zero on ML. 
On the other hand, T{=T\M satisfies Tk~1=P\M=IM and w/TJ^l. Thus 
we have T^1 = Tk"2. By the power inequality for we(T) 
we(TT1) = we(n-2)s(we(Tl))k-2^.], 
whence we have w / r j s l and w 0 ( T ~ f o r 1, therefore 7 , is unitary ([9]). 
Consequently T is the direct sum of zero operator and of a unitary operator, that 
is to say, T is no rmal and partially isometric. 
Corollaries 1 and 2 follow f rom Theorems 1 and 2 and f rom the fact that wQ(T) is a 
continuous and non-increasing function of Q. Corollary 3 is obvious by Theorem 2. 
If T2 = I and T£Ce, then T is unitary ([9]). Hence we remark that if T2=I 
and | | r | | > l , then C0 for any Q, in fact there are given two concrete examples 
in [2] and [8], which satisfy T2 = I and T$Ce for any Q. 
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2. "£>-oid" operators 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 ([3]). An operator Twi l l be called "g-oid" if 
we(Tk) = (we(T))k (k= 1 , 2 , . . . ) ; 
1-oid and 2-oid operators are normaloid and spactraloid, respectively ([5]). 
T h e o r e m C ([3]), For each g^ 1, 
we(T) = r(T) if and only if wQ(Tk) = (we(T)f (k= 1,2,...). 
For each 0<o< 1 there exists no non-zero "g-oid" operator which is included in the 
class of normaloids ([3]). 
By the power inequality wQ(Tk)^{wQ(T))k (k = 1,2, ...), Theorems 1 and 2, we 
have the following corollaries. 
C o r o l l a r y 4 . I f T i s "g-oid" and T2 = T, then T is a projection. 
C o r o l l a r y 5. If T is "g-oid "and Tk—T for some positive integer k^2, then 
T is the direct sum of zero and a unitary operator, that is to say, T is normal and 
partially isometric. 
I should like to express here my apprecia t ion to Professors M . NAKAMURA, 
Z . TAKEDA a n d R . NAKAMOTO f o r the i r k i n d s u g g e s t i o n s in t h e p r e p a r a t i o n 
of this paper. 
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The spectral theorem for real Hilbert space 
By ROBERT KENT GOODRICH in Boulder (Colorado, U.S.A.)*) 
Introduction 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove a spectral theorem for bounded 
normal operators in real Hilbert space. The self-adjoint case will follow as a corollary 
and is almost exactly the same as in the complex case. (However, the self-adjoint 
case for real Hilbert space is implicit in [3, pp. 269—216]). For normal operators, 
the theorem differs significantly f rom that for the complex case. 
We begin by giving an example of a bounded normal operator in a real Hilbert 
space, which will turn out to be "essentially" the only example of a bounded normal 
operator in real Hilbert space. Consider L2(ji) where p. is a measure with compact 
support defined on the Borel sets of the Euclidean plane. Further suppose that // 
is symmetric about the x-axis, i.e., (e) = /<(e*) for each Borel set e, where e* is the 
reflection of e about the x-axis. Then L2(fi) = He®H0, where He consists of the 
L2 (p.) functions that are symmetric (even) about the x-axis, and H0 consists of the 
L2(p) functions that are anti-symmetric (odd) about the x-axis. C o n s i d e r / i n L2(p) 
as a function of (r, 6), and define the operator T = T(p) on L2(p) = He(BH0 by 
(r C O S 0 -rsm6)(fe\ 
~ [r s i n 0 r cos 9J [ / o j * 
1. The Spectral Theorem 
Let H be a real Hilbert space and let A be an everywhere defined and bounded 
operator f rom H into H, and in particular let A be normal (AA* = A*A). Let H 
be the complexification of H, with elements [x,y] ( x , y £ H ) , and inner product 
([x,y], [t, z]) = (x, t)-i(x, z) + i(y, t)+{y, z). Define Av = [Ax, Ay] if v = [x,y]. 
Then A is linear, bounded, and normal, with A*v = [A*x, A*y] and ||/4H = M[|. 
*) The author would like to thank Professors K A R L GUSTAFSON and A R L A N RAMSAY for 
valuable suggestions and stimulating discussions concerning this paper. The author would espe-
cially like to thank Prof. GUSTAFSON for suggesting this problem to the author. 
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By the spectral theorem in complex Hilbert space, A = J IdE, where £ is a self-
_ o(A) 
adjoint measure, and a(A) is the spectrum of A in H. Let D be the disk in the plane 
with center 0 and radius ||/4[|; then D contains a (A). 
We now compute E(e) for each Borel set e contained in D. If e is a compact 
set then ye (characteristic function of e) is the point limit of a bounded sequence of 
polynomials p„(z) in z and z, and hence E(e)v = lim pn(A)v for each vector v in 
H. But (a + bi)(A)"(A*)mv = [aA"A*mx-bAnA*my, aA"A*my + bA"A*mx]. Hence we 
deduce that E(e) is of the form E(e)v = [£, (e)x - E2 (e)y, E2 (e)x -I- £, {e)y] where 
£, (e), E2 (e) are bounded operators. 
Let 5 be the collection of Borel subsets e of D such that E(e)(v) = 
= [<P1x — <P2y, <P2x+<Ply] for all v = [x,y]£H, where and &2 a r e bounded 
operators. F rom the above S contains the compact sets, and it is easily verified 
that 5 is a ff-ring. (To show S is closed under complements one uses E(D) =/, 
and to show S is closed under intersections one uses £ (e x f l e 2 ) = £ ( e 1 ) - £ ( e 2 ) . 
To prove S is closed under monotone limits use the fact that E(e)v = lim E(e„)v, 
where one considers v of the form fx, 0] and of the form [0, y], and the uni form 
boundedness principle.) 
So for each Borel set e there exist unique bounded operators Ei (e), E2(e) 
such tha t£ (e )u = [E1(e)y,E2(e)x-E2(e)x + Et(e)y\. We have {E(e)f =E(e), which 
1 is equivalent to saying that (£ , (e))* = Ex (e), and (£2(e))* = - £ 2 ( e ) , i.e. that Ei (e) 
is self-adjoint and E2(e) is skew-symmetric. Since E2(e) is skew-symmetric, 
(£2(e)x, x) = 0 for each x. Also, (E(e)v, v) £ 0 which implies /<(e) = ( £ , (e)x, x) ^ 0 
for all x. (E(e)v, iv) is a regular Borel measure for each v, w which implies tha t p 
above is a regular non-negative Borel measure. Also, since 2 ^ ¡ E i e ^ v | S 
S max lAd• ||t;|| for any finite partition {eu e2, ..., e„} of D, one has ||2:A;£,(i?;)x| s 
= max |Aj|-||x|| for 7 = 1 , 2 , so each E j is of bounded variation. This implies J f d E j 
exists as a bounded operator f rom H into H for every bounded Borel measurable 
function / . . 
F rom the identity £ ( e 1 f l e 2 ) = ^ ( e i ) * £ ( e 2 ) o n e obtains the identities 
1) £, (e, 0 e2) = Ei (e^E, (e2) - E2 (eJE, (e2), 
2) E2(e1f)e2) = £ 2 ( e 1 ) £ 1 ( e 2 ) + £ 1 ( e 1 ) £ 2 ( e 2 ) . 
Since E(D) = / , we have £ , (D) = / and £ 2 (D) = 0. Also, E] j' Q x = ^ E ^ x for 
each x in H and for j = 1, 2 if the { e j are disjoint. So Et, E2 are of bounded varia-
tion and countable additive in the strong operator topology. 
From the spectral theorem we have AnA*m = J X"~'"dE. Writing 
X — r(cos 0 + i sin 6), 
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and expanding component-wise and taking a limit, we get A"A*m = 
i— 1 
= Jrn+mcos(« — m)6dEy — Jrn+m sin(w —m)QdE2, and Jrn+m sin (n-n^QdEy = 
= ~ Jrn+m cos (n -m)0dE2. 
L e m m a 1. E1(e*)=El(e) and E2(e*) =— E2(e). 
P r o o f . 0 = Jr"+m cos (n-m)9d(E2x,x) = - Jrn+m sin (n-m)9dp, where 
p (e) = (Ei (e)x, x). Let / b e continuous on D and f(r, —6)— —f(r, 6). Given e > 0 , 
by the Stone—Weierstrass theorem there exists a trigonometric polynomial p(r, 9) 
such that \f(r,9)-p(r,9)\ < e/2 in D, where p(r, 6) = Za„,mr"+m sin ( / ? - m ) 0 + 
+ r^„> m r"+ mcos (n—m)9. Substituting —6 into the above inequality and adding show 
\Zbn,mrn+m cos (n-m)0\ < e/2. This implies \f(r, 6)-Ia„im rn+m sin (n-m)9\ < e . 
This gives J f ( r , 9)dn=0. If e is a compact set lying entirely in the upper halfplane 
then there exists a bounded sequence { / , } of continuous functions converging point-
wise to ye and vanishing off the upper half-plane. Define gn to equal /„ in the upper 
half-plane and —fn(r,9) in the lower half-plane. Then J gndp=0, but g„ converges 
pointwise to xe~xc*, so by the dominated convergence theorem J (yc — yc*) dp = 0, 
or n(e) = p(e*). Let S1 be the collection of Borel sets e in D, lying in the upper half-
plane and such that p{e)=p(e*). One can show that S is a <7-ring containing the 
compact sets, so that p(e) =p(e*) for each Borel set e lying in the upper half-plane. 
From this it easily follows that p(e)=p(e*) for every Borel set. e Thus ( £ \ ( e ) x , x ) = 
= (E, (e*)x, x) for each x, which implies E1(e) = El(e*) since Et(e) is self-adjoint. 
From the identity Jr"+mcos(n — m)9dE2 = —Jr"+m sin (n —m)GdEl, and since 
E\ is symmetric about the x-axis and r"+m sin (n — m)9 is antisymmetric, we have 
J rn+m cos (n — m)9dE2 = 0 ; hence J rn+m cos (n-m)0dv = 0, where v(e) = (E2{e)x, j ) . 
An argument similar to the above shows v(e) = —v(e*), i.e., E2(e) = —E2(e*). 
D e f i n i t i o n . Let (El,E2) be called a spectral pair provided 1) E^ and E2 
are of finite variation and countably additive in the strong operator topology; 
2) El(e) is self-adjoint and E2(e) is anti-symmetric for each.Borel set e; 3) Ei(e) = 
= Ex (e*), and E2(e) = — £ , 2 ( e : | < ) f o r e a c h B o r e l s e t e ; 4 ) £ ' 1 ( e 1 C\e2) = E^e^E^ey) — 
-E2(^)E2("2), and E2(eine2) = E2(e1)Ei(e2) + El(el)E2(e2y, 5) El(D) = I, 
E2(D)= 0. 
Summarizing the above: 
T h e o r e m I. If A is a bounded normal operator on a real Hilbert space then 
there exists a unique spectral pair (E{, E2) such that Ax — J r cos 9dEtx— J r sin 0dE2x 
for all x £ H. . 
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P r o o f . The only remaining item to check is the uniqueness of the pair. Suppose 
(E[, E'2) is another such spectral pair. Let E'(e)v = [E\ (e)x — E'2 (e)y, E'2 (e)x + E\ (e)y\. 
One can show directly that £ ' is a spectral measure and that A=JHE'. By the 
spectral theorem in the complex case £ ' = £ , and this implies £ j = £ t , £ 2 = £ 2 . 
2. Spectral Representation 
Theorem 1 will now be used to prove a spectral representation theorem, i.e., 
we will show that H is the orthogonal direct sum of closed subspaces {Hx} where 
each Hx is isometrically isomorphic to an L2(px) space and A\HX is characterized 
on L2,(px) as the operator Tx described in the introduction. 
Suppose there exists a cyclic vector x£H such that the linear span of the vectors 
of the form A"A*'"x is dense in H. Let p(e)—{E1(e)x, x). Then p is anon-nega t ive 
regular Borel measure, and p(e) = p(e*) for each Borel set e. 
Recall that f rom the spectral theorem in the complex case we have (A")(A*)'" = 
=J/").mdE, so letting ¿ = r ( c o s + *sin 0) and expanding this component-wise give 
A"A*mx = f rn+m cos {n-m)9dE1x- J rn+m sin (n-m)GdE2x and (A"x, Amx) '•= 
= J r n + m cos (n— m)8dfi = ( f „ , f m ) , where fn(r, 0) = /-"(cosnO + sin n9). This follows 
since / „ • / „ = rn+m (cos (/i — + s i n (n + m)9), and r"+m sin (n +m)9 is an odd 
function in 9. So one has (A"A*'"x, AkA*9 x) = (fn+g,fk+m) = Jrn+m(cos(n-m)9 + 
+ sin (n - in) 9)rk+B (cos (k — g)0 + sin (k - g) 9)dp. 
If one defines <P(ZanmA"A*'"x) = Ia„mrn+m (cos (n-m)O + s in ( n - m ) 0 ) then $ 
is well-defined and is an isometry f r o m the linear span of the A"A*'"x into £ 2 ( / I ) . 
Moreover, its range is dense i n / / s i n c e &(}(A"A*m + A*"A"')x) = r"+m cos (n — m)0, 
0(i(A"A*m-A*"Am)x) = rn+m sin (n-m)0, and the span of these funct ions is 
dense in L2(p). So <P has a unique isometric extension of H onto L2. 
Recall the operator T defined in the Introduction. One can show by 
a straightforward calculation that <PA<P~1=T on the functions r" + " 'cos (n — m)9, 
rn+m s j n a n c [ hence for all of L2(/t). Thus A is "orthogonally equivalent" 
to T. • 
T h e o r e m .2. If A is a bounded normal operator on the real Hilbert space H 
and if H contains a cyclic vector then there exists an L2(p) with p(e)=p(e*), such 
that A is orthogonally equivalent to T on L2 (ji) (see Introduction). 
If there is no cyclic vector then apply Zorn ' s Lemma, see [1, pp. 910], to obtain 
H = ®HX so that each Hx contains a cyclic vector xx. 
T h e o r e m 3. Every bounded normal operator A on the real Hilbert space H is 
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orthogonally equivalent to an orthogonal sum © Ta of operators on spaces L2 (p J of the-
type defined in the introduction. 
R e m a r k 1. If one defines 
* ' « = (& / • ) • '*<*> = (/ , ~ o ) . 
where f is the even part of and f2 is the odd part of %e then one can directly 
verify that ( £ \ , E2) is a spectral pair, and for continuous f T ( f ) = (J/-cos0i/£1)(/) — 
— (Jr sin 9dE2)(f), and so f rom uniqueness, E2) is the spectral pair for the 
operator T. 
R e m a r k 2. One could define a calculus for A by defining f(A) • = J f y d E ^ 
—Jf2dE2, w h e r e f = f i +if2 with f even, f2 odd, and both Borel measurable. The-
details are similar to [1, pp. 895—902]. 
R e m a r k 3. As a corollary to Theorem 1 one has the self-adjoint case (3, pp.. 
269—276). The unbounded case follows f rom the bounded case just as in (3, pp. 
313—320). Also, one could now write out the unitary and skew-symmetric cases, 
from Theorem 1 and Theorem 3. Also, one could easily show that for compact 
normal operators H is the orthogonal direct sum of one and two dimensional in-
variant subspaces. 
One could further use the above Theorem 1 in the skew-symmetric case and, 
the methods found in (3, pp. 296—320) and (3, pp. 314—315) to obtain a spectral 
theorem for unbounded skew-symmetric operators in a real Hilbert space. Then 
using this theorem one could obtain Stone's theorem for real Hilbert space, see-
[2, pp. 38]. 
Added in proofs. The author has learned through private communication with. 
Prof. TIN KIN WONG of Wayne State University that he has obtained some 
of the results of this paper by other methods. Also, Prof. Wong obtains the un 
bounded normal case by his methods. One could use the above methods and the 
unbounded self-adjoint and skew-symmetric cases to obtain the spectral theorem 
for unbounded normal operators. 
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О некоторых инвариантных подпространствах 
диссипативных операторов экспоненциального типа 
М. С. БРОДСКИЙ (Одесса, СССР) 
Линейный ограниченный оператор А, действующий в сепарабельном гиль-, 
бертовом пространстве §>, будем относить к классу Л(ехр), если: 1) А — дисси-
пативен1); 2) А не имеет отличных от нуля точек спектра; 3) ( /—ЯЛ) - 1 — функция 
экспоненциального типа. Тип роста функции (/—Л/4) - 1 условимся обозначать 
через сг(А). Если А удовлетворяет условиям 1), 2) и, кроме того, т(Л) = ер Аг < °° 
(соответственно сНт А¡9) = 1), то А будем относить к классу Л„ (соответственно 
А,). 
Имеют место соотношения А1 с: Л„ с Л(ехр). Для каждого оператора 
А£А(Ьхр) выполняется неравенство <т(А)^2т(А). Вполне несамосопряженные2) 
операторы класса А1 одноклеточны и для них и(Л) = 2т(Л) [1]. 
Согласно теореме Г . Э . К и с и л е в с к о г о [2] пространство в котором . 
действует вполне несамосопряженный оператор А£Ае, представимо в виде 
аппроксимативной суммы3) конечного или счетного числа инвариантных отно-
сительно А подпространств в каждом из которых индуцируется одноклеточ-
ный оператор Aj, причем числа а(Л7) определяются по оператору А одноз-
начно. Для полного перенесения жордановой теории конечномерных опера-
торов на класс Л„ следует, очевидно, дополнить теорему Г . Э . К и с и л е в с к о г о 
решением обратной задачи, заключающейся в описании процесса констру-
ирования любых операторов класса Ас из одноклеточных операторов того -же 
') Оператор А называется диссчпативным, если А1 = — 5 0. 
2) Оператор А называется вполне несамосопряженным, если не существует инвариантного 
относительно А и А* ненулевого подпространства, в котором индуцируется самосопряженный 
оператор. 
3) Пространство § называется аппроксимативной суммой своих подпространств 
Ьу(уеГ) если 1) 0 ЬУ=Ь; 2) Г 0 Л [ 0 § У | = 0 ДЛЯ любых Г „ Г 2 С Г , удовлет-
уег КуЫ]. ) \умг2 ) 
воряюших условиям Г, и Г2 = Г, Г\ п Г2 = 0. Символом 0 £>,. обозначается замыкан-
у£Г 
нелинейной оболочки подпространств (5г(уеГ). 
9 А 
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класса. О возникающих здесь затруднениях дает представление уже простей-
ший случай, когда пространство § представлено в виде аппроксимативной 
суммы двух своих подпространств и § 2 - Дело в том, что если задать в них 
произвольно некоторые одноклеточные операторы А1£Ле и А2£Л„, то этим 
в § будет определен оператор А, который может оказаться неограниченным 
или недиссипативным. 
• В настоящей статье изучается взаимное расположение инвариантных 
подпространств операторов класса /1(ехр), в которых индуцируются операторы 
класса А х . В частности, решается вышеупомянутая обратная задача для тех 
операторов класса Аи, которые допускают распад на одноклеточные операторы 
класса Л 1 . 
М ы будем ссылаться на следующие результаты [1]. 
Т е о р е м а 0. 1. Если А — вполне несамосопряженный оператор класса /1(схр), 
действующий в 9), и сг(А) = 0, то § = 0. 
Т е о р е м а 0. 2. Если оператор А0 индуцирован опертатором А £ /1(е:"р) в не-
котором инвариантном относительно А подпространстве, то А0£ А(схр> и 
а{А0)^а(А). 
Т е о р е м а 0. 3. Пусть А — вполне несамосопряжепный оператор класса 
Л(ехр), действующий в пространстве и Ау(у£Г) — операторы, индуцированные 
в некоторых инвариантных относительно А подпространствах §у. Если § = 
= 0 ЬУ. то о(А)= %\\$с>(А.). 
У(.Г у€Г . 
Т е о р е м а 0. 4. Пусть при условиях предыдущей теоремы подпространства 
©у упорядочены по вложению. Если А £ Лу, то \п(а(Ау)=а(А0), где оператор А0, 
индуцирован в подпространстве §>0 = . 
уЧГ 
1. Пусть (5 — некоторое бесконечномерное сепарабльное гильбертово 
пространство. Построим гильбертово пространство ¿4 2 ) (0 , / ) (0 </<=•=) ; 
состоящее из всех слабо измеримых вектор-функций / ( х ) ( О ^ х ^ / ) со значе-
/ 
ниями в ©, для которых Ц/Ц2 = J | |/(х)|| |г/х с 0 0 - Скалярное произведение в 
о 1 
£ © 4 ° , 1 ) определяется формулой ( / ,&) = J ( / ( х ) , g(x)@dx. Зададим в /> 
о 
оператор У, полагая 
/ 
(Ю(х)=И ¡ / ( у ) с/у, 
X 
и отнесем каждому вектору векор-функцию ( 0 ^ . х ё / ) . Легко 
видеть, что совокупность всех вектор-функций ¿(х) совпадает с областью зна-
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чений оператора Оператор 3 вполне несамосопряжен и принадлежит классу 
Л<«Р> [1]. 
Л е м м а 1 .1 . Если Р — ортопроектор на инвариантное относительно 7 
подпространство 0, /), то 
(1) I {(/-РЛ{х-у),(Р8)(1-у%с1у = О (0 :< ^ /; Лх),в(х)аь^ф,1)). 
о 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Поскольку 
(7*"/г)(г) " ^ Т у , ! (1г(х)£Ь^(0,1); п = 1, 2, . . . ) 
и 
РГ"{1-Р) = 0 (и = 1 ,2 , . . . ) , 
то 
1 
/ / ( ( / - # ) ( ' - * ) » = Л - 1 ( / - />/) (/ - .0, (/->£) (0)и Л Л = 
0 5 0 0 
= / и ^ ч г - р / ) « - * ) < ! * , = = 
о о ' \ ¿ч 
Следовательно, 
(2) ¡{(/-РЛ«-5)(Р8)(0)вА = 0: 
я 
Равенство (1) вытекает из (2) при помощи замены переменных ^ = 1 - х , I = /—7. 
Лемма доказана. 
Пусть (/гт^О) и т £ ( 0 , /]. Обозначим чрез Ь{И, т) совокупность всех 
вектор-функций вида <р(д:)/г ( О з х ё / ) , где —произвольная скалярная функ-
ция с суммируемым квадратом модуля, равная нулю почти всюду на промежут-
ке [г; /]. Очевидно, £(/?, т) представляет собой подпространство в 0> 
инвариантное относительно оператора / . Оператор, индуцированный в ДА, т) 
будем обозначать через /(/г, т). Нетрудно проверить, что /(/г, т ) £ Л х . Область 
значений оператора (./(А, т))/ натянута на вектор-функцию 
1/г (0=г;с<т) 
причем (/(/г, т))7А(т; х) = тА(т; х). 
Л е м м а 2. 1. Каждое инвариантное относительно / подпространство 
¿ с ¿щ'(0> /), е котором индуцируется оператор класса /1 , , совпадает с одним 
из подпространств £(/;, т). 
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Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Пусть JL — оператор, индуцированный в L, и е(х) 
— орт, принадлежащий одномерному подпространству ( J L ) j L. Проекция на L 
каждой вектор-функции f ( x ) коллинеарна е(л'). Подставляя в (1) вместо f i x ) и 
g(x) соответственно /(.v) и е(л'), получим 
X X 
/ (f,e(l-y%dy= f ((/\е)е(х-у),е(1~у))^у, 
о о (3) х х I 
f e{l-y)dy = .f (e(l-y),e{x-y%dy f e(y)dy. 
о о 0 
I 
Дифференцируя обе части последнего соотноения и полагая h= J e(y)dy, 
о 
придем к равенству e(x) = (p(x)h, где ср (х) — скалярная функция. И з (3) следует 
теперь, что 
X 
f (l-W\i<P(^y))<P(.l-y)dy = 0. 
о 
П о теореме Титчмарша о свертке [3] существует такое число т £ [0, /], что 
* ( * ) = 1 о ( Т ^ з / ) . 
Остается заметить, что X представляет собой замыкание линейной оболочки 
вектор-функций вида 3"(<р (*)//). (п = 0, 1 , . . . ) . 
Л е м м а 3. 1. Если 0 < 1 ^ т 0 Ё / , то то проекция вектор-функции / г 0 ( т 0 ; л ) 
на подпространство Е(И, т) коллинеарна вектор-функции /?(т; л'). 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Пусть Р — ортопроектор на Ь(И, т). Тогда 
Р/70(т0:; х) = ф(х)1, (ф(х) ££ ( 2 >(0 , / ) ; ф(х) = 0 (т^хшП) 
и, следовательно, 
г г 
/ (Ло(то;*)»<Р(*)А)в<йс= / (Ф(х)1г, ^ ( ^ / ^ ¿ х (<р(х)е ¿(2)(0-. г)). 
о о 
Таким образом, 
(Л0(То; X), Л)е = ф (х)(/?, А)в , ф (х) = (0 ё х < т). ' 
Т е о р е м а 1. 1. Пусть 0 = 1 , 2 , . . . , и) г / т ; £ ( 0 , / ] ( у = 1, 2 , . . . , п). Тогда 
либо 
п 
(4) 0 Щ , т ) = Ь(111, т1) + Ь{1г 2 , т 2 )+ ... +Ь(11 п , т„) 
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и вместе с тем 
(5) 0 'Х(Ау, т^ = 
гЭе {<?/}" — некоторая ортонормированная система, либо существует число 
7о(1—7о = п) такое, что 
Д А , 0 , т , 0 ) с 0 ДА,. ,т , ) . 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Не нарушая общности, можно считать, что 
(6) ... ё т „ . . 
Пусть векторы h j (у=1 , 2 , . . . , и) линейно независимы. Тогда, образуя орто-
нормированную систему 
е,- = «дЛ, + ог/2А2 + •;• + 0 / . Л (У = ^ 2, . . . , и) 
и пользуясь соотношениями (6), получим 
У 
(7) с 0 
При этом 
'Ь = Рпе^Рпе2 + ••• О — 1>2, . . . ,и) 
и, следовательно, 
(8) . • 
Из (7) и (8) вытекает равенство (5). Поскольку каждая вектор-функция, содер-
жащаяся в правой части равенства (5), однозначно представима в виде суммы 
п слагаемых, принадлежащих соответственно подпространствам Ь{Ау, т •) 
0 ' = 1 , 2 , . . . , п), то верно и равенство (4). 
В случае, когда вектор 1гкп является линейной комбинацией векторов 
А 2 , . . . , А* имеем 
«ч,_ 1 
*= 1 
Т е о р е м а 2. 1. Пусть А(>,)6(5 г/ т(),)£ (0, /] (у£Г). Если в подпространстве 
Ь — 0 £(А(у), т(),)) индуцируется оператор А класса А„, то 
у£Г 
о) 
(9) £ = е ( ю ^ о о ) , 
гб)е — некоторая ортогональная система, а числа т,- удовлетворяют соот-
ношениям 
(1.0) т1 = Т2 = . . .= 'Т Р | >Т Р 1 + 1 = Т Р 1 + 2 = . . . = Т И > Т Л ! + 1 = . . . . 
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Представление (9) является единственным в том смысле, что если 
w' 
(11) L=&L(e'j,Tj) ( г о ' ^ с о ) , 
j=i 
где {e'j}'i — новая ортонормированная система, и 
(12) т ; = т 2 = ... = т ; , > т ; . + 1 = т ; , + 2 = . . . = т ; , > т ; . ' + 1 = . . . , 
то со = (й', Ту = i j (j= 1, 1, 2, . . . , со) и 
Рк + 1 Рк+1 
(13) е L(ej, хj) = е L(e'j, т,) (к = 0, 1, ...; р0 = 0). 
j=p +i J=Pk+1 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Ввиду теоремы 0 . 3 хх — sup т(у) <«=. Покажем, что . у€Г 
существует вектор е1£® ( | | е 1 | | е =1) такой, что L(e1, x1)cL. Это утверждение 
очевидно, если т, совпадает с одном из чисел т(у). Если же все х м отличны от 
T t , то в силу теоремы 1. 1 и условия А £А„ существует конечномерное подпрост-
ранство © о с (5 и такая последовательность LQft i*, Т(уР), что 1) х (у^ ё . . . , 
2) т ' ^ ' — т! , 3) векторы /¡<ук„+,\ ¡¡{"'к„ < 2\ . . . , М5'*"+«). при каждом целом неотрица-
тельном к образуют базис в © 0 . Отсюда вытекает, что при л ю б о м е, £ (б0 
( | | е 1 | | в =1) подпространства Ь(ег, t ^ W i ' ) (/с = 0, 1, ...) приадлежат L. Следова-
тельно Ь(е1г x^czL. 
П о теореме 1. 1 линейная оболочка подпространств L(e1, T t ) и L(/ j ( vо\ т(уо>) 
( у 0 £ Г ) либо совпадает с L(ei,xy), либо представима в виде L(ei,xl)® 
®L(g(y°\x<-yo>). Поэтому L = L(et, x1)+L1, где — замыкание линейной 
оболочки некоторых подпространств L(g(i\ т(<") (д £ А) таких, что т2 = sup т<3> s 
зал 
S T i - Представляя аналогично L, в виде L(e2, x2)+L2 и продолжая этот про-
цесс, получим одно из следующих соотношений: 
L = L(et, x1)®L(e2, х2)® ... ®Ь(еа, x j , 
(14) L = ф L(ej,tj)®L'. 
i 
Рассмотрим равенство (14) и обозначим через Ак оператор, индуцированный 
в подпространстве 
© L ( j , т,-) . 
]= 1 
Lk = LQ 
Так как 
(15) с(Ак) = 2хк-+0 
и L' — П Lk, то в силу теорем 0. 4 и 0. 1 L' = 0 . 
к= 1 
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Мы показали, что подпространство Ь представимо в виде (9). При этом, 
ввиду первого из соотношений (15), выполняется условие (10). Если одновре-
менно имеет место представление (11) и для чисел х) выполняются условия 
(12), то по теореме Г. Э . К и с и ч е в с к о г о [2] <о=оз' и Т; = Т; ( / = 1 , 2 с о ) . 
Согласно лемме 3. 1 
СО О) 
еКтУ' -х) = 2 ^кек(г;х), еДт,; х) = 2 ^]ке'к(тк;х) ( . /=1 ,2 , ...,р1 ;0^хш1), 
к =1 к=1 
откуда легко следует, что 
р 1 р 1 
е) = 2 с ;кек , • е] = 2 ке'к и = 1, 2, ...,Р!). к=1 к=1 
Применяя теорему 1. 1, найдем, что 
0 £(е,.,Т;) = 0 £ (е ; , т у ) . 
7 = 1 У= 1 
Остальные равенства (13) доказываются аналогично. 
2. Пусть в пространстве § задан вполне несамосопряженный оператор /4 
класса /1(схр). В пространстве 1) (21=о (А)) существует инвариантное 
относительно 3 подпространство Ь такое, что индуцированный в Ь оператор 
удовлетворяет условию НА = ^ и, где II — некоторое изометрическое отоб-
ражение § на Ь [4]. Этот результат позволяет переформулировать теоремы 
1. 1 и 2. 1 следующим образом. 
Т е о р е м а 1. 2. Если А — вполне несамосопряженный оператор класса Л ( е ! ф ' 
и (7 = 1, 2, . . . , п) — инвариантные относительно А подпространства, в кото-
рых индуцируются операторы класса Л,, то либо 
п 
0 = § 1 + § 2 + 
У=1 
либо существует числоу0 (I У0 = п) такое, что Ь]0<~ 0 Ь]-
Т е о р е м а 2. 2. Пусть А — вполне несамосопряженный оператор класса 
Лс и (у £ Г) — инвариантные относительно А подпространства, в которых 
С) 
индуцируются операторы класса А1. Тогда и §(у) = 0 где под-
7£Г )=1 
пространства 5)] инвариантны относительно А, а индуцированные в них опе-
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раторы Aj принадлежат А, и удовлетворяют условиям 
Т(А1) = Т(А2) = ... = т(АР1)>Т(АР1 + 1 ) = т(АР1 + 2)=-...=т(АР2)>т(АР2+1)= ... . *) 
с/ 
Если, кроме того, U § < у ) = © = °°)> где подпространства 9)'j также 
У ir j=1 
инвариантны относительно А, а индуцированные в них операторы A'j принад-
лежат А, и удовлетворяют соотношениям 
mo w = (x>', T(AJ) = T(Aj) ( j = 1, 2, . . . , со) и 
Pk + i Рк+i 
© Ь}= © b'j (к = о, 1, ...; Ро = 0). 
j=Pk+l j=Pk +1 
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A metric characterization of homogeneous Riemannian manifolds 
By J. S Z E N T H E in Szeged 
Let M be a Riemannian manifold and g(x, y) the infimum of the length of 
those piecewise ^ - c u r v e s which join x, y in M. As well-known g is a distance function 
on M and the thus induced metric space [M, g] is so closely related to the Riemannian 
manifold that a considerable number of theorems about it can be formulated and 
proved merely in terms of [M, g]. This circumstance can be regarded as the starting 
point of the theories of H. BUSEMANN and W. RINOW where a metric space is the 
basic concept and some fundamental properties common to all metric spaces induced 
by Riemannian or Finsler manifolds are being postulated. Although these theories 
go beyond the scope of the standard one, e.g. as to differentiability conditions, 
their exact relation to it is not sufficiently clarified yet. In other words no adequate 
necessary and sufficient conditions are known which imply that a metric space 
should be induced by a Riemannian manifold. A partial solution of this problem 
is presented below, i.e. necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the case 
of metric spaces induced by homogeneous Riemannian manifolds. 
1. Basic concepts and the main result 
Some well-known fundamental facts concerning metric spaces induced by 
C°°-Riemannian manifolds are summarized here. (For a detailed presentation 
see [5].) 
A metric space is said to be finitely compact if any bounded infinite subset 
has a point of accumulation in it. Metric spaces induced by complete Riemannian 
manifolds are finitely compact. A locally distance preserving map of the real line 
into a metric space is called a geodesic. The geodesies of a Riemannian manifold 
which are parametrized in terms of arc length and geodesies of its induced metric 
space are the same. If a, b, c are distinct points of a metric space [7?, g] and g(a, c) + 
+ g(c,b) = g(a,b), then it is said that c lies between a and b, in notat ion: acb. 
If A c R and to any two different points a, b of A there is a c £ A with acb, then A 
is said to be convex. The induced space of a complete Riemannian manifold is 
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convex. A distance preserving map of a compact interval of the real line into a 
metric space is called a segment. If £?] is a finitely compact and convex metr ic 
space then any two points can be joined by a segment in it. The segments are said 
to be locally prolongable in a finitely compact convex metric space [/?, g] if to any 
p£R there is such a (>„>0 that to any two distinct points a, b in B(p, dp) = 
= {x:g(x,p) < Sp} there is a c£R with abc. It is said that the prolongation of 
segments is unique in [/?, g] if x,y, z', z"(LR, xyz', xyz' and g(x, z') = g(x, Z") imply 
z' = z". The above terminology is justified by the fact that the segments of a finitely 
compact convex metric space are uniquely extendable to geodesies if the preceding 
two conditions hold. The closed subset AaR is called strictly convex if it is convex 
and a,b,c£A, deb imply that c£ int A. The metric space £>] is called regular 
if to any p£R there are such xp, Ap>0 tha t the closed balls B(x, ¿j) are strictly 
convex if x£B{p,Xp) and 0 R i e m a n n i a n manifolds induce regular metr ic 
spaces. 
The induced metric space of a Finsler manifold can be defined analogously 
and the above facts generalize to their case as well; see [9]. A connection with the 
induced metric space peculiar to Riemannian manifolds can be expressed in te rms 
of the metric angle concept. Let a, b, c be points of a metric space then there 
are points A, B, C of the euclidean plane with g(a, b) = AB, g(b, c) = BC, g{c, a) = 
= CA. If a^b, c, then by the metric angle y(a; b, c) of the triple {a, b, c} at a the 
measure of <1BAC is meant. Let <p, i//:[0, y]^R be cont inuous curves with <p(0) = 
= i//(0) = x and with such a that cp(T), \j/(T)^X for If y{q>, i//) = 
= lim y(x; (p(?'), i K O ) exists, then this value is called the metric angle of co a n d 
\J/ at x. If <p, i¡J are differentiable curves of a Riemannian manifold then considered 
as curves of the induced metric space they have a metric angle which is equal to 
the one which they have as curves of the Riemannian manifold; see [7]. 
An isometric t ransformation of a Riemannian manifold is obviously a distance 
preserving t ransformation of its induced metric space. The converse of this assertion 
is a t h e o r e m d u e t o S. B . MYERS a n d N . STEENROD (see [6]). 
Let (fr-.R1 X S — S be a continuous 1-parameter group of t ransformat ions of 
the topological space S, then the continuous curve cp: R1 — S defined by (p ( t ) = <P (r, x) , 
T^R1 is called the orbit of 0 starting at x £ S. 
The main result of this paper is the following 
T h e o r e m 1. Let F'.GXR ^R be an effective and transitive transformation 
group, where R has a distance function o such that the elements of G are distance 
preserving transformations of [R, o]. Assume that 
\ 
1. [i?, o] is finitely compact, 
2. [7?, g] is convex, 
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3. the segments are locally prolongable in [/?, £>], 
4. the prolongation of segments is unique,. 
5. [R, g] is regular, 
6. the orbits of l-parameter groups of distance preserving transformations are 
rectifiable in [R, q], 
1. if two such orbits have a point in common then they have a metric angle there. 
Then G with the compact-open tolpogy is a topological group and T is a continuous 
transformation group. The identity component G0 of G is a Lie group and R has a 
unique differentiable manifold structure such that T0:G0XR^R, the restriction of 
T, is a transitive differentiable transformation group. There is a unique Riemannian 
manifold structure on R which has [R, g] as its induced metric space. 
Conditions 1—4 have been introduced by H. BUSEMANN [1] as the starting 
point for his theory of G-spaces. 
The proof of the above theorem is carried out in two steps: first a differentiable 
structure is introduced on R, secondly a Riemannian structure. These two steps 
are summarized in Theorem 2 and 3. Theorem 1 is a direct consequence of these 
two theorems. 
Conditions 1'—7 of Theorem 1 will be generally assumed to hold in what fol-
lows. Differentiability will mean C°°, unless it is not explicitely otherwise stated, 
although in some cases obviously less would suffice or more could be stated. 
2. The introduction of the differentiable structure 
The initial step in introducing the differentiable structure of R is the definition. 
of an appropriate topology in the group of distance preserving transformations. 
This can be done by an obvious application of standard methods (see [5]) by proving 
L e m m a 2 . 1 . Let [i?, o] be a finitely compact metric space and T.GXR-^R 
an effective transformation group where the elements of G are distance preserving 
transformations of [/?,£>], then with the compact-open topology G is a a-compact 
group and T a toplogical transformation group. 
The next step is to show that the identity component G0 of G is a Lie group. 
O w i n g t o a t h e o r e m o f A . GLEASON a n d H . YAMABE (see [3], [10]) i t suf f ices t o p r o v e 
that G has no small subgroups. But this is asserted in the following lemma which 
has been proved already elsewhere (see [8]): 
L e m m a 2 . 2 . Let T:GXR-*R be an effective transformation group where 
R has a distance function Q such that [i?, g] is a finitely compact convex and regular 
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metric space in which segments are locally and uniquely prolongable and the elements 
of G are distance preserving transformations of [/?, ,0]. If G is taken with the compact-
open topology then it has no small subgroups. 
The following facts are obvious consequences of well-known theorems. For 
any x£R the corresponding subgroup of stability Hx<zG is compact. Since f is 
transitive the elements of G which carry x into y£R form a subset ¥x(y) of G which 
is a left coset of Hx, and if the left coset space G)HX is endowed with the quotient 
topology then the map V'X:R-»G/HX thus defined is a homeomorphism. Let 
I1X:G ^G/Hx be the natural projection then 77(G0) is a component of GIHX. Since 
R is connected and homeomorphic to G\HX the identity component G0 is transitive 
on R. If H0 =HXC\G0 then since G0 is a Lie group the left coset space can be 
endowed with such a differentiable structure that the operation of G0 on GJH0 
x 
by left translations is differentiable. Taking into account the homeomorphism 
f o G 0 /H 0 defined analogously to the above assertions yield 
T h e o r e m 2. Let F.GXR^R be an effective and transitive transformation 
group and R have a distance function o such that [/?, g] is a finitely compact convex 
and regular metric space in which the segments are locally and uniquely prolongable 
and the elements of G are distance preserving transformation of [/?, o]. If G is 
taken with the compact-open topology then its identity component G0 is a Lie 
group and R can be endowed with such a differentiable structure that r0:G0XR^R 
the restriction of T to G0XR is a differentiable transformation group. 
For the sake of some of the subsequent and later arguments the main steps 
in ihe construction of the differentiable structure of R are summed up here. (For 
a detailed presentation see [4].) The tangent space TsH0x of H0x at the identity 
e is a subspace of TeG0. Let M be a subspace of TBG0 complementary to TcH0x. 
A neighborhood of Ox £ TeG0 is mapped diffeomorphically onto a neighborhood 
of £ by exp£: TeG0s — G0 and a neighborhood F o f Ox in M is mapped homeomor-
phically onto a neighborhood U of H0x in G0jH0x by IIx o exp£: M — G0/H0x. Let 
P.~1 be the restriction of IIx o exp£ to V, since M can be identified with R'" where 
m = dim M, a coordinate system y.x : U-*R"' of G0/H0x is obtained. If a £ G 0 the left 
translation LX:G0-*G0 defines a homeomorphism Lx:G0IH0x-*-G0/H0x and xxo Lx 
is a coordinate system on a neighborhood of a ~ 1 H 0 x . Thus a differentiable atlas 
{P.xoLx:a£G0} of G0/H0x is constructed and this defines a differentiable structure 
which does not depend on the particular choice of M. For any z£R the analogously 
defined differentiable manifold G0/H0z is dilfeomorphic to G0/H0x. Therefore the 
homeomorphism lF0x:R^G0/H0x defines a differentiable structure of R which 
does not depend on x. The coordinate system xx = xxolF0x'.Ux-*Rm of R will 
be called a canonical coordinate system of the first kind at x. 
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If y :Rl - G0 is a 1-parameter group a n d x £ / ? then the d i f fe ren t ia te curve 
(p:Rl-*R defined by (p(T) = y(Y)(x), r £ R l is called the orbit of y starting at x. 
Let xx:Ux-*R'" be a canonical coordinate system of the first kind at x and ¿/ the 
distance function of R'". If v£M'has length equal to 1 with respect to d and y is 
the 1-parameter group defined by yt(0) = v then the orbit cp of y starting at x will 
be called a fundamental orbit of the coordinate system xx. If z£ Ux and z ^ x then 
there is a unique fundamental orbit <p of xx with (p(r) = z where r = d(xx(z), xx(x)). 
Let x':U'-Rm, x"\U"-»Rm be coordinate systems of R with U'T) t/'V0 
and ||a,.,-(M)||/=, „ the Jacobian of the map x ' o / " 1 :x'(U')f\x"(JJ") -*Rm at 
x"fu) for u£U'C\U". Let X(x',x") be defined by 
X(x', x") = i(2m—\)m • sup {\<x,/u)\:u£ U ' f ) U", i,j= 1, ...,/»}. 
If v£TUR and (u" , . . . , v""),(v'n, ..., v"m) are its coordinates in the coordinate sys-
tems x\ x" then obviously 
2V')2 
1/2 
S X(x\ x") 2 ( v y 
1/2 
The following lemma will prove useful in later arguments. 
L e m m a 2. 3. Any x£R has a compact neighborhood W such that to every 
z£W there is a canonical coordinate sytem of the first kind x. \ Uz~+R" at z with the 
following properties: 
1. W<zUz for z£W; 
2. there is a bound C with ).(x., xx)^C for z£ W\ 
3. if S(z)(z T,R is the set of vectors which are tangent to a fundamental orbit 
of xz then U {S(z):z£ W) is a compact subset of TR. 
P r o o f . Let MCZTEG0 a subspace complementary to TEH0X be identified with 
R!" and xx\Ux-*R" the corresponding canonical coordinate system of the first 
kind at x. If Z£ R then H0Z = AH0XA~1 for any A£G0 with z =a(x), therefore T£H0Z = 
= LX>).RX_ U(TSH0X) = ad a^T^H^). This implies the existence of a neighborhood 
W' of x such that M is complementary to TEH0Z for z£ W'. Let x.\Uz — R'" be the 
canonical coordinate system of the first kind at z defined by M for Z£ W'. If y £ UX 
then there is a £ in the corresponding neighborhood of e such that y = £(x) and 
^xOO —exp~1(£H0x(~)M) where T0 = exp£(M). There is such a neighborhood W" 
of x and W of e that H0xf)Ma is a single point and e x p £ _ 1 { f / / q x . f l M a ) defines 
a coordinate system of R on the neighborhood W" for a £W. There is a neighbor-
hood W" of x such that for z£ W'" there is a unique a £ W with z — a(x) and 
a~y.H0x f l M. Then by exp£~1 ((cH0x f l Ma)yrl) a coordinate system of R is defined 
on W" for z 6 W'". But £H0x = &~ lH0za = rjH0za with r\ = la~1 and y = ( z ) , therefore 
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exp~'((cH0xr\Ma)a~ 1 ) = e x p ~ 1 (t]H0zD M) = xz(y). Let I f be a compact neigh-
borhood of x with WcWnW'f1 W'". Then Wa U, for W and the existence 
of the bound C follows f rom the differentiability of the coordinate systems and 
from the fact that a depends continuously on z, with a possible restriction of Uz 
to a compact neighborhood Uzcz W. Since S(z), z £ W is compact U {S(z) :z£ W} 
is compact as well. 
A field of canonical coordinate systems of the first kind * _: i/2 —/?"', z £ W 
defined according the preceding proof will be called normal. 
Let MaTfi0 be a subspace complementary to TcH0x and {it',, . . . , wm}czM 
m 
a base of M. Then v = 2rjL'vi is unique for v£M and by cr(V)=exp («'(;,) ...exp(a'"i;m) 
¡=1 
a map a:M — G0 is defined. With methods similar to those applied at the 
definition of canonical coordinates of the first kind (see [4]) it can be shown that 
= nxoa maps diffeomorphically a neighborhood of Oe in M onto a neigh-
borhood of H0x in G0/H0x. Thus x = xoty0x\t/ — R!" is a coordinate system of R 
which will be called a canonical coordinate system of the second kind at x. The proof 
of the following lemma is obvious. 
L e m m a 2. 4 . Let {u,, ..., u,„} be a base of TXR then there are l-parameter 
groups "h of Go with orbits r/5; starting at x and a canonical coordinate system of the 
second kind x.U^R'" at x such that <pit{fy = vi for i= 1, ..., m and z = y 1 ( z l ) o ... 
... o ym(z'")(x) for z £ U with Y.(Z) = (Z\ . . . , z'"). 
3. The introduction of the Riemannian metric 
Let <p :Rl-+R be the orbit of the l-parameter group y: R' -G0 starting at 
- • Q(q>(z), <p(0)) 
x£R, then in consequence of the fact that <p is rectifiable y (x)= lim — 
exists. This defines a function y*:R^Rl which is constant on the orbits of y, and 
it will be called the velocity function of y. The value cp* of y* on the orbit cp will be 
called the velocity of the orbit. An orbit is constant obviously if and only if its 
velocity is zero. 
Lemma 3. 1. The velocity function y* of a l-parameter group V: R1 ^ G0 is 
continuous. 
P r o o f . Let (p be the orbit of y starting at x£R and define f^.R^R1 for 
« = 1 , 2 , ... by / „ (x ) = 2"e((p(l/2"), q>(0)). The funct ions/„ are cont inuous , /„ + 1 (x)3r 
^ f n ( x ) and y*(x)= l im/„(*) hold for every x£R. These imply the assertion. n —• oo 
A closer relation of the distance function Q and the di f ferent ia te structure of 
R is expressed by 
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L e m m a 3 . 2 . If x:U—R'" is a coordinate system of R at x and d the distance-
function of R'" then there exist a neighborhood Vcz U of x and a 0 such that 
d(y.(a), x(b))is <5 • g(a,b) if a, b£V. 
P r o o f . Let y.:U — Rm be a canonical coordinate system of the second kind 
of R at x. There is a <5>0 such that d(x(a), x(b))^Sd(x(a), x(b)) for a,b£Uf] U. 
If J ••• > ym a r e the 1-parameter groups which define x, then by the preceding lemma 
there are a neighborhood Vcz UPi V of x and a K such that y\{z),..., y*n(z)^K 
for z<E V. If x(a) = (a1, ...,oc"!), x{b) = ( f i \ ,.., f f ) for a, bt V then 
e(a, b) = e{yy{a})o ... oym(a™)(*), y ^ o y ^ o . . . o s 
S 6{yd^) o y 2 ( « > ... oym(am)(x), y'da^oy^o ... oym(p*)(x)) + 
+ g(yi(a1)o y2(p2) 0...0 ym (p*)(x), y.ifi1) o y 2 OS2) O ... o ym (/?-») {X}) s 
m 
••• ^ K Z ^ i2mKd{x{d), x(b)). 
i = i 
Therefore the assertion of the lemma holds with = 
ilmK 
The length of the tangent vectors of a differentiable manifold is usually defined 
after the introduction of a Riemannian metric. Here the length of tangent vectors 
of R will be defined at first to be the basic tool in establishing the required Riemann-
ian metric. The velocity of orbits could be naturally considered as the length 
of their tangent vectors. The following lemma serves to prepare a general definition 
on this basis. 
L e m m a 3. 3. Let (p-.R1 -+R be an orbit starting at x£R and If 
i//: [0, y] — R is a curve differentiable at 0 and ijj(0) = x, (()) = /. • <p+(0), /. isO,. 
t -0 T 
P r o o f . There is a canonical coordinate system of the second kind x:U-+Rm 
at x with xo(p{x) = (t, 0, . . . , 0) for (p(z)£U by L e m m a 2 . 4 . Therefore 
d(xo <P(T),X(X)) 1 
lim — —^ = — and for a sufficiently small t ^ O there is a r > 0 such 
t-0 • Q((p(t), z(x) (P 
that x = d{xo(p{%), xix)) = d{xo\l/{x), x(x)) and r ^ O if f - ^ 0 . Hence 
e(<?( t),x) g(<p(i),'t//( f)) T T 
T ( I H T ) , X ) e(<p(T);x) i e(<p(r),i/t(i)) 
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J f x o 0 ( f ) = (iA'(f), ...;ipm(x)) and f — + 0 then 
2 „ _ M F = 
d(y.o(p{T),y.o(p(f)) 
lim sup — = lim sup 
= lim sup 
'Therefore 
Q(<P(T),\P(T)) 





s l i m s u p „ . i i m S u p ^ o y ( T ) ' x o - ^ M = 0 
d(y.Q(p(x),y.o\jj(z)) x 
jn consequence of the preceding lemma. This implies with respect to above ine-
-qualities that if T - + 0 then lim v = q>*. But then lim v _ = 
t),X) d(y. o ip(f). x(a)) . 
= lim — lim—^ : -=q> -A. 
x d(xo<p(x), x(x)) 
C o r o l l a r y . If <p,>p are orbits with 0) = ijj^(0) then cp* =ip*. 
On account of the above corollary a funct ion F:TR-<*Rl can be defined on 
the tangent bundle TR of R as follows: let F(v) for a v £ TR be the velocity cp* of 
.any orbit cp such that (pt (0) = v. This funct ion F will be called the length of tangent 
-vectors. Obviously F(v) = 0 if and only if for some x£R and in consequence 
of the preceding lemma F is positively homogeneous of order 1 on every tangent 
-space of R. In order to show the continuity of F some preliminaries are needed. 
These are provided by 
L e m m a 3. 4 . Let y^.R1 (/"=0, 1, .. .) be l-parameter groups with yo*(0) = 
= lim y,•*(()). If q>: is the orbit of y, starting at x, and x 0 = l i m x , then (p* = lim wf. /-* OO U J — OO 
P r o o f . It is suitable to consider the special case x,- = x 0 (/ = 1,2, .. .) separately. 
Let x:U-*R'" be a coordinate system of R at x 0 with x (x o ) = (0, 0, . . . , 0 ) . Since 
7 o ( T ) = l i m 7,(t) for x£Rl and F:G0XR-*R is cont inuous <p0(x) = lim <p,(r) for 
x £Rl. Therefore there is a ¿ > 0 and a N such that cpi(x)£U if | T | < 5 and / ' = 0 or 
JSN. Since (p; is differentiable y.oq>i(x) — (ajx + xsj (x), a"'x+ xe'"(x)) if | r |^c5 
and ( = 0 or /SAT, where £(!(t) = 0 ( t ) , for / = 1 , ...,m. Let /?,-(i), / = 0 , 1, . . . , x£Rl 
be defined by «* = ' ^ ^ ^ ^ + 1i(x) and »/¡(0) = 0.. In consequence of lem-
. M 
m a 3 .2 , there is a A" with K-d(xocp0(x), xcip^xj) ^ g((p0(x), q>i(x)) £ 
K 
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[ m ,11/2 
Z^o-ad2] + 
[m 11 /2 
2 ( 4 W - e i ( t ) ) 2 J and t - 0 yields 
m 1 1/2 
Z(ao-a'i) \ — l<Po-<P?l- B u t the coordinates of <p,*(0) are (a/, . . . , a'?) in 
Lf=i J 
the coordinate system x and <po*(0) = lim <p,*(0) by the continuity of the differential 
i — OS 
Tt:T(G0XR)^TR of T. Therefore the assertion of the lemma follows in the special 
case. 
In the general case to any preassigned there is a neighborhood V of x 0 
9 
with. |yS(x)-y$(x 0 ) | < — for x<E V by Lemma 3. 1. Let X0:R-~TR be the Killing 
vector field corresponding to y0 . In consequence of Lemma 2. 3 there is a normal 
field of canonical coordinate systems of the first kind xz:U,^-Rm on a compact 
neighborhood U of x 0 . Let ( a / , . . . , a'") respectively ( a / , . . . , a™) be the coordinates 
of r/>(> (0) and Xt(xi) for x ; 6 U in the coordinate system xXn: UXo — R'". Since 
lim <p.(0) = (p0+ (0) = X0(x0) = lim X0(xj, there is a neighborhood V c Ux of x 0 
I oo I -*- °o 0 [m , ,11/2 r m , ,11/2 r m , , 1 !/2 9 
+ = where c is 
the upper bound given in Lemma 2. 3 and K is an upper bound guaranteed by 
Lemma 3. 2 for the coordinate system XXQ. Let (£?, . . . , c"') respectively (Sf, . . . , I f ) 
be the coordinates of <pi1t(0) and X0(Xi) in the coordinate system xx and Kx an 
upper bound given by Lemma 3. 2 for xx in case of U. Then 
\<pf~<pt\ = Itf (*,)•-7o(*o)l ^ |yrC*i) — Vo(*i>l + IVoC f̂) — yoC*o)l S 
1 / 2 9 
+ j = KXi -k(xXi, xXo) 
1/2 Q 
+ 2 Z ( « ! - « I)
2 
• = i 
]2/ ^ S 
if x^VDV. 
L e m m a 3 . 5 . The function F: TR —Rl is continuous. 
P r o o f . Let v,£TxR, i—0, 1, ... be such that t>0 = limu ; . In order to prove j—oo 
F(o0) = lim F(Vj) it suffices, on account of the preceding lemma, to show the I - M 
existence of 1-parameter groups y( such that if cp{ is the orbit of starting at x ; 
then v—tpui0) and y0* (0) = lim y,* (0). Let i l / 0 x o :R-»G 0 /H 0 x o be the diffeomorphism 
defined at the introduction of the d i f ferent ia te structure of R and MczTEG0 
a subspace such that J7Xooexp£: M-~G0/H0xo is diffeomorphic on a neigh-
borhood V of Ot in M. Then a neighborhood V of x 0 exists on which 
10 A 
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0 = (exp£o(ilXooexp£)"i oip0x^~1 :V is diffeomorphic. Put = 
Vi=<P*(.Vj) and Vi=Rxr '* (vd for x ^ K ' . Let yl be the 1-parameter g roup with 
(0) — Vj and (pi the orbit of starting at xt for / with x,ÇV'. Then t;0 = lim 
I —oo 
by the continuity of <P and £50= l im/?^- '* D,= l i m D ~ u 0 by the s imultaneous 
¡ — oo I i— OO 
continuity of Rx* in its argument and in x. Hence yO;(t(0) = lim But x - j c . - ^ o ) 
therefore <pi(r) = yi(z)-xi(Lx0) for sufficiently small |T|. Thus cpi = 4>~1 O R x . o yt 
and (0) = 1 o RXt + (0)) = 0;'RXi * (C;) = o, if £ V'. 
What has been proved up to now concerning F can be summarized by stating 
that the d i f fe ren t ia te manifold R with the length of tangent vectors F- fo rms a 
C'-Finsler manifold [/?, F], The induced metric space of [/?, F] can be defined as 
generally it is done in case of any C'-Finsler manifold (See [2]) on the following 
p 
way: If tp: [a, /?] — R is a piecewise C'-curve of R then i f f ( i p ) = j F(\p^(r))dT 
is called the F-length of tp. Let gF(x, y) be the infimum of thé /"-length of piecewise 
C'-curves joining x,y£R, then gF is a distance function on R. The metric space 
[R, oF] is called the induced metric space of [/?, F], In order to prove [/?, = [/?, !?] 
some preliminaries are needed. In what follows these are provided. 
If ip : [a, P] — R is a continuous curve and it is rectifiable in the metric space 
[/?, g] then its length i f e ( ip) will be called its g-Iength. The following lemma can 
be proved on essentially the same lines as an other one formulated for the case 
of symmetric manifolds (see [8]). 
L e m m a 3 . 6 . If \p:[a, /?] — R is a piecewise C1-curve of the differentiable 
manifold R then it is rectifiable in the metric space [/?, and 3'e(ip) = ^CF(ip). 
Since the metric space [/?, g] is finitely compact and convex this lemma has 
the following obvious consequence: 
L e m m a 3 . 7 . If x,y£R then g(x, y)^gF(x, y). 
.If the 
continuous curve \ p [ ¡ ] R is rectifiable in the metric space [/?, 
then its length i f e F (i/0 is called its gF-length. In the case when \p is a piecewise 
C'-curve then evidently i f (ip) ^ i f f (1p), where according to a result of H. BUSE-
MANN and W. MAYER (see [1], [2]) the equality holds for any piccewise Q - c u r v e 
1p if and only if F has convex indicatrix in each tangent space TXR of R. But by 
L e m m a 3. 6 and 3. 7 ¿¡?F(ip) =ife(i/*)sife (i/O for any such curve ip. These imply L e 
m m a 3. 8. The function F\ TR R1 has convex indicatrix in every tangent 
space of R. 
The proof of the assertion that gF(x, y)Sg(x, y) for x,y£R requires some 
technicalities. These are given in the following 
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L e m m a 3 . 9 . If y.'.U—is a coordinate system of R at x and d the distance 
function of R'n then there is a neighborhood V of x and a K such that d{x (a), x (b)) 25 
^ KQ (a, b) if a, b d V. 
P r o o f . For the sake of an indirect argument let it be assumed that to any N 
and in arbitrary neighborhood of x there , are points a, b with d(x(a), x(b))^ 
S N g ( a , b). Let further Uz-~Rm be a normal field of canonical coordinate systems 
on a neighborhood U' of x given according to Lemma 2. 3 and C the corresponding 
upper bound. Then 
d(x(a), x(b)) ^ A(x, xx)-A(xx, xa)d(xja), xa(b)) ^ A(x, xx) • Cd(xa(a), xjb)) 
for a,b£Ur\U'. Let <p:RlR be the fundamental orbit of the coordinate 
uu A A * e(<p(P),<pW)^c-Ux,xx) , system xa passing through b and (p(li) = b then — s — — . Therefore 
a sequence <pi7 i—1,2,... of fundamental orbits of . the coordinate systems 
. Q(q>i(Pi),(Pi(0)) 
of the above field can be given with lim = 0 where \imB, — 0. In 
\Pi\ 
consequence of Lemma 2. 3 there is no loss of generality by assuming the existence 
of a fundamental orbit q>0 with <p0(T) = lim<p;(r), t£R\ Let ^¡(t) be defined by 
(P* <P'(Q)V>/,-(T) and ^¡(0) = 0 for / = 0 , 1, ... and T£R1. If 3 > 0 is given 
M • 
9 9 
then there is such a ¿ > 0 that f)0(T) — "y M —^ a n c* a ^ oC^)i S — 
for i^L. But obviously ^¡(t) is decreasing for T < 0 and increasing for T > 0 , there-
fore rh(T) ^ //,(<5) S |/7,(<5) —>7o(^)l+'?o(<5)) if M=<5 an<3 ¡ ' S i . Therefore in con-
sequence of Lemma 2 .3 and 3. 4 the equality q>%= lim(p* = 0 holds in contradiction 
with the fact that (p0 is a fundamental orbit. 
L e m m a 3 . 1 0 . If x,y£R then Q{X, y)^gF(x, y). 
P r o o f . It suffices to prove the inequality for the case when x,y and a metric 
segment joining them are in the coordinate neighborhood U of a coordinate system 
x:U^R'" and bounds <5, K of Lemma 3. 2 and 3. 9 exist for U. Let (p\[ct, /?] — R 
be a segment of [7?, g] with (p(a) = x and (p(fi)=y. In consequence of the preceding 
lemma xocp:[a, /?] — R'n is a rectifiable curve of R'" and therefore F(<p^(T)) = 1 for 
i> 
almost every t £ [ a , ySJ by Lemma 3. 3. Hence n(x ,>') = f F((p:i!(T))^T- Let a sequence 
a 
of subdivisions of [a, /?] be given by a = r0ti<rl ¡ < — _ u i < z n j = ft (i— 1, 2, ...), 
where the / t h subdivision is a refinement of the (i— l ) t h with 
' lim max { t m — t , _ , _ • : / = 1, . . . ,«,.} = 0 
10' 
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and y.o<p is d i f f e ren t i a t e at r M for / = 1, . . . , ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . If / is large 
enough then the coordinate polygon inscribed in xocp corresponding to the / th 
subdivision exists, i.e. there is a map f f ] — Rm where i ^ , ( t ) = xo<p(zj,) + 
T — T • • 
+ (y.o<p(zj+Ui)-y.o(p(r,,)) for t € [ t j V , t j + 1 , , ] , 7 = 0 , 1, . . . , 77,-1. The 
F-length JSfF(iA,) of is Z f F U ^ i ^ d z . But obviously < P + ( R ) = lim ^ ( T ) if 
t = t j t i for some i j and therefore F(<p+(i)) = 1 = . l i m F ( i j j ^ ( z ) ) for such 
T by Lemma 3. 5. L e t / : [ a , J ? ] - / ? 1 be defined by f { z ) = F(\l/U(z)) for TG[Tj ; , T j + 1 i ( ] , 
7 = 0 , 1, ...,77,—1 and sufficiently large /'. Then F(cpJf{z)) = l im/OO for almost every 
t£[oc, J?]"and the functions f are uniformly bounded since 
= ltm — S 
Q^Pii^ll/iiZj ;)) . d(yO\jji{z),XO\jji{zj d) 
lim sup — j — r — — ^ • lim sup = 
t- t j i l .+o d(xoil/i(z), y.oipiizj ,) t - t j V + 0 T - T ^ i 
.. tityM, *Ai(Tj,i)) d(xoil/l(zJ+l i),y-oil/i(Zj i)) 1 ^ lim sup -j-, —— — — ^ r = ~ F K < 
z~zj,i+od{xo\j/i(z),xoil/i(zj!,)) T j + l , ' - T J , i 3 
where ¿ > 0 and K are bounds given by Lemma 3. 2 and 3. 9. Therefore by Lebes-
gue's theorem i?(x, lim / f,(z)dz. But if a $ > 0 is given then 
a 
I ^ f O / O - j ' M r ) d z \ '"z /"|F(i/>,>.(<)) -F(jjilr{zj ^)\dz < 9 
TJ,, 
if /' is large enough on account of Lemma 3. 5 and of the fact that the F{if/ ii(z j i)) 
are uniformly bounded. Thus g(x,y)= limSfF(<j/^S'QP(x, y). 
The above lemma and its previous counterpart give 
L e m m a 3 . 1 1 . [/?, g]. 
The next' step is to show that what F defines on R is actually a Riemannian 
metric. In proving this the following lemma is essential. 
L e m m a 3 . 1 2 . If v,, u2£ TXR are linearly independent and cp2'-Rl "R 
Q(<PI O r . ) , <P•>(?•>)) are orbits starting at x with <pr, (0) = v:, i= 1, 2 then lim v - = 1. 
F(zlVl-z2v2) 
P r o o f . In fact this is a special case of a result of H . B U S E M A N N and W . M A Y E R 
in a changed form. To show this let x:U-*RM be a canonical coordinate system of 
the second kind at X with X 0 * ^ ( 1 , ) = ( T J , 0 , 0, . . . , 0) and xo<p2(z2) = ( 0 , R 2 , 0 , . . . ,0) 
F O R ^ C T J ) , < P 2 ( T 2 ) € E / . If V£TZR, Z£U and x(z) = (z1, ..., zm), V=(vl, ..., vm) then 
F(v) is given by Fx(zl, ...,zm; v1, ..., vm) in the coordinate system Let ^ : [0 , 1] — U 
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be defined by xoi / i ( t ) = xo(p2(z2) + r(xo<pi(Tl) — xoip2(z2)) for sufficiently small 
T , , T 2 , then I /^(T) = ( T , , — T 2 , 0 , . . . , 0 ) . Therefore 
F(t{vA -x2v2) = F(0, . . . , 0 ; t , , - t 2 ) 0 , . . . , 0 ) = 
i 
= F FX(0, . . . , 0; t 1 ; — t 2 , 0, . . . , 0)dr = M ( f ) 
o 
w h i c h is a q u a n t i t y i n t r o d u c e d b y H . BUSEMANN a n d W . MAYER, a n d a c c o r d i n g 
; 0(<PI(ti),<P2(T2)) " - — 1 if T , , T 2 — 0 (see [2]). to their result 
M(<A) 
The length of tangent vectors F . T R ^ R 1 defines a norm in each tangent space 
of R and the Finsler manifold [7?, F] is Riemannian if and only if all these norms 
are euclidean. Therefore to prove that [/?, F ] is Riemannian it suffices to show 
that in the tangent spaces normed by F t h e metric angle of segments exist (see [7]). 
In doing this the same methods are used as applied by W. RINOW in analogous 
questions (see [7]). 
L e m m a 3 . 1 3 . In the tangent spaces TXR of R normed by F the metric angle 
of segments exists. 
P r o o f . - Let VUV2£TXR be linearly independent with F(u , ) = F(t;2) = l and 
(pu (p2 orbits starting at x with q>l*(0) = vi, i= 1, 2. Then 
<«(TI ,T 2 )= | c o s y ( x ; (PiC^), <P2(T2)) —cosy(0^; xlvl, T2y2)| = 
Q{X, (p,(T,))2 + e(x , <P2(II))2-E{<Pi(T:i), <P2(?2))2 T21+T$-F(TiV1-T2V2)2 
2Q(X, <P,(T,))-E(X, (P2(T2)) LZLX2 
If //,(f), T tR1, i = l , 2 are the functions introduced in Lemma 3 . 4 then 
(t! + Tt >?! (Tt))2 +(T2 + T2 >?2(T2))2 + g(<P i (t,), (p2( T2))2 
2(T! + Tj 111 C O ) • ( r 2 + T2 n2{T2)) 
Ci)(r1; T2) = 
IF +'T%-F(TIVI -T2V2)2 
21^2 
+e(<Pi(Ti), < p 2 ( 0 ) 2 




2TiT2 2 x ^ 2 ( 1 + f / 1 ( T 1 ) j ( l + > ? 2 ( T 2 ) ) 
+ 
+ &(</>! C O . < P 2 ( 0 )
2 l + ft(*,) } , l + > h ( o , 
2 t l T 2 ~2[T2 1+12(T2) T, l + > h ( o 
+ 
2t !T 2 
l + > 7 l ( 0 , T 2 l + f ? 2 ( r 2 ) 
+ 
T2 l+ ' i i 2 (T 2 ) Ti l + > h ( 0 
1 f T l I T 2 I 2I f l I 
U 2 J ( F(T,W,-T2I;2) J 
+ 2 • (r l l (T ,) + n2 (T2) +17, (T ,) r\2 (T2)) + 
Q(<Pi(Q, <P2(T2)) 
F( T,V,~T2V2) 1-
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Since the orbits have a metric angle lim cos (т,), (р2(т2)) exists. In con-
sequence of the preceding lemma and the above inequalities ш ( т , , т 2 ) - » 0 if — is 
in-
fixed and т , , т 2 - * 0 . The function F as a norm defines a Minkowskian geometry 
in TXR therefore the limit of 7 ( 0 ^ ; T j D j , T2U2) exists if — is fixed and т 1 ; т2 — 0. 
These imply that lim y(0,; t1v,,t2v2) exists. Tltr2—0 
What have been proved till now yield that [Л, F] is a C^-Riemannian manifold. 
With respect to anomalies of such manifolds the following lemma is essential. 
L e m m a 3. 14. The function F:TR-~Rl defines a C°°-Riemannian manifold 
on R. 
P r o o f . For <x£G0 let : 77? — TR be its differential. If v£T2R and <x^(v) = v' 
then there is an orbit cp starting at z with <рД0) = v. Since q>' — а о (p is a differentiable 
curve (0) = (0)) = v'. But then F(v) = F(u') in consequence of the fact that 
a is a distance preserving transformation of [7?, g] and of Lemma 3. 3. Therefore 
a is an isometric transformation of [7?, F], Let t>,, . . . , vm£TxR be an orthonormal 
system and x:U —7?m a canonical coordinate system of the second kind at x defined 
by orbits <pt, ..., (pm with (pi*(0) = vi, i= 1, . . . , m according to Lemma 2. 4. There-
fore if z£ U and x(z) = (z\ ,.,,zm) then z = y ^ z ^ o ••• о ym(zm)(x) where is the 
1-parameter group which defines сри i= 1, ...,m. Let gij(zl, . . . ,z" !), i,j= 1, ...,m 
be the components of the Riemannian tensor defined by F with respect to the 
coordinate system for z£U. But у,*(0), i=\,...,m are linearly independent 
therefore 1-parameter groups ym+1, . . . , y„ exist which define a canonical coordinate 
system of the second kind x:U -*R" of G0 at e. Thus г" = Г'(a1, . . . , a"; z1 , . . . , z"!), 
i=l,...,m if a£U, x(a) = (aL, . . . , a"), z£U, a(z) = z'£U. The functions Г' are 
C°° since Г:(70Х/?—7? is a C°°-map. In consequence of the special choice of the 
coordinate systems и'=Г'(и1, ..., и'", 0, . . . , 0; 0, . . . , 0), / = 1, . . . , m for //£ U. Since 
the elements of G0 are isometric transformations 
gij(Q, •••> 0) = Sij = 
дГк(и1,...,ит,0, . . . , 0 ; 0 , . . . , 0 ) дГ,(и\ ...,um, 0, . . . , 0 ; 0 , . . . , 0 ) 
dz> dzJ 
for i, j=\, ...,m, which considered as a system of equations for the guiu1', ..., um), 
k, 1=1, . . . , m must have a unique solution. This together with the fact that the 
Г' are C°°-functions yield that the gkl are as well, what obviously implies the 
assertion of the lemma. 
It is to be noted that contrary to the circumstance that Lemmas 3. 1-12 do not 
assume the existence of the metric angle of orbits for the last one this is essential. 
= Zgiaiu 
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In fact Lemma 3. 14 cannot have an analogue in the case of Finsler manifolds as 
obvious examples of Minkowskian geometries show. 
Results of this section are summed up in 
T h e o r e m 3. Let T:GXR R be a differentiüble transformation group and 
the differentiable manifold R have a distance function Q such that the metric space 
[/?, <?] is finitely compact and convex. If the elements of G0 are distance preserving 
transformations of[R, o] and the orbits of the 1 -parameter groups of G0 are rectifiabie 
and have metric angle in [/?, o] then there is a unique Riemannian metric on R such 
that its induced metric space is [R, o]. 
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Abstract Spaces abd Approximation, Proceedings of the Conference held at the Mathematical" 
Research Institute at Oberwolfach, July 18—27, 1968. Edited by P. L. Butzer and B. Sz.-Nagjy 
423 pages, Birkhauser Verlag, Basel—Stuttgart, 1969. 
The Conference was dedicated to the memory of Jean Favard. The first paper, written by-
G. Alexits and M. Zamansky, gives an appreciation of Favard's life and results. 
Most of the further forty papers deal with the theoretical aspects of approximation theory,, 
but several papers treat the related fields of functional analysis and operator theory. The chapter 
headings will indicate the scope of the Conference in more detail. The papers are classified accord-
ing to their subject matter into five chapters: I. Operator Theory (P. R. Halmos, 1.1. Hirschman,. 
Jr., R. G. Douglas, R. S. Phillips, B. Sz.-Nagy, U. Westphal), II. Interpolation and Approximation-
on Banach Spaces (G. G. Lorentz and T. Shimogaki, R. O'Neill, H. Berens, P. L. Butzer and 
K. Scherer, G. Alexits, I. Singer, B. Brosowski), III. Harmonic Analysis and Approximation (P. R. 
Masani, R. A. Hirschfeld, J.-P. Kahane, H. S. Shapiro, E. Górlich, G. Sunouchi, L. Leindler,. 
J. L. B. Cooper, P. G. Rooney, T. K. Boehme), IV. Algebraic and Complex Approximation 
(T. J. Rivlin, R. B. Schnabl, M. W. Miiller, P . O . Runck, M. V. Golitschek, E. Popoviciu,. 
T. Popoviciu, J. Korevaar and C. K. Chui, P. C. Curtis, Jr.), V. Numerical and Spline Approximation, 
Differential Equations (A. M. Ostrowski, K. Zeller, J. Nitsche, A. Sharma and A. Meir, W. Walter,. 
H. Günzler and S. Zaidman, J. Lófstróm). 
In addition there is a report on new and unsolved problems based upon a special problem 
session and later communications from the participants. This part of the volume was edited by 
H. S. Shapiro. 
The book is arranged very well and the printing is nice. 
. ' L. Leindler (Szeged) 
Richard S. Palais, Foundations of global non-linear analysis, VIII +132 pages, New York— 
Amsterdam, W. A. Bejamin, Inc. 1968. 
This paper is an expanded version of lectures held at the Mathematics Institutes of Bonn. 
University and the University of Geneva during the summer of 1966. 
It is the first systematic exposition and axiomatic foundation from a category theoretical' 
standpoint of the subject of global non-linear analysis. 
According to the author's conception, concrete local linear analysis is the study of the classical 
spaces of real, complex, or vector valued functions on R" or on some domain in R", and of their 
linear maps (integro-differemial operators). In global linear analysis the role of a domain in R" is. 
given to an arbitrary finite dimensional differentiable manifold M, while in global non-linear analysis 
the role of linear maps of function spaces on a differentiable manifold M is given to non-linear-
maps that are "locally approximate" by a linear map in some sense. As the invariant structure; 
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of the function spacss under these non-linear maps is an infinite dimensional differentiable manifold, 
the infinite dimensional manifolds and their differentiable maps are the subject of abstract global 
.non-linear analysis. 
These concepts are explained on concrete function spaces and maps (differential operators). 
The author sets down and discusses some important problems in connection with these 
concepts, especially the index-problem of a non-linear elliptic differential operator and the general-
ized calculus of variations. 
The reader is supposed to be familiar with the basic notions of the theories of categories and 
:functors, of infinite dimensional differentiable manifolds, and of vector bundles, for example with 
Lang's "Introduction to Differentiable Manifolds" and with chapter IV in R. S. Palais' "Seminar 
•on the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem", Annals Study n. 57. 
P. T. Nagy (Szeged) 
S. Fenyó—T. Frey, Modern mathematical methods in technology, Vol. 1 (North-Holland Series 
in Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, Vol. 9), XII-1-407 pages, Amsterdam—London, North-
Holland Publ. Co., 1969. . 
This is a translation, with some minor improvements, of the German original published in 
1967 by Birkháuser Verlag as vol. 8 in the International Series of Numerical Mathematics. The 
authors' aim is to acquaint the reader with mathematical disciplines important for recent applications. 
"They had in mind in the first place natural scientists and engineers, but they also considered the 
mathematician interested in the latest fields of application. 
Contents: 1. Extension of the classical concept of an integral. (Lebesgue integral. Stieltjes integ-
ral.) — 2. The operational calculus. (Concepts from algebra. The operational calculus of number 
.sequences. The operational calculus of functions.) — 3. Fundamentals of distribution theory. (The 
distribution concept. Operations with distributions. Application to ordinary linear differential 
•equations. Representation theorem. Distribution sequences. Fourier transformation of distributions. 
Reguiarisation of functions. Applications.) — 4. Analysis of non-linear differential equations. The 
.theory of nonlinear vibrations. (Existence and uniqueness. Stability. Structure of the integral curve. 
Nonlinear vibrations.) 
B. Sz-Nagy (Szeged) 
Herbert S. Wilf, Finite sections of some classical inequalities, IV+82 pages, Berlin—Heidel-
berg—New York, Springer-Verlag, 1970. 
This book is very useful for those who are familiar with classical inequalities and intend to 
have a survey of new results connected with Hiibert's inequality and its generalizations, or 
with Toeplitz and Hankels forms. 
If we consider any inequality of the form 
f(x>,x2, ...) S A-g(x1,x1, ...) (g^0), 
where the x¡ are real variables and A is a best possible constant; thsn the best constants in 
f(xi,x2, ...,x„,0,0, ...) s A„-g(x,,x2, ...,x„,0,0, ...) 
certainly satisfy A„sA. The object of this volume is to study refinements of the assertion An — A 
t(jl -» co). . 
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The book consists of four chapters. Chapter 1 contains some classical results including the 
inequality of Hilbert, Hardy, and Carleman, as well as the basic properties of Toeplitz forms. 
Chapter 2 discusses the theory of Toeplitz integral kernels, and Hilbert forms. Chapter 3 is concerned 
with Hankel forms and their spectral theory. The author discusses the boundedness of such forms, 
their lowest eigenvalues, and connections with orthogonal polynomials on a curve in the complex 
plane. Chapter 4 is devoted to inequalities which do not assert boundedness of some linear operator 
on I2. Here much of the general theory is inapplicable and new methods have to be introduced to 
deal with special problems. The truncated version of Carleman's inequality is given to introduce 
the ideas, and extensions of the method to more general inequalities in lp are presented. 
The book contains reference to 55 items and a Subject Index. The author arranged his book 
lucidly and gave many useful hints to the literature; it is a valuable work. 
L. Leindler (Szeged) 
L. P. Hyrvärinen, Information Theory for Systems Engineers (Economics and Operations 
Research XVII), VIII+197 Seiten, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—-Heidelberg—New York, 1970. — 
DM 44,— 
Das Buch ist eine Ausarbeitung einer vom Verf. gehaltenen Vortragsreihe an dem IBM Euro-
pean Systems Research Institute in Genf. 
Informationstheorie hat sich in dem letzten viertel Jahrhundert zu einer schönen, runden 
mathematischen Disziplin, aber gleichzeitig zu einem unentbehrlichen Hilfsmittel der Nachrichten-
bzw. Computer-Technik entwickelt. Jeder, der heute ein Buch über dieses Gebiet schreiben will, 
soll sich sofort die schwierige, und oft den Erfolg des Buches entscheidende Frage stellen, ob er 
sein Werk für den mathematischen Feinschmecker, für den Praktiker oder evtl. für beide bestimmen 
will. Der Verf. des vorliegenden Buches ist dem Erbe C. E. Shannons, des Begründers der Informa-
tionstheorie, treu geblieben und hat, wie auch in dem Titel betont ist, ein für die Praxis bestimmtes, 
gut brauchbares Fachbuch geschafffen. 
Entsprechend der Zielstellung des Buches werden nur soviel mathematische Grundkenntnisse 
vorausgesetzt, wie in jedem für Ingenieure gehaltenen Mathematik-Kurs enthalten sind, etwa die 
Grundlagen der Differential- and Integralrechnung und der Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie. Es werden 
keine strengen mathematischen Definitionen, Sätze und Beweise angegeben, sondern die Begriffe 
und ihre Eigenschaften werden aus Plausibilitätsbetrachtungen hergeleitet. Die Darlegungen werden 
nicht nur soweit getrieben, bis die runde Theorie reicht, sondern bis um die Erfordernisse der Praxis. 
Der Praktiker wird sich besonders an die ausgearbeiteten Algorithmen (z. B. für Ermittlung eines 
optimalen Kodes) und an die schönen, besonders für die Computer-Technik bestimmten Anwendun-
gen (Kapitel 5) freuen. 
Das Buch, als eine Ausarbeitung einer Vortragsreihe, ist innerlich sehr zusammenhängend, 
die einzelnen Kapitel stützen wesentlich an die Vorangegangenen, dadurch eignet sich das Buch 
vorzügl'c'i für diejenigen, die sich in die Informationstheorie einarbeiten wollen, aber es ist kein 
Nachschlagwerk. Die sebstständige Lösung der Aufgaben am Ende des Buches setzt den Leser 
imstande, während seiner Arbeit auftretende neuartige Probleme lösen zu können. 
Die Kapiteltitel sind: 1. Einleitung; 2. Störungsfreie Kanäle; 3. Kodierung für störungsfreie 
Kanäle; 4. Gekoppelte Ereignisse, natürliche Sprachen; 5. Anwendungen der Kodierung ohne 
Störung; 6. Gestörte Kanäle; 7. Fehlerentdeckende und -korrigierende Kode; 8. Eigenschaften der 
Kanäle für stetige Signale; 9. Empfang stetiger Signale; 10. Informationsfilter. — Anhang über 
angewandte Hilfsmittel, Probleme und Lösungen, Literaturverzeichnis und Index machen den 
Band komplett. 
D. Vennes (Szeged) 
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G. Takeuti—W. M. Zaring, Introduction to axiomatic set theory (Graduate Texts in Mathe-
matics, Vol. 1), VII + 250 pages, New York—Heidelberg—Berlin, Springer-Verlag, ¡1971. — D M 35 
As the authors also state in the introduction, a systematic development is presented here of 
Zermelo—Fraenkel set theory, with a stress on detailed proofs rather than on the inclusion of a 
large number of deep results. The topics dealt with include the interrelation between the Generalized 
Continuum Hypothesis, the Aleph Hypothesis, and the Axiom of Choice. Gödel's model of con-
structible sets is presented, and Cohen's forcing method is developed in order to prove the indepence 
of the Axiom of Constructibility. Unfortunately, the use of formulas is slightly excessive in some 
parts of the book, while sufficient intuitive motivation is sometimes lacking. Also, J. R. Shoenfield's 
unramified approach to forcing is probably simpler than the presented one. Nevertheless, the book 
is a great help to anyone wanting to get.acquainted with axiomatic set theory thoroughly and without 
(much) assistance from an instructor. The authors plan a further volume entitled Axiomatic set 
theory discussing, in a very general setting, relative constructibility, generalized forcing, and 
their interrelationship. 
Attila Máté (Szeged) 
J . K. Percus, Combinatorial methods (Applied Mathematical Sciences, 4), IX+194 pages, 
New York—Heidelberg—Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1971. — US $ 6,50 
In harmony with the aims of the series Applied Mathematical Sciences, the treatment of the 
subject is not too abstract, but nevertheless of good quality, so as to reach a wide circle of readers: 
students in mathematics, physics, and chemistry, etc. Combinatorics is a subject that especially 
yields to such a treatment. Some chapter headings might be cited to give an indication of the topics 
discussed: Set generating functions — Permutations with restricted position. The master theorem 
.•— Classification of partitions — Ramsey's theorem — Distribution of labeled objects — Random 
walk on lattices — The ballot problem — The dimer problem — Counting patterns on two dimensio-
nal lattices — The Ising model — Estimates of the Curie temperature — Spin correlations. As these 
headings show, some interesting applications are also dealt with in detail. The discussion is enlivened 
by the large number of elaborated examples, visibly separated from the core of the text. 
Attila Máté (Szeged) 
J . H. Wilkinson and C. Reinsch, Linear algebra (Handbook for automatic computation, Vol. 
II'., Die Grundlehren der mathematische Wissenschaften in Einzeldarstellungen, Band 186), 4 
figures, X + 439 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1971. — Cloth US $ 20.80 
Volume la of this series specified a restricted version of ALGOL to be employed throughout 
the Handbook, and volume lb described its implementation on a computer. The subsequent volumes 
are to present algorithms in specific areas of numerical analysis. The present one consists of two 
parts: I. Linear systems, least squares and linear programming, and II. The algebraic eigenvalue 
problem. These are collections of contributions each of which deals with a numerical procedure, 
discussing its theoretical background, the range of applicability, and giving an ALGOL program. 
This can be fed into a computer without modification, or only a minor modification is needed, e. g. 
in order to make an economical use of the storage room by specifying when to use a backing store 
such as a magnetic tape. Most of the contributions had received pre-publication in Numerische 
Mathematik, and before being included in the present volume, the algorithms were thoroughly tested 
and, possibly, improved. 
Attila Máté (Szeged) 
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R. voii Alisas — K. O. Friedrichs, Fluid Dynamics (Applied Mathematical Sciences, 5), I X + 353 
pages, 216 fig., Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, Springer-Verlag, 1971. — DM 24,— 
From the Preface of the Editors (F. JOHN, J . P. LASALLE, L . SIROVICH): "In the summer' 
1941 Brown University undertook a Program of Advanced Instruction and Research in Mechanics." 
"Certainly an outstanding feature of this program must have been the lectures in Fluid Dynamics 
by Professor Friedrichs and the late Professor Mises. Their notes were prepared in mimeograph 
form and given a wide distribution at that time. Since their appearance these lectures have had a 
strong influence on teaching and research in the subject. — As the reader soon learns the notes have 
lost none of their vitality over the years. Indeed in certain instances only in the last few years has 
the field caught up with the ideas developed in the course of these lectures. Many ideas of value are 
still to be found in these notes." 
Chapter headings: I. General theory of perfect fluids. II. Motion in two dimensions — Airwing 
of infinite span. III. Motion in three dimensions. IV. Theory of viscous fluids. V. Compressible fluids. 
B. Sz.-Nagy (Szeged) 
István Vincze. Mathematische Statistik mit industriellen Anwendungen, 440 Seiten, Budapest, 
Akadémiai Kiadó, 1971. 
Dieses Buch ist die deutsche Fassung der ungarischen Originalausgabe (Matematikai statisztika 
ipari alkalmazásokkal, Budapest, Műszaki Kiadó, 1969), stimmt aber damit nicht vollständig über-
ein ; gewisse kleinere Änderungen wurden durchgeführt, weiterhin wurde der Text mit einem Paragra-
phen über den Rényi-Test und mit einem Abschnitt über das sequentielle Stichprobenverfahren 
ergänzt. 
Nach einer wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretischen Einführung werden die Grundlagen der Stich-
probenentnähme betrachtet: die verschiedenen Methoden der Stichprobenentnahme • (einfache, 
zwei- und mehrstufige, sequentielle, geschichtete, Stichprobenentnahme mit Gruppierung), 
die Grundlagen der Theorie der geordneten Stichproben, Sätze von Glivenko, KoImogorofT, Smir-
now, Gnedenko und Koroljuk. Ein anderes Kapitel beschäftigt sich mit der Theorie der statistischen 
Schätzungen: die Begriffe der erwartungstreuen, konsistenten und stark konsistenten Schätzungen, 
die Wirksamkeit der Schätzungen, suffiziente Schätzungen, die Ungleichung von Cramér—Rao, 
Konstruktion von statistischen Schätzfunktionen, das Maximum—Likelihood—Prinzip, die Mo-
mentenmethode, Konfidenzintervalle für die wichtigsten Parameter einiger wichtigen Verteilungen, 
Konfidenzgürtel für die theoretische Verteilungsfunktion. Das folgende Kapitel enthält die Test-
Theorie; die allgemeine Theorie der statistischen Tests, einfache und zusammengesetzte Hypothesen, 
parametrische und parameterfreie Probleme, die Wahrscheinlichkeit der Fehler erster und zweiter 
Art, Wählen des kritischen Bereiches, Vergleichung von Tests; parametrische Tests, p-, F-, und 
r-Tests, Vergleich der Erwartungswerte zweier normalverteilter Zufallsveränderlichen im Falle von 
unbekannten und verschiedenen Standardabweichungen, Vergleich mehrerer Standardabweichungen, 
Testen der Normalität, Prüfen der Wahrscheinlichkeit eines Ereignisses; parameterfreie Tests, 
/2-Test, Anwendung zur Prüfung der Anpassung, der Homogenität und der Unabhängigkeit, 
Wilcoxon-Test, Kolmogoroff-Test, Rényi-Test. Ein sebständiges Kapitel beschäftigt sich mit der 
Varianzanalyse: Satz von Fischer—Cochran, einfache Klassifikation, zweifache Klassifikation, 
Tests ohne und mit Wechselwirkungen, dreifache Klassifikation, unvollständige Versuchsanordnun-
gen, lateinisches Quadrat, zufällige Blöcke, ausgewogene unvollständige Blöcke, Kovarianzanalyse. 
Ein weiteres Kapitel wird der Korrelations- und Regressionsanalyse gewidmet: Methode der kleinsten 
Quadrate, Gleichung der Regressionsgeraden, Schätzung der Koeffizienten der Regressionsgeraden, 
Regressionsparabel, der Fall von mehreren Zufallsveränderlichen, Schätzung der Korrelations-
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koeffizienten, die wichtigsten statistischen Prüfungen, statistische Untersuchung der gemeinsamen 
Verteilung, Statistische Untersuchung des linearen funktionalen Zusammenhanges, Regression im 
Falle von Normalverteilung, Allokationsprobleme u. s. w. Ein Kapitel beschäftigt sich mit den 
statistischen Methoden der Qualitätskontrolle, was für die industriellen Anwendungen interessant 
ist, endlich folgt ein kurzes Kapitel über sequentielle Stichprobenverfahren. Am Ende des Buchas 
findet man die wichtigsten Tafeln: Zufallszahlen zur Gleichverteilung, Zufallszahlen zur standard-
isierten Normalverteilung, Werte der Dichtefunktion der standardisierten Normälverteilung, Nor-
malverteilung, Poisson-Verteilung, Binomialverteilung, F-, t- und ¿2-Verteilung, die kritischen 
Werte des KolmogoofT—Smirnowschen Zwei-Stichproben-Tests, des Wilcoxonschen Tests, des 
Vorzeichenstests und des Kolmogoroffschen Tests. Es gibt noch ein Schriftenverzeichnis, eine Liste 
über die wichtigsten Fachausdrücke in englischer und russischer Sprache, und ein Namen- und 
Sachregister. 
Vorausgesetzt wird nur die Kenntnis der elementaren mathematischen Analysis. Das Buch 
ist in erster Reihe für diejenigen Leser gut brauchbar, die die statistische Anschauungsmethode 
und die wichtigsten statistischen Methoden kennenlernen und anwenden wollen. 
Die Originalausgabe war die erste moderne Einführung in ungarischer Sprache in die mathe-
matische Statistik und hat sich als Lehrbuch für Studenten sowie als Nachschlagwerk in der Praxis 
bewährt. 
Wir wünschen der vorliegenden deutschen Version gleichen Erfolg. 
K. Tcmdori (Szeged) 
L. A. Lusternik and V. J . Sobolev, Elements of Functional Analysis (Authorized English trans-
lation, revised and corrected edition), X + 322 pages, Hindustan Publishing Corporation (India), 
Delhi, 1971. — US S 8.00 
The original edition, in Russian, appeared in 1951; it was the first book on this area written 
in the Soviet Union. It grew out of an expository paper of the first author in the Uspehi, 1936, 
and of university lectures by the second author; a revised second edition in Russian appeared in 
1965. 
The first three chapters deal with the basic concepts of metric spaces, linear and normed 
linear spaces, and of linear functionals and operators. (The proof of the Hahn—Banach theorem 
is incomplete as it forgets about the limit ordinals.) Chapter 4 studies compact operators, and proves 
the Fredholm alternative if the underlying Banach space has a basis. Chapter 5 introduces to the 
spectral theory of bounded selfadjoint operator on Hilbert space (closely following parts of the 
"Spektraldarstellung" (1942) of the reviewer). The last chapter is on some problems of non-linear 
functional analysis (Fréchet differentials, implicit functions, tangent manifolds, etc.) — References 
to foreign authors are not always correct. J. von Neumann's name is never mentioned. Haar's name 
appears occasionally with the (wrong) adjective: "Viennese mathematician". 
The book is a useful introduction to some aspects of functional analysis, although it would 
be better if it had followed the second edition in Russian, instead of the first. 
Béla Sz.-Nagy (Szeged) 
P. Deussen, Halbgruppen und Automaten (Heidelberger Taschenbücher, Band 99), 198 Seiten, 
Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, Springer Verlag, 1971. — DM 11,80,— 
Dieses Taschenbuch ist einer reinen algebraischen Betrachtung der wichtigsten Ergebnisse 
der Automatentheorie gewidmet, so daß die Zustandsmenge eines Automaten als ein.Rechts-Sem:-
modul über die Eingangshalbgruppe aufgefaßt ist. Diese Auffassung ergibt eine Ähnlichkeit der 
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Automatentheorle mit der Theorie von Ringen und Moduln und inspiriert.eine ganze Reihe nicht 
nur für die Automaten, sondern auch in der Theorie der Halbgruppen und Semimoduln interessanter 
Untersuchungen. Der aus dieser Auffassung stammenden Betrachtungsweise des Automaten widmet, 
sich das vorliegende Buch. 
Das erste Kapitel bringt die grundlegenden Definitionen und elementaren Sätze über Halb-
gruppen, die für den weiteren Verlauf notwendigen Ergebnisse über Idealtheorie von Halbgruppen, 
und einige Grundbegriffe über zweistellige Relationen und Kongruenzrelationen in Halbgruppen. 
Das zweite Kapitel ist der Theorie von Semimoduln gewidmet. Hier sind hauptsächlich die Homo-
morphismen, das direkte Produkt, die direkte Summe, das Tensorprodukt von Semimoduln und 
die Semimoduln mit Maximal- oder Minimalbedingung für Untersemimoduln untersucht. In 
diesem Teil findet man auch Ergebnisse über die streng zyklischen, vollreduziblen und irreduziblen 
Semimoduln und gewisse Resultate über die Konstruktionen der Kongruenzrelationen verschiedener 
Art. Daneben sind die Darstellungen von Semimoduln durch Graphen und die linearen Darstellungen 
behandelt. Das dritte Kapitel ist der Anwendung der in den ersten zwei Kapiteln aufgebauten 
Hilfsmittel in der Automatentheorie gewidmet. Nach der Einführung der wichtigsten automaten-
theoretischen Begriffen werden solche klassische Probleme, wie die Äquivalenz und Reduktion der 
Automaten, gelöst. Ferner sind interessante Sätze für den Fall, wenn die Eingangshalbgruppe des 
Automaten rechtskürzbar ist, bewiesen. Nach der Charakterisierung der durch Automaten induzier-
baren Wortfunktionen wird der Leser mit einigen Fragen der Realisation der Automaten durch 
direkte Produkte und Superpositionen bekannt gemacht. Schließlich ist der bekannte Zusammenhang 
zwischen den Analysatoren und regulären Mengen im Falle, wenn die Eingangshalbgruppe des 
Automaten frei ist, entwickelt. 
Trotz seinem nicht großen Umfang enthält das Buch ein reiches Material und gibt eine gute 
Übersicht über den Zusammenhang zwischen den Automaten und Halbgruppen. Die jedem Ab-
schnitt beigegebenen Übungsaufgaben (insgesamt etwa 100 Übungen) dienen auch zur Ergänzung 
des Stoffes. 
I. Babcsányi (Szombathely) — I. Peák (Szeged) 
Robert Sauer, Differenzengeometrie, 234 Seiten mit 95 Abbildungen, Springer-Verlag, Berlin— 
Heidelberg—New York, 1970. 
Bekanntlich versteht man unter Differenzengeometrie eine Behandlungsweise von differenzial-
geometrischen Problemen, wobei Kurven bzw. Flächen zuerst durch Polygone bzw. Polyeder approxi-
miert werden und dann die differenzialgecmetrischen Sätze mittels eines Grenzüberganges aus elemen-
targeometrischen Sätzen über Polygone bzw. Polyeder erhalten werden. Aus dieser Behandlungs-
weise ergeben sich zwei Vorteile, erstens ein geometrisch anschaulicher Einblick in die Tatsachen, 
die den differenzialgeometrischen Sätzen zugrunde liegen, zweitens die Möglichkeit der Anwendung 
von Approximationsmethoden, die bei Problemen der Technik nützlich sein können. 
Dieses Buch gilt als die erste systematische Darlegung der Differenzengeometrie: Kapitel I 
bringt eine allgemeine Einführung, spezielle Flächen und insbesondere Probleme der Flächenverbie-
gung werden in Kapitel 11 behandelt. Die infinitesimalen Flächenverbiegungen werden in Kapitel 
III betrachtet, wobei sich auch projektiv-geometrische Beziehungen ergeben. Durch seine klare und 
geometrisch inhaltsreiche Darstellung bietet das Buch eine sehr lesbare Einführung in diese interes-
sante diffsrenzialgsomstrische Theorie. 
J. Szenthe (Szeged) 
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N. Bourbaki, Variétés différentielles et analytiques, Fascicule de résultats (Paragraphes 1 à 7, 
Éléments de mathématique, XXX1ÍI, 97 pages, Hermann, Paris, 1967. 
Ce fascicule présente les notions fondamentales et les principaux résultats de la théorie des 
variétés différentielles, sur le corps des nombres réels, et des variétés analytiques sur un corps value 
•complet non discret. 
J. Szenthe (Szeged) 
D. V. Anosov, Geodesic flows on closed Riemannian manifolds with negative curvature, Proceed-
ings of the Steklov Institute of Mathematics, edited by I. G. Petrovskii and S. M. Nikol'skiï, 
number 90(1967). Translated from the Russian by S. Feder, 111 + 235 pages, American Mathematical 
.Society, 1969. 
The theory of geodesic flows on closed Riemannian manifolds of negative curvature is exposed 
here in the new approach of the author. His starting point is the observation that such flows satisfy a 
•condition denoted by (U) which roughly speaking means that trajectories in the neighborhood of a 
fixed one behave like those close to a saddle. This condition is likewise formulated for systems with 
discrete time which are called cascades. Flows and cascades satisfying these conditions are called 
(U)-systems and in fact they form the subject matter here. The main results all due to the author 
are that a (U)-system is structurally stable in the sense of Andronov and Pontrjagin, and a technical 
one which surmounts those difficulties which occur in proofs oTergodicity in connection with changes 
of coordinates. These important results are given in a carefully detailed presentation presupposing a 
minimal familiarity with the basic concepts. 
J. Szenthe (Szeged) 
Leopold Fejér, Gesammelte Arbeiten. (Im Auftrag der Ungarischen Akademie der Wissen-
schaften herausgegeben und mit Kommentaren versehen von P. Túrán, Mitglied der Ungarischen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften.) I—II, 872, bzw. 850 Seiten, Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, 1970. 
Leopold Fejér war eine repräsentative Persönlichkeit der ungarischen Mathematik; seine 
Tätigkeit hat große Wirkung auf die mathematische Wissenschaft und auch auf das ganze mathema-
tische Leben in Ungarn ausgeübt. 
Die Ungarische Akademie der Wissenschaften hat ihrer edlen Pflicht damit genügt, daß sie die 
gesammelten Arbeiten von Leopold Fejér herausgegeben hat. Die schöne aber schwere Arbeit der 
Redaktion hat Paul Túrán auf sich genommen. Nach dem Vorwort vom Redakteur und nach einer 
kurzen Lebensbeschreibung von Fejér (beide sind in zwei Sprachen, ungarisch und deutsch ge-
schrieben) enthält dieses Werk die Arbeiten von Fejér in der Reihe ihrer Veröffentlichung. Nach 
den einzelnen Arbeiten gibt es Anmerkungen des Redakteurs; in diesen Anmerkungen werden die 
Wirkungen der entsprechenden Resultate skizziert. 
Fejér hat seine Resultate meistens auch ungarisch publiziert; unter seinen Arbeiten gibt es 
welche, die nur ungarisch veröffentlich wurden. Die ungarischen und die fremdsprachigen Versionen 
zeigen manchmal gewisse Verschiedenheiten (besonders in den früheren Jahren). In den Fällen, wo 
die ungarische Version einer Arbeit kompletter als die andersprachige Version ist, gibt man hier 
<Iie deutsche Übersetzung der ungarischen Version. Am Ende des zweiten Bandes gibt es einen 
Anhang, der diejenigen Resultate von Fejér enthält, die in Arbeiten von anderen Verfassern oder als 
Beispiele publiziert wurden. Leopold Fejér hat viele umfangsreiche. Manuskripte nachgelassen; ihre 
Veröffentlichung bleibt eine zukünftige Aufgabe. 
Károly Tandori (Szeged) 
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